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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

In dieser Dissertation werden die optischen, elektronischen, strukturellen und photophysika-

lischen Eigenschaften gekoppelter Systeme analysiert. Speziell werden heterogene Systeme

untersucht, die als einen Hauptbestandteil organische Halbleiter enthalten. Organische Halb-

leiter sind konjugierte Verbindungen, die hauptsächlich aus Kohlenstoff bestehen und die

im Festkörper charakteristische Eigenschaften von Halbleitern aufweisen, wozu eine signi-

Ąkante Leitfähigkeit bei Raumtemperatur und die Fähigkeit zur Absorption und Emission

von Licht gehören. Durch diese Eigenschaften stellen organische Halbleiter vielversprechende

Materialien für den Einsatz in (opto-) elektronischen Bauelementen wie z.B. Solarzellen und

Leuchtdioden dar. Für viele Anwendungen sind jedoch reine organische Halbleiter nicht be-

sonders gut geeignet, unter anderem da sie im Allgemeinen eine relativ geringe Leitfähigkeit

aufweisen. Deshalb sind in den letzten Jahren zunehmend gemischte, gekoppelte Materialen

in den Fokus der Forschung gerückt, da diese vielversprechendere Eigenschaften als reine orga-

nische Halbleiter besitzen können. Um Eigenschaften zu erzielen, die über die Eigenschaften

der reinen Komponenten hinaus gehen, sind Kopplungen in diesen gemischten Systemen von

entscheidender Bedeutung. Diese Kopplungen und die daraus resultierenden Eigenschaften

sind jedoch nicht vollständig verstanden und bilden daher den Forschungsgegenstand dieser

Dissertation.

In dieser Arbeit werden drei verschiedene Kategorien heterogener, gekoppelter Systeme

betrachtet, in denen verschiedene Arten von Kopplungen von besonderer Bedeutung sind.

Die Systeme der ersten Kategorie bestehen aus Donator-Akzeptor Mischungen organischer

Halbleiter, die in dünnen Filmen analysiert werden. Donator-Moleküle zeichnen sich durch

ein geringes Ionisationspotential (IP) und Akzeptor-Moleküle durch eine hohe Elektronenaffi-

nität (EA) aus, wodurch bei gegebener elektronischer Kopplung ein Ladungstransfer zwischen

diesen Molekülen stattĄnden kann. Die Stärke der elektronischen Kopplung ist hierbei für die

Art des Ladungstransfers bedeutsam. Verschiedene Ladungstransferarten sind z.B. für die

Erhöhung der Leitfähigkeit organischer Halbleiter mittels Dotierung und für die Ladungs-

trennung in organischen Solarzellen von entscheidender Bedeutung. In dieser Dissertation

werden die vier verschiedenen Kombinationsmöglichkeiten zweier Donator Materialien und

zweier Akzeptor Materialien in gemischten dünnen Filmen systematisch untersucht. Mithilfe

experimenteller und theoretischer Methoden wird gezeigt, dass verschiedene Ladungstrans-

ferarten in diesen Filmen auftreten. Des Weiteren wird der EinĆuss des IP und der EA, des
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Mischungsverhältnisses sowie der elektronischen Kopplung auf die Art des Ladungstransfers

aufgezeigt. Außerdem wird die Photophysik dieser Filme untersucht, wobei ein besonderes

Augenmerk auf die Singulett-Spaltung (SF, von engl. singlet Ąssion) gelegt wird, die in den

reinen Donator Materialien nachgewiesen wurde. Dieser Prozess beschreibt die spontane

Umwandlung eines fotogenerierten Singulett Exzitons in zwei Triplett Exzitonen, der über

einen gekoppelten Triplet Paar Zustand verläuft. Mithilfe der SF könnte der Wirkungsgrad

organischer Solarzellen gesteigert werden. Zudem ist der Triplet Paar Zustand aufgrund

seiner Kopplung und seines Multi-Exzitonen Charakters von grundlegendem Interesse. Es

wird gezeigt, dass SF auch in Mischungen mit geringem Akzeptor Anteil auftritt, was die

Robustheit des SF-Prozesses verdeutlicht. Diese Robustheit ist für die tatsächliche Nutzung

der SF in organischen Solarzellen entscheidend. Zusätzlich wird bei tiefen Temperaturen eine

starke Emission aus dem Triplet Paar Zustand des einen Donator Materials festgestellt, was

aufgrund des Multi-Exzitonen Charakters dieses Zustandes ein interessantes Ergebnis ist,

welches als Ausgangspunkt für moderne quantenchemische Rechnungen dienen kann.

Die zweite Kategorie gekoppelter Systeme, die in dieser Arbeit diskutiert wird, umfasst or-

ganische dünne Filme auf Gittern aus plasmonischen Nanostrukturen. Diese Systeme eigenen

sich hervorragend, um starke Licht-Materie Kopplung zu erforschen. Bei dieser Kopplungsart

hybridisieren die elektronischen Anregungen im organischen Halbleiter mit den kollektiven

Gitterresonanzen des plasmonischen Gitters, wodurch sich die Energieniveaus im organischen

Halbleiter verschieben, was wiederum dessen photophysikalische und chemische Eigenschaften

beeinĆussen kann. In dieser Dissertation wird starke Licht-Materie Kopplung in polykristalli-

nen Filmen auf plasmonischen Gittern, welche scharfe, kollektive Gitterresonanzen aufweisen,

belegt. Die offene Struktur der plasmonischen Kavität sowie die gute Herstellbarkeit poly-

kristalliner Filme sorgen für eine technologische Relevanz dieser Beobachtung. Zudem wurde

ein System geschaffen, mit dessen Hilfe der theoretisch vorhergesagte EinĆuss der starken

Licht-Materie Kopplung auf die SF untersucht werden kann.

Als dritte Kategorie werden gekoppelte organisch-anorganische Halbleitersysteme in dieser

Dissertation erforscht. In diesen Materialien ist es möglich, die vorteilhaften Eigenschaften

beider Komponenten zu kombinieren und neue Eigenschaften zu kreieren. Hierfür ist ein elek-

tronisches Koppeln der verschiedenen Materialien sowie die Beschaffenheit der GrenzĆäche

von entscheidender Bedeutung. Besonders vielversprechend sind hybride Materialien aus or-

ganischen Halbleitern und anorganischen Halbleiternanopartikeln, da sich die optischen und

elektronischen Eigenschaften beider Komponenten gezielt modiĄzieren lassen. Zudem können

die organischen Halbleiter chemisch an die Nanopartikel gebunden werden, wodurch ein che-

misch gekoppeltes Netzwerk realisierbar ist. Die exakte Art der Bindung und die Anordnung

der organischen und anorganischen Komponenten ist jedoch, trotz ihrer großen Bedeutung,

noch weitgehend unerforscht. Daher werden diese beiden Aspekte in dieser Dissertation an

zwei Modelsystemen detailliert untersucht, wodurch die Bindungsart sowie die Anordnung

entschlüsselt wird. Zudem wird ein EinĆuss dieser chemischen Bindung auf die optischen

und photophysikalischen Eigenschaften der Systeme beobachtet, jedoch werden keine klaren
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Hinweise auf eine elektronische Kopplung gefunden, was die Komplexität dieser hybriden

Systeme verdeutlicht. Prinzipiell könnten in solche organisch-anorganischen Hybridsysteme

zum Beispiel auch SF-Materialien integriert werden, wodurch eine effektive Extraktion der

Triplett Exzitonen vorstellbar ist.

Zusammengefasst wird in dieser Arbeit der Zusammenhang zwischen verschiedenen Kopp-

lungsarten und den strukturellen, elektronischen, optischen und photophysikalischen Eigen-

schaften heterogener Systeme hergestellt. Die erlangten grundlegenden Erkenntnisse tragen

zu einem besseren Verständnis dieser vielversprechenden Materialien bei, was einen wichtigen

Schritt in Richtung ihrer technologischen Anwendung darstellt.
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1. Introduction

Our modern society relies heavily on the use of semiconductors in various applications. In-

tegrated circuits, used in computers, mobile phones, and almost all types of controllers, as

well as optoelectronic devices, including solar cells and light-emitting diodes, to name only a

few, depend on semiconductors [1]. Nowadays, most of these devices are based on inorganic

semiconductors, especially silicon, due to its abundance and favorable properties like the ease

to produce insulating silicon oxide layers during the manufacturing process [2]. However, for

speciĄc applications, organic semiconductors (OSCs) that mainly consist of carbon can offer

several advantages, as detailed below [3]. Therefore, they are predicted to play an important

role in the 21st century and can partially replace inorganic semiconductors [4].

A key advantage of OSCs is the possibility to tune their (opto)-electronic properties, such

as the absorption and emission spectra, by chemical modiĄcation [5]. Moreover, OSCs can

exhibit large absorption cross sections and a high quantum yield of luminescence [6]. These

beneĄcial properties facilitated their successful implementation in organic light-emitting

diodes (OLEDs) [7]. Displays based on OLEDs are commercially available and offer excellent

brightness, contrast, and energy efficiency [8]. The availability of cost- and energy-efficient

production procedures combined with the sufficiency of ultra-thin Ąlms for many applications

are further advantages of OSCs [5]. The use of ultra-thin Ąlms opens the possibility to man-

ufacture lightweight, transparent devices on Ćexible substrates, which is especially important

for large-area applications [3]. Due to the mentioned properties, there is also great hope for

the widespread use of OSCs in organic photovoltaic cells [9, 10]. Power conversion efficiencies

exceeding 16 % have been achieved in single-junction cells [11]. To further increase the power

conversion efficiency, so-called third generation solar cells are being developed that go beyond

standard single-junction solar cells [12].

One process that has been intensively studied in this context in the last decade is singlet

Ąssion (SF) [13Ű15]. In this spin-allowed process, one photoexcited singlet exciton sponta-

neously splits into two triplet excitons via an intermediate, electronically coupled triplet pair

state with overall singlet character [16, 17]. Consequently, the absorption of one high-energy

photon results in the formation of two lower-energy excitons. This down-conversion process

might be utilized by applying a sensitizing SF layer on top of a solar cell [18, 19]. The active

material of the underlying solar cell should have a bandgap that is similar in energy to the

triplet exciton energy in the SF material. Then, high-energy photons can be absorbed in the
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1. Introduction

sensitizing SF layer and two low-energy triplet excitons can be transferred to the solar cell,

which promises to increase the power conversion efficiency and to overcome the Shockley-

Queisser limit for single-junction solar cells [14, 20, 21]. The complex SF process is also of

fundamental interest, especially due to the involved coupled triplet pair state as an important

intermediate [16, 22]. This rich photophysics makes SF materials interesting research objects

for this thesis and they serve as examples of the importance of electronic coupling in neat

OSC materials [23].

Yet, for many applications, neat OSCs are not ideally suited, inter alia due to their gen-

erally low conductivity [3]. As a result, various heterogeneous systems that capitalize on

coupling effects between the different components have attracted considerable research ef-

forts in recent years [24Ű26]. Such coupled systems that can exhibit improved properties

compared to neat OSC materials are the main focus of this thesis.

The Ąrst category of heterogeneous coupled systems that are investigated in this work

are mixed OSC materials. In these systems, electronic coupling between different kinds of

molecules is fundamentally important as it provides the basis for charge transfer (CT) between

electron-donating and electron-accepting molecules [27Ű31]. Two different kinds of CT can

be discerned, namely excited state CT and ground state CT. While excited state CT is of

critical importance for charge separation in organic solar cells [27, 32, 33], ground state CT is

exploited in molecular doping to increase the generally small conductivity of OSCs [26, 34].

There exist two different ground state CT mechanisms, namely partial and integer CT [35].

For molecular doping purposes, integer CT, thus ion pair formation, is favorable due to the

larger amount of free charge carriers at room temperature [36]. Partial CT results instead

in the formation of charge transfer complexes (CTCs), which are fundamentally interesting

due to the hybridization of the frontier orbitals of the constituent molecules [35]. Such CTCs

can have very small band gaps, rendering them promising candidates for near-infrared (NIR)

photodetectors [37]. Which CT mechanism is realized for a certain material combination is

difficult to predict and depends on the properties of the neat materials as well as the electronic

coupling between them, which in turn depends on the molecular arrangement [38, 39]. The

occurrence of different CT mechanisms is investigated in this thesis in the model systems of

tetracene (TET) and pentacene (PEN) as two SF materials in blends with two prototypical

strong electron acceptors [35, 40Ű42]. Additionally, the photophysical properties of these

blends are studied with a special focus on the SF process and its robustness to the presence

of electron-accepting molecules.

Mixing different OSC materials into blends is not the only alternative to chemical modi-

Ącation in order to tune the properties of OSC materials. Another promising approach that

received increasing interest in recent years capitalizes on the possibility of strongly coupling

light and matter [25, 43, 44]. In the strong coupling regime, it is not possible anymore to con-

sider excitons and photons independently, but instead, new quasi-particles, which are called

exciton-polaritons, are formed [45, 46]. Such strong light-matter coupling can, for instance,

be realized in OSCs inside a microcavity composed of two mirrors that conĄne the photons,
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or in an OSC crystal or thin Ąlm on top of a plasmonic array [47Ű50]. As hybrid light-

matter states, the formed exciton-polaritons exhibit mixed properties from both the photon

and the exciton component [46, 51]. They feature fascinating effects like an enhancement of

the exciton diffusion length or polariton lasing with promising application possibilities [51Ű

54]. Furthermore, as a consequence of the polariton formation, the energy landscapes of the

excited states of an OSC material can be modiĄed, which can lead to an altered chemical

reactivity and modiĄed excited state dynamics [25, 55, 56]. Consequently, strong light-matter

coupling might also be used to inĆuence the SF process, which has recently been predicted

in theoretical reports and investigated in Ąrst experiments [57Ű62]. To date, most studies

of strong light-matter coupling have been conducted on single crystals of OSCs or on dye

molecules dissolved in a host matrix [47, 63]. Additionally, mainly closed microcavities have

been used so far, which complicates the in- and out-coupling of light and the contacting of the

organic layer [48, 51, 61]. In this thesis, strong light-matter coupling in polycrystalline PEN

thin Ąlms on open plasmonic arrays is demonstrated. This system can provide a valuable

platform to study the inĆuence of strong light-matter coupling on the SF process.

Finally, the combination of organic and inorganic semiconductors in one hybrid material

provides the possibility to create new functional materials that capitalize on the electronic

coupling between the two different material classes [64, 65]. Especially promising are hybrid

materials composed of OSCs and inorganic semiconductor nanoparticles, called quantum

dots (QDs), since the energy levels and optical properties of both components can be tuned

[24, 65]. In hybrid materials, the advantages of organic and inorganic materials can be ex-

ploited and the emerging properties can be beyond the sum of the properties of the individual

components [24, 66]. Optoelectronic devices like diodes, photodetectors, and solar cells have

been realized based on such hybrid systems [67Ű70]. The organic and inorganic components

in these hybrid systems can be either randomly mixed or arranged in an ordered, intercon-

nected network as a result of direct chemical bonding [71, 72]. Since charge and energy

transfer processes across the organic-inorganic interface are of fundamental importance to

achieve new functionality, the latter approach is very promising as it allows to control this

interface [24, 73]. Consequently, such coupled organic-inorganic nanostructures are promis-

ing candidates for, e.g., photon upconversion, optical communication, and solar cells [74Ű79].

However, the details of the organic-inorganic interface, like the structural arrangement and

the chemical bonding, are less investigated for these coupled organic-inorganic nanostructures.

This represents a major challenge for their further development and widespread application

[24]. Therefore, two model systems are studied in this thesis with a focus on the details of the

organic-inorganic interface and the electronic coupling between the different material classes.

Taken together, there is a wide variety of possible ways in which the properties of OSCs

can be adapted and enhanced to suit speciĄc applications. Most of these approaches have

in common that they utilize coupling effects between different components to achieve new

functionality [80]. Within this thesis, examples of different heterogeneous, coupled systems
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that contain OSCs as a major part are investigated to broaden the fundamental understanding

of their structural, electronic, optical, and photophysical properties.

This thesis is structured as follows. First, the fundamentals and physical concepts rel-

evant for understanding the results of this work are introduced in Chapter 2. SpeciĄcally,

the general concept of coupling as well as important properties of the different investigated

material classes, namely OSCs, inorganic semiconductor nanoparticles and plasmonic metal-

lic nanoparticles, are brieĆy described. In Chapter 3, the speciĄc materials and the sample

preparation methods for the purely organic semiconductor samples, the organic-inorganic

semiconductor samples and the plasmonic nanoparticle arrays are presented. It follows a

description of the employed experimental techniques in Chapter 4, which were used to char-

acterize the structural, vibrational, optical, and photophysical properties of the samples and

to obtain the results presented in Part II of this thesis.

This second part of the thesis starts with the discussion of the results of the purely organic

donor:acceptor systems. In Chapter 5, the CT interactions between TET and two strong

acceptors are investigated and the photophysics of these interesting samples are established.

The study of blends of PEN with the same two acceptors, presented in Chapter 6, provides

even deeper insights into the CT mechanisms in OSCs. Additionally, the impact of the

intermixed acceptor molecules on the SF process in PEN is investigated in these blends.

The SF process in PEN is also connected to the results presented in Chapter 7, in which

the emission properties of neat PEN thin Ąlms are discussed with a focus on the emission

from the electronically coupled triplet pair state at low temperatures. In Chapter 8, strong

light-matter coupling in polycrystalline PEN thin Ąlms on plasmonic arrays is successfully

demonstrated, and the possibility to inĆuence the SF process via strong light-matter coupling

is discussed. Last but not least, in Chapter 9, the chemical and electronic coupling as well

as the short-range organization in the hybrid organic-inorganic semiconductor samples are

analyzed, which contributes to a better understanding of the organic-inorganic interface.

Finally, in Chapter 10, the results are summarized and an outlook on further possible research

is given.
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2. Fundamentals

This chapter provides a brief overview of the fundamentals relevant to this thesis. First,

the general concept of coupling is introduced using the demonstrative example of coupled

harmonic oscillators, as several kinds of coupling play a central role in this thesis. Subse-

quently, the different classes of materials studied, namely OSCs, inorganic semiconductor

QDs, and metallic nanoparticles, are introduced. The electronic, optical, and photophysical

properties of OSCs and QDs are explained, and the different coupling phenomena within and

between these two material classes are illustrated. Finally, the plasmonic properties of arrays

of metallic nanoparticles are discussed, and the fundamentals of strong light-matter coupling

are presented.

2.1 Coupling

In this thesis, coupling phenomena in various forms play an important role. In the most

general way, two objects are called coupled if they interact with each other. This is a very

wide deĄnition that spans any kind of interaction and thus applies to almost everything.

Here, speciĄcally the case of coupled harmonic oscillators will be discussed as a descriptive

example, which provides the basis to understand also other coupling phenomena [44, 81]. In

a classical picture, a harmonic oscillator can be imagined as a mass m, connected by a spring

with spring constant k to a Ąxed point. If the masses of two such oscillators are connected

by an additional spring, they interact with each other and exchange energy via this spring.

Therefore, the two oscillators are coupled. Such a system is schematically depicted in Figure

2.1a. The coupling of the system is given by κ, which is in this model the spring constant of

the connecting spring.

For the uncoupled, undamped oscillators the eigenfrequencies are given by ω1 =
√

k1/m

and ω2 =
√

k2/m, respectively. Here, the masses of both oscillators are chosen identical to

simplify the expressions calculated below for the coupled model. If we now introduce the

coupling by choosing κ > 0, the equations of motion of the system can be written as [81]

mẍ1(t) + k1x1(t) + κ(x1(t) − x2(t)) = 0 (2.1a)

mẍ2(t) + k2x2(t) − κ(x1(t) − x2(t)) = 0. (2.1b)
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2. Fundamentals
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κm m
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a) b)

Figure 2.1: a) Schematic illustration of two coupled harmonic oscillators with identical mass
m, spring constants k1 and k2, positions x1(t) and x2(t), and a coupling spring with constant
κ. b) Eigenfrequencies ω2

±/ω2
0 (from Equation 2.3 with ω2

0 = (k1 + κ)/m) as a function of k2

for three different κ. For κ = 0 (black dashed line), ω+ = ω− at k2 = k1, while for κ > 0 an
anticrossing at k2 = k1 is obtained, which is proportional to κ. Inspired by Ref. [81].

Similar to the uncoupled case, an ansatz in the form of xi(t) = x0
i exp (−iω±t) is used, now

with the new eigenfrequencies ω± as a consequence of the coupling. By inserting this ansatz

into Equation 2.1, Equation 2.2, written in the matrix representation, is obtained:



mω2
± − k1 − κ κ

κ mω2
± − k2 − κ

] 

x0
1

x0
2

]

= M



x0
1

x0
2

]

= 0. (2.2)

The non-trivial solutions for the new eigenfrequencies are found by det M = 0. In the

following, the square of the eigenfrequencies (ω2
±) is considered, since it is proportional to

the energy of the oscillations, which is the important property for the coupling phenomena

discussed below. Consequently, ω2
± of the coupled system results as

ω2
± =

1
2





k1 + κ

m
+

k2 + κ

m
±
√

(

k1 − k2

m

)2

+ 4
κ2

m2



 . (2.3)

The Ąrst two terms in Equation 2.3 can be understood as the eigenfrequencies of the two

oscillators composed of a mass m and two springs with constants ki and κ. The expression

under the square root is the more interesting part concerning the coupling. While the Ąrst

term under the square root is related to the difference between the eigenfrequencies of the

two uncoupled oscillators, the second term is directly related to the coupling strength of

the system. Therefore, the two oscillators cannot be described individually anymore but the

entire coupled system with new, hybrid eigenfrequencies needs to be considered [44]. Only for

weak coupling strengths, the properties of the coupled oscillator system can be approximated

by the properties of the individual oscillators [81]. In Figure 2.1b, the eigenfrequencies of

the coupled system are plotted in dependence of k2 while keeping k1 constant. For a non-

vanishing κ, an anticrossing of the two frequencies is observed, which is characteristic for
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2.1 Coupling

strong coupling [81]. For k1 = k2, thus when the eigenfrequencies ω1 and ω2 of the uncoupled

oscillators are equal, the splitting follows as

ω2
+ − ω2

− =
2κ

m
. (2.4)

Equation 2.4 demonstrates that the splitting between ω2
+ and ω2

− is proportional to the

coupling strength κ, resulting in a larger splitting for higher coupling strengths.

Note that in the example described so far, any damping of the coupled oscillator system

was ignored, which could be added by γiẋi terms in Equation 2.1, describing a friction in

dependence of the velocity [81]. This would result in complex frequency eigenvalues, with the

imaginary part representing the linewidth related to the energy dissipation. A splitting of

the frequencies is then only observable if the coupling strength is larger than the dissipation

in each system, which can be considered as a criterion for strong coupling [81]. Instead, if the

decay rate of one or both oscillators is larger than the energy transfer rate, weak coupling is

realized [82].

This simple mechanical example can, of course, not quantitatively describe all different

coupling possibilities, but often it can provide an intuitive picture, e.g. for strong light-matter

coupling, which is detailed in Section 2.4.3. Similarly, the concept of Frenkel excitons in OSCs

and the appearance of a Davydov splitting (cf. Section 2.2.4), due to rather long ranged

Coulomb coupling [83], can be understood at the example of coupled harmonic oscillators.

For neutral molecules or QDs, the dipole-dipole coupling is the most important part of the

Coulomb interaction, and, e.g., the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) process (cf.

Section 2.2.6) can be explained by weak dipole-dipole coupling [82]. Another important kind

of coupling for this work results from orbital or wavefunction overlap between neighboring

molecules or QD, which can give rise to electron exchange contributions and CT mediated

coupling [83, 84]. This short-range coupling due to orbital overlap is, e.g., important for

Dexter energy transfer and CT phenomena (cf. Section 2.2.6), the Davydov splitting (cf.

Section 2.2.4), and coupled triplet pair states (cf. Section 2.2.5). Coulomb coupling and

coupling due to orbital overlap are of major importance for many phenomena investigated

in this work and can be summarized as electronic coupling [85]. Often, the mathematics

of coupling problems can be expressed in a perturbative approach by a Hamiltonian that

resembles Equation 2.2 [85]. Then, the energy of the uncoupled objects or states appears

on the diagonal of M and the coupling energy between them as the off-diagonal elements.

Similarly to the mechanical analog, the new eigenstates (energies) of the coupled system can

be determined by diagonalizing M [25]. They are in general different from the energies of

the uncoupled system and can show an energy splitting, depending on the coupling strength

[82].
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2. Fundamentals

2.2 Organic semiconductors

In this section, OSCs are introduced as they are involved in all parts of this thesis. Further

details can be found in textbooks [3, 4, 6, 86, 87], which were also used as basis for this

chapter. OSCs consist mainly of carbon and hydrogen atoms, but may also contain a few other

elements, like nitrogen, oxygen and Ćuorine for the molecules investigated in this work. In the

solid state, e.g. in crystals, thin Ąlms or nanoparticles, they exhibit semiconducting properties

like the absorption and emission of visible light and a non-negligible conductivity [6]. In

general, two different classes of OSCs are distinguished, namely small-molecule OSCs with

a relatively low molecular weight and polymers that can consist of thousands of covalently

linked monomers [3]. In this thesis, only small-molecule OSCs were investigated and the term

OSC is used for this material class in the following.

2.2.1 Single molecules

As the name suggests, these OSCs consist of small molecules containing generally 10-100

atoms [3]. The backbone of these molecules is built mainly from carbon atoms that are

sp2-hybridized, implying that they can form three bonds in a plane to neighboring atoms,

while the last atomic pz-orbital is oriented perpendicular to this plane (Figure 2.2a) [4]. The

three bonds in the plane are relatively strong, localized σ-bonds with an angle of ∼ 120° in

between them [89]. For this reason, many OSCs exhibit a planar structure and hexagonal

rings. In contrast to the sp2-hybrid orbitals, the remaining pz-orbitals of neighboring carbon

atoms only weakly overlap above and below this plane, which leads to the formation of

additional, weaker bonds called π-bonds [89]. If several sp2- (or sp-) hybridized carbon

atoms are bound to each other, as shown in Figure 2.2b at the example of benzene, the

electrons in the π-bonds can be delocalized over the entire conjugated system, resulting in

a stabilization of the molecule [89]. This delocalization can be described by introducing

molecular π-orbitals (Figure 2.2c), which can be approximately described as a superposition

of the atomic pz-orbitals [6]. The overall number of orbitals remains hereby constant, but

the constructed molecular orbitals have different energies depending on the relative phase

Figure 2.2: Atomic and molecular orbitals. a) sp2-hybridized carbon atom, with the three
sp2-orbitals in one plane and the remaining pz-orbital perpendicular to this plane. b) Atomic
pz-orbitals in benzene before hybridization. c) Energetically lowest, hybridized molecular π-
orbital in benzene. The colors represent the relative phase of the orbitals. Adapted from Ref.
[88].
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2.2 Organic semiconductors

of the atomic orbitals that are combined [89]. In the ground state, the energetically lower

half of the molecular π-orbitals is Ąlled with two electrons each and the other half is empty,

resulting in an energetically highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and an energetically

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) [6]. The energy splitting between the different

molecular π-orbitals is relatively small, which is a crucial characteristic for OSCs, as it implies

that transitions of electrons between these orbitals can be excited by visible light (cf. Section

2.2.3) [4]. The energy of these transitions depends on the size of the conjugated system [6].

Another important fact is that the π-orbitals are localized above and below the plane of the

molecule (Figure 2.2c). Therefore, they can overlap with π-orbitals of adjacent molecules

which signiĄcantly inĆuences the intermolecular interactions [4].

2.2.2 Thin Ąlms

The intermolecular interactions mentioned above are important for the formation of solid

materials out of the semiconducting molecules. These molecular solids consist of the single

molecules which are mainly bound to each other by relatively weak van-der-Waals interac-

tions [4]. Depending on the intermolecular interactions, also the preferred orientation of the

molecules to each other is deĄned and consequently the crystal structure [90]. One typical

motive that is found for many OSCs is the so-called edge-to-face orientation, which leads to

the formation of a herringbone structure, see Figure 2.3a [91]. This herringbone structure is

found for some of the OSCs that are investigated in thin Ąlms in this work. Such OSC thin

Ąlms can be either grown by organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) (see Section 3.2.3)

or by deposition from solution (Section 3.3.3). The thin Ąlms grown via OMBD generally

exhibit a higher degree of structural order [6]. In the OMBD process, the molecules condense

from the gas phase to the substrate, diffuse on the substrate and Ąnally nucleate, which

gives them time to arrange in a preferred orientation [92, 93]. Generally, the growth of OSC

thin Ąlms is a complex, non-equilibrium process and several growth modes exist [92, 93], but

this is not further investigated and discussed in this thesis. In the following, only the most

commonly observed Ąnal structures of OSC thin Ąlms on weakly interacting substrates are

brieĆy described.

a) b)

Figure 2.3: Herringbone structure depicted at the example of PEN [94]. a) Top view of a
single layer. b) Side view on two stacked layers. Inspired by Ref. [88].
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In general, OSC thin Ąlms can be categorized as either polycrystalline or amorphous,

and the polycrystalline Ąlms can be further divided into uniaxially anisotropic and isotropic

Ąlms, as well as further, special cases [95, 96]. The structural order obtained depends on the

speciĄc molecules, their interactions with each other and with the substrate, and the growth

process, as mentioned above [92, 93]. Amorphous thin Ąlms exhibit no long-range order.

Polycrystalline thin Ąlms, on the other hand, consist of many coalesced crystallites. In each

crystallite, the molecules are located at speciĄc positions with a speciĄc orientation, as for

macroscopic single crystals, thus a long-range order is given. The orientation of the different

crystallites with respect to each other is, however, not deĄned. For isotropic polycrystalline

Ąlms, the crystallites are completely randomly oriented with respect to each other and the

substrate. In contrast, for uniaxially anisotropic Ąlms, the orientation of the crystallites with

respect to the substrate normal is deĄned, and only the in-plane orientation of the crystallites

is randomly distributed. Thus, one axis is preferred, giving rise to different in-plane and out-

of-plane properties. The terms "in-plane" and "out-of-plane" are deĄned with respect to

the substrate plane and are used accordingly throughout this thesis unless otherwise stated.

Typical examples of uniaxially anisotropic polycrystalline Ąlms are neat Ąlms of TET and

PEN on weakly interacting substrates [97, 98]. These Ąlms exhibit molecular planes parallel

to the substrate in which the molecules are arranged in a herringbone structure. Along the

surface normal, these molecular planes are stacked on top of each other (Figure 2.3b). This

results in a dominant electronic coupling between the molecules in the plane and only weak

out-of-plane interactions [4].

2.2.3 Excited states and transitions of single molecules

A large fraction of this thesis is devoted to the optical and photophysical properties of OSCs,

including the absorption and emission of light as well as the excited state dynamics. These

processes can be described by transitions between molecular states, which are introduced in

this section. The optical properties of an OSC are mainly governed by transitions between the

different electronic states of the molecules, which are related to the electronic wavefunction.

An additional important characteristic of an electronic state is the overall spin of the electrons

in the molecule, which can be described by the spin wavefunction. Finally, transitions between

vibrational states of an OSC, related to the vibrational wavefunction, are important, too, e.g.,

for the characterization of the purely organic and organic-inorganic semiconductor samples

in this work. Thus, these transitions and states are brieĆy introduced in this section. Only

some areas of this large Ąeld can be outlined here, while more detailed overviews can be found

in the literature, e.g. in Refs [6, 87, 99].

Excited states

The molecular orbitals described in Section 2.2.1, which are obtained by a superposition of

atomic orbitals, are so-called one-electron orbitals. This implies that any electron-electron
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2.2 Organic semiconductors

Figure 2.4: ConĄgurations of electronic states. For the excited states S1 and S2 two possibly
contributing conĄgurations are depicted, which can contribute to different degrees to these
states, while also further conĄgurations could be included. Adapted from Ref. [6].

interactions in the molecule are ignored, which is a rough approximation [6]. In order to ade-

quately describe optical processes like absorption and emission in OSCs, it is required to take

the entire state of the molecule into account, instead of considering single transitions of elec-

trons between one-electron orbitals. This is done by constructing electronically excited states

of the molecule as a linear combination of different conĄgurations, which is called conĄgura-

tion interaction, see Figure 2.4 [6]. ConĄguration denotes here the distribution of electrons in

the molecular orbitals. These constructed states are adiabatic states, which implies that they

are eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian of the system and are related to the experimental

observables like absorption energies [16]. In contrast, the conĄgurations can be considered

as diabatic states, which have a clear and intuitive physical interpretation. Diabatic states

are, however, in general no eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian of the system [100]. This

discrimination between diabatic and adiabatic states is important for the description of the

SF process in Section 2.2.5.

For most molecules, the state with the lowest energy is given by the conĄguration in which

all electrons are paired and found in the lowest possible orbitals. This state has overall spin

zero, which makes it a singlet (S) state (vide infra), and it is called the ground state S0 of the

molecule. The energy of this ground state is usually set to zero. To the Ąrst excited singlet

state S1, several conĄgurations with overall singlet character contribute. In the following, all

orbitals energetically below (above) the mentioned ones are considered to be completely Ąlled

(empty). The dominant contribution to the S1 state is generally from the conĄguration with

one electron in the LUMO and one electron in the HOMO. But also other conĄgurations,

with, e.g., one electron in the HOMO-1, two in the HOMO and one in the LUMO, might

contribute to a smaller degree (cf. Figure 2.4). It is also worth noting that the energy of

the S1 state is generally smaller than the HOMO-LUMO gap due to the Coulomb attraction

between electron and hole [6]. For higher excited singlet states, like S2 or S3, similarly several

conĄgurations contribute to different degrees (cf. Figure 2.4). Taken together, by including
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Figure 2.5: Energies of molecular states. The vibrational states are only explicitly labeled for
the electronic ground state S0.

the conĄguration interaction, the electronic wavefunction of a state, depending on the electron

and nuclei positions, can be constructed.

To fully describe the state of a molecule, also the spin wavefunction and the vibrational

wavefunction need to be considered [6]. The spin wavefunction describes the overall spin of

the electrons in the molecule. Since electrons in completely Ąlled orbitals have anti-parallel

spins, only the unpaired electrons need to be considered. In the conĄgurations considered

so far, the two unpaired electrons have anti-parallel spins, which results in overall spin zero

and singlet states. If the two unpaired electrons have a parallel spin, the overall spin adds

up to one and a triplet state is realized [6]. These triplet states are, similar to the singlet

states, denoted as T1, T2, ... with increasing energy (Figure 2.5). The energy of T1 is smaller

than the energy of S1 due to the exchange energy [6]. This lowered energy can be classically

understood by a reduced Coulomb repulsion of the two unpaired electrons in the triplet state

as they have a larger average distance from each other.

Finally, the vibrational wavefunction of the molecule should be considered, which is related

to the oscillations of the nuclei. The covalently bound atoms of the molecule can vibrate

against each other, which gives rise to vibrationally excited states, denoted by ν. A non-

linear molecule has 3N − 6 normal modes of vibration, with N being the number of atoms

in the molecule [101]. Thus, for typical OSCs, a very large number of vibrational modes

exist. Often, some of these normal modes can be assigned to functional groups, which are

mainly vibrating at a given frequency [102]. Generally, the vibrational states have a smaller

energy spacing than the electronic states. In Figure 2.5, the energies of the molecular states

are schematically illustrated, with only one vibrational mode explicitly drawn for simplicity.

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which was implicitly used so far, the overall

wavefunction of the molecular state can be calculated as the product of the electronic, the

vibrational, and the spin wavefunction [6]. This approximation uses the assumption that

the different wavefunctions can be calculated independently from each other, which is often

a good approximation, since the electrons are much lighter and faster than the nuclei. As

a consequence, the electrons can quasi-instantaneously follow the movement of the nuclei

and react much faster to any perturbations like electromagnetic radiation [87], which is the

subject of the next section.
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Radiative transitions between molecular states

As already mentioned above, many OSCs can be excited by the absorption of light in the

visible range. This absorption of a photon leads to the formation of a bound electron-hole

pair, which is called an exciton. During the excitation process, the electronic (and possibly

the vibrational) state of the molecule is changed. Without external inĆuences, the molecule is

in the ground state S0 before the absorption process. After the absorption, the molecule is in

an excited singlet state Sn, thus at a higher energy state. Classically, the absorption process

can be understood as an interaction of the bound electrons of the molecule with the incoming

electromagnetic wave, which drives them to oscillate. Within the dipole approximation,

this perturbation of the electron distribution of the molecule by the electromagnetic wave

is proportional to E⃗(t) · e · r⃗, with the electric Ąeld E⃗(t), the elementary charge e, and the

position vector r⃗ [87]. It is assumed that the electromagnetic wave interacts directly only

with the electronic wavefunction, since it causes the electrons to oscillate, while the nuclei are

too heavy to react to the fast oscillations. This is called the Franck-Condon principle [87]. In

the quantum mechanical picture, by applying FermiŠs golden rule, the transition rate between

the initial and the Ąnal state can be calculated in dependence of this perturbation [6]. It is

found that only transitions between states of equal spin are allowed in the absence of spin-

orbit coupling. Thus, from the singlet ground state only singlet excited states can be reached

by the absorption of a photon. Similarly, from an (excited) triplet state, only higher lying

triplet states can be excited by a photon. Second, to be dipole allowed, the transition needs

to have a non-vanishing transition dipole moment (TDM) µ⃗, which is related to the electronic

wavefunction overlap and parity of the initial and Ąnal state and the dipole operator. The

transition rate is proportional to µ⃗ · E⃗(t) and the TDM is connected to the oscillator strength

of a transition, which is a measure for the ability to absorb a photon [6].

Finally, the vibrational wavefunctions of the initial and Ąnal state also need to overlap to

render a transition allowed. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6, in which the S0 and S1 state

potentials with the Ąrst vibrational states and wavefunctions are sketched in dependence

of the nuclear conĄguration coordinate Q. This nuclear conĄguration coordinate describes

the positions of all nuclei of the molecule and its equilibrium value is generally different

for the S0 and the S1 states due to the changed electron distribution [6]. Since the nuclei

are, however, too slow to directly react to the electromagnetic wave, the electronic state of

the molecule is changed without a change in Q, thus by a vertical transition in Figure 2.6.

Generally, the molecule is in the vibrational ground state (ν = 0) of S0 before the excitation,

illustrated by the blue wavefunction, and the overlap of this vibrational wavefunction with

the (red) vibrational wavefunctions of the S1 state (Franck-Condon factor) determines the

strength of the transition [87]. The transitions into excited vibrational states (ν ̸= 0) of

the electronic S1 state are called vibronic transitions, since they involve a vibrational and

an electronic transition. These transitions lead to the characteristic vibronic progression

found in the absorption spectrum of many OSCs. For single molecules in the gas phase

at low temperatures, different vibrational modes can be distinguished as sharp lines in the
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the vibrational wavefunctions of the S0 and S1 state and their
overlap. On the right side, the resulting vibronic progression in the absorption spectrum is
shown. Adapted from Ref. [88].

absorption spectrum [6]. For thin Ąlms, these lines are inhomogeneously broadened and the

different vibrational modes cannot be discerned anymore. Instead, the experimentally found

vibronic progression can often be described by a single effective vibrational mode [6], that

results from a superposition of the individual vibrational modes. The vibronic transitions

are labeled by ν − ν̃, with ν being the (effective) vibrational state of S0 (the initial electronic

state) and ν̃ the (effective) vibrational state of S1 (the Ąnal electronic state) (see Figure 2.6).

The Ćuorescence from a molecule can be understood as the reverse of the absorption

process and follows the same principles outlined above. According to KashaŠs rule [103],

the emission process starts from the vibrationally relaxed S1 state, since the non-radiative

relaxation from higher electronic and vibrational states to the vibrationally relaxed S1 state

have generally higher rates than the direct radiative decay [6]. The Ąnal state after the

emission process can be a vibrationally excited S0 state, which results in the occurrence of

a vibronic progression in the Ćuorescence spectrum, too. Additionally, for some OSCs with

sufficient spin orbit coupling, also phosphorescence can be observed, which is the radiative

decay from the T1 state to the ground state. Since this transition involves a spin Ćip, it

has generally a very small rate [87]. The absorption and emission processes can be depicted

in a Jablonski diagram (Figure 2.7), which shows molecular states and transitions between

these states. Additionally to the absorption from the ground state, also absorption processes

starting from an excited singlet or triplet state (excited state absorption (ESA)) are depicted

in Figure 2.7, which are important for the transient absorption (TA) measurements (compare

Section 4.5.2).

So far, electronic and vibronic transitions were described. There is, however, also the

possibility of purely vibrational transitions within one electronic state, which can be excited

by infrared light. Importantly, to be infrared active, the vibration of the molecule needs to

lead to a net change of its dipole moment [101]. Then, the incoming electromagnetic wave
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Figure 2.7: Jablonski diagram, illustrating transitions between molecular states. IC abbrevi-
ates internal conversion and ISC intersystem crossing. The singlet and triplet ESA is important
for the TA measurements (see Section 4.5) and therefore included here. If the Ćuorescence is
stimulated by an incident photon, it is called stimulated emission (in the TA signal). Inspired
by Ref. [4].

can drive the oscillation of the nuclei and excite the molecule into a higher vibrational state.

Importantly, the equilibrium position of the nuclei does not change during this transition,

thus the Franck-Condon principle is not violated. As already mentioned above, a typical

OSCs has a very large number of vibrational modes, with some of them being infrared active.

Generally, vibrational transitions between neighboring vibrational states (∆ν = ±1) have the

highest transition probabilities [87].

Non-radiative transitions and photophysics

Additionally to the radiative transitions described in the last section, also non-radiative

transitions between molecular states can occur. They are summarized, together with the

radiative transitions, in the Jablonski diagram in Figure 2.7. First, as mentioned above,

a molecule can thermally relax to the vibrational ground state of an electronic state by

dissipating energy to its environment. This vibrational relaxation is generally very fast and

can outcompete other transitions [104]. Second, there is the possibility of internal conversion,

which describes an isoenergetic transition between electronic and vibronic states of the same

spin manifold, e.g., from S2 to the vibrationally excited S1 state, or from T2 to T1. The rate of

an internal conversion process depends approximately exponentially on the energy difference

between the vibrationally relaxed initial and Ąnal electronic state, and becomes larger for

smaller energy differences [6]. This is known as the energy gap law. The third possibility is

a transition between electronic and vibronic states of different spin manifolds, e.g., from T1

to S0 or from S1 to T1. These transitions are called intersystem crossing and require a spin

Ćip. Consequently, the rate of these transitions is generally small except for molecules with

strong spin-orbit coupling [105]. The energy gap law applies for intersystem crossing, too [6].

All the radiative and non-radiative processes, which can occur after the initial electronic or

vibronic excitation of the molecule, are summarized in the term photophysics.
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2.2.4 Excitons in molecular solids

So far, the excited states and transitions of single OSC molecules were described. However,

isolated molecules in the gas phase are mainly of fundamental and theoretical interest, whereas

most investigations and applications are based on solid OSC thin Ąlms or crystals. Therefore,

aggregation effects must be taken into account. Since in molecular solids the intermolecular

binding forces are mostly given by rather weak van-der-Waals interactions (cf. Section 2.2.2),

the electronic structure and properties of the constituent molecules are only moderately

altered [4]. A few selected effects of aggregation are mentioned in the following, and further

details can be found in the literature, e.g., Refs. [4, 6].

Unspecific interactions

The Ąrst alteration that shall be considered here is due to the fact that the polarizability α of

the environment changes from the isolated molecule to the aggregate [6]. An isolated molecule

(in vacuum) has no environment to interact with. As soon as there is any material in the

environment, this material will react to an external electric Ąeld E⃗ with an induced electric

dipole via p⃗ind = αE⃗. Similarly, the electric Ąeld of an existing electric dipole will induce

electric dipoles in the environment, which reduces the potential energy of the initial dipole.

A nonpolar OSC molecule possesses only a small dipole moment in the ground state, which

results from Ćuctuations of the electrons. Therefore, the ground state energy of the molecule

will only be slightly lowered by embedding it in an environment [6]. On the other hand,

the same molecule possesses a larger dipole moment in an excited state after an electronic

transition, leading to a larger reduction of the excited state energy [6]. Taken together, this

reduces the energy of a given transition of the molecule when the molecule is embedded in a

polarizable environment (cf. Figure 2.8).

From these considerations, a second effect can be explained, too, namely the broadening

of absorption and emission spectra in the condensed phase. Since the reduction of the tran-

sition energy depends on the exact conĄguration of the surrounding, a statistic, Gaussian

distribution of transition energies of different molecules with different environments is seen in

recorded spectra. This effect is enhanced with increasing temperature, since then additionally

dynamic disorder contributes [106].

Electronic coupling to adjacent molecules

Additionally to the unspeciĄc interactions of OSC molecules with any environment, there

are more speciĄc interactions of an OSC molecule with other OSC molecules in molecular

solids like thin Ąlms or crystals. Here, Ąrst the example of two identical molecules with two

states and one transition, each, is considered, following the description by Kasha [107]. They

shall have a small intermolecular electron overlap so that the two molecules preserve their

individuality. This case is called a physical dimer. If this dimer is excited by the absorption

of one photon, it cannot be distinguished which molecule was excited, since the two molecules

are identical. Thus, the excitation can also be transferred between the two molecules and
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the effects of aggregation on the energies of the ground and excited
states in molecular systems. Inspired by Ref. [6].

the situation can be approximately described as a system of two coupled oscillators (compare

Section 2.1). This leads to a splitting of the excitation energies in the dimer, with the mag-

nitude depending on the coupling strength. This coupling is called Coulombic coupling [83].

In the quantum mechanical picture, the physical dimer can be described by the Hamiltonians

of the single molecules, expanded by a perturbing term resulting from their interaction. The

two new eigenstates of the excited system have then two different energies.

This concept can be generalized from the dimer to extended systems like molecular crystals,

which allows to explain the formation of exciton bands [6]. Each molecule is coupled to the

neighboring molecules, resulting in a set of new eigenstates with slightly different energies,

forming a band. In these exciton bands, the single excitation is shared by many molecules,

which is then called a Frenkel exciton [108]. In these Frenkel excitons, the electron and hole

are always located on the same molecule but the electron-hole pair is delocalized over many

molecules. Due to the relatively small dielectric constant of OSCs, the binding energy of these

excitons is large, on the order of hundreds of electronvolts [6]. A more detailed description can

be found in Ref. [83], where additionally the coupling to vibrations is considered, resulting

in vibronic coupling. Also the appearance of a Davydov splitting [109] in the absorbance

spectrum of OSCs is related to the Coulombic coupling between the molecules. A Davydov

splitting is observable, if a molecular crystal has at least two molecules with non-parallel

TDMs per unit cell, like in the herringbone arrangement described in Section 2.2.2. For the

case of two molecules per unit cell, these two basis molecules can be considered as a dimer,

which can be described by the dimer model outlined above [6]. For non-parallel TDMs of

these basis molecules, the transitions from the ground state to the two new excited eigenstates

have non-vanishing oscillator strengths, leading to the two Davydov components (DCs) in the

absorption spectrum. In a simpliĄed picture, the Davydov splitting can be described by the

vector addition of the TDMs of the two molecules in the unit cell, yielding two new transitions

with perpendicularly polarized TDMs. As a result of the Coulomb coupling between the unit

cells in the crystal, each of the excited eigenstates of the dimer splits into a band of delocalized

exciton states [6], which is depicted in Figure 2.8.

Especially for PEN and TET, however, it has been shown that the experimentally obtained

Davydov splitting cannot be adequately described by the Kasha and Frenkel model [110, 111].

Instead, another type of excitons, namely charge transfer (CT) excitons, should be involved
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in the description [110, 111]. Such excitons cannot occur in a single molecule. Yet, in a

molecular solid, there is the possibility to have the electron on one molecule and the hole

on a neighboring molecule, which is called a CT exciton. These excitons can be formally

produced, in the simple molecular orbital picture, by transferring one electron from the

HOMO of one molecule to the LUMO of the neighboring molecule, explaining the term

CT exciton. A prerequisite for the formation of CT excitons is the presence of short-range

coupling due to intermolecular orbital overlap in the OSC aggregate (cf. Section 2.1). As

for the Frenkel states, different conĄgurations of (diabatic) CT states can mix. Additionally,

also CT and Frenkel states can be coupled, which lead to a signiĄcant mixing of these states

if they are energetically not too far apart, resulting in new, mixed states [111, 112]. These

new, adiabatic states (cf. Section 2.2.3) can be described by the weighted contributions from

the diabatic states, like the Frenkel and CT excitons. CT exciton admixtures to the Frenkel

states can have a signiĄcant impact on the Davydov splitting [111] and on the SF process

described next [113].

2.2.5 Singlet Ąssion

In this section, SF is introduced, which is an interesting photophysical process that occurs in

some of the here investigated OSC materials. SF describes the spontaneous splitting of one

singlet exciton into two triplet excitons in a spin-allowed process [13]. It can be written as a

three step process [16],

S1 ⇌
1(TT) ⇌ 1(T...T) ⇌ T1 + T1, (2.5)

where S1 denotes the initial, (photoexcited) singlet exciton in the molecular solid, 1(TT)

an electronically coupled triplet pair state with overall singlet character, 1(T...T) a triplet

pair state that has lost electronic coupling but retains spin coherence, and T1 a free triplet

exciton. In the Ąrst step, the adiabatic S1 state, which can have contributions from CT

states, as indicated above, is converted to an electronically coupled triplet pair state. This
1(TT) state is a multiexciton state with overall singlet character, which makes this process

spin-allowed. In the 1(TT) state, the two triplets are bound to each other and reside on

neighboring molecules [17]. Due to the electronic coupling, the 1(TT) state is slightly lower

in energy than two individual T1 states [114]. It can be formally reached in the simpliĄed

molecular orbital picture by transferring two electrons between neighboring molecules without

a spin Ćip (cf. Figure 2.9). There are several recent reviews which are concerned with this
1(TT) state in the SF process [16, 17, 115]. In the next step, the electronic coupling of

the triplet pair state is lost, due to coupling to the phonon bath and spatial separation of

the triplet excitons [16]. The obtained 1(T...T) state has only spin coherence, but behaves

electronically as two individual T1 excitons. Thus, the SF rate has been suggested to be

deĄned as the rate of 1(T...T) formation [16]. In the last step, the spin coherence is lost.

The entire process can also occur in the reverse direction, which is then called triplet-triplet
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Figure 2.9: SimpliĄed scheme of the SF process based on molecular orbitals and diabatic
states in a dimer composed of two identical molecules A and B. The blue arrows indicate
electron transfer processes. Inspired by Ref. [111].

fusion. This process can give rise to delayed Ćuorescence from the reproduced S1 state and

can reduce the effective triplet yield.

There are two important prerequisites for a molecular solid to be able to undergo SF.

First, the energy of the initial S1 state (E(S1)) should be approximately twice the energy of

the T1 state (E(T1)). The overall energy balance of the SF process can be deĄned as

∆ESF = 2E(T1) − E(S1). (2.6)

If ∆ESF is negative, the entire process is exothermic and can be very fast. If ∆ESF is

slightly positive, the entire process is endothermic and generally slower than for the case of

∆ESF < 0. It is worth noting that the conversion from the 1(TT) state into free triplet

excitons can require thermal activation for both considered cases [114]. Triplet-triplet fusion

and thus delayed Ćuorescence is mainly observed for systems with ∆ESF > 0. The second

prerequisite for SF is that the molecules in the solid are electronically coupled to each other

via orbital overlap to allow a transfer of electrons between them [111].

Several mechanisms have been proposed for the SF process [113, 116Ű119], which are

brieĆy described with the help of Figure 2.9. In a very simpliĄed model, including only

the frontier orbitals and diabatic states in a dimer of molecule A and B, the Ąrst step of

the SF process in Equation 2.5 can be described by the transfer of two electrons between

the two molecules as depicted in Figure 2.9 [111]. Only one conĄguration of each diabatic

state is shown for simplicity, but, as detailed above, all similar conĄgurations, like, e.g.,

molecule A being excited in the beginning, are mixed [16]. From Figure 2.9, it becomes

clear that CT states can be intermediate states for the conversion from the Frenkel excitons

to the triplet pair. If the process occurs as depicted in Figure 2.9, thus in two steps, it is

called sequential CT-mediated SF, and if both electrons are transferred simultaneously, it

is called direct SF [120]. Yet, as mentioned, this is a very simpliĄed picture that considers

only diabatic states of a dimer. In larger molecular aggregates, the excitons are delocalized,

which can signiĄcantly inĆuence the energy of the diabatic states and consequently their

mixing into adiabatic states (cf. Section 2.2.3) [113], which was neglected in the description

so far. Generally, for larger molecular aggregates, the coupling between the diabatic Frenkel,

CT, and 1(TT) states becomes more pronounced [113]. If strong coupling between these
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diabatic states is realized, they are signiĄcantly mixed into new adiabatic states. In this case,

already the initially excited adiabatic S1 state contains some diabatic CT and diabatic 1(TT)

character [121]. Then, the character of this superposition state can evolve into the adiabatic
1(TT) state by dephasing due to the phonon bath [113]. Finally, the adiabatic 1(TT) can

separate in two individual triplet excitons. This process is called coherent SF and can be

very fast for materials with ∆ESF < 0 [16, 118]. If the coupling between the diabatic states

is weaker than the coupling to the phonon bath, an incoherent SF mechanism can be realized

[16]. In this case, the SF process can be captured by conventional rate equations that describe

a vibrationally driven transition from S1 to 1(TT) [16]. Finally, vibrations play a signiĄcant

role in the SF process, namely by providing or accepting the energy difference ∆ESF of the

SF process. They can further promote vibronic coupling between the diabatic Frenkel, CT,

and 1(TT) states [118, 119]. These models of the SF process are still under debate and their

applicability to different SF materials are still investigated, too [16, 113].

2.2.6 Blends of organic semiconductors

In the previous sections, only neat OSC materials were considered and introduced. In this

section, Ąrst binary blends of OSCs are introduced in general, before focusing on the special

case of mixtures of electron-donating (donors) and electron-accepting molecules (acceptors)

and their CT interactions. The classiĄcation of molecules into donors and acceptors can be

based on their electron affinity (EA) and ionization potential (IP). The EA is deĄned as the

energy that is gained by adding an electron to a neutral molecule in the ground state, while

the IP is deĄned as the energy that is required to remove an electron from a neutral molecule

in the ground state [6]. In the simpliĄed picture of molecular orbitals, this can be described

as adding an electron to the LUMO or removing an electron from the HOMO, respectively,

which again neglects the electron-electron interactions (cf. Section 2.2.3). Thus, the energy

of the LUMO (HOMO) is only a rough estimate for the EA (IP) of a molecule [6]. Instead,

a cationic and an anionic state for the molecule can be deĄned, comparable to the excited

states above. Generally, an acceptor can be deĄned as a molecule with a relatively large EA,

while a donor can be deĄned as a molecule with a relatively small IP.

Molecular mixing scenarios

The mixing and ordering behavior of two compounds A and B in binary blends of OSCs

is essential for their structural, electronic and optical properties. Depending on the desired

application, intermixing, e.g., of dopants in a host material [26], or phase separation, e.g., in

solar cells [122], might be favorable. Generally, three possible mixing scenarios are considered

for molecular crystals, namely a solid solution with randomly distributed molecules A and B

(Figure 2.10a), a phase separation of pure domains of A and B (Figure 2.10c), and ordered

molecular complexes of A and B (Figure 2.10b) [123]. In addition, mixing scenarios in

between the mentioned ones, e.g. limited intermixing, can be realized [124]. Which mixing

behavior is found for a speciĄc system composed of molecules A and B depends on their
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of possible mixing scenarios depending on the interaction parameter
χ for molecular crystals (a-c) and for (partially) amorphous donor:acceptor blends with χ < 0
(d-f), depending on the mixing ratio. Inspired by Ref. [125].

steric compatibility and their interactions. If steric compatibility is not given, as, e.g., for the

case of planar OSCs with the spherical C60 molecule, generally a phase separation is observed

[125]. For molecules that are sterically compatible, like the planer OSCs investigated in this

work, the mixing behavior close to equilibrium is determined by the interactions between A

and B [125]. The free energy of a mixture of molecules A and B can be written in a simpliĄed

model of spheres with only nearest neighbor interactions as [123]

Fmix = kBT [xA ln(xA) + xB ln(xB) + χxAxB], (2.7)

with xA and xB denoting the fraction of molecules A and B, respectively, T the temperature

and kB the Boltzmann constant. The Ąrst two terms of Equation 2.7 describe the entropy

of the system, which dominates for high T , leading to the formation of a solid solution.

However, at lower T , the third term of Equation 2.7 can dictate the ordering behavior. This

term critically depends on the interaction parameter χ, which is deĄned as [123]

χ =
Z

kBT
[WAA + WBB − 2WAB], (2.8)

with the coordination number Z, the interaction energies WAA and WBB between identical

molecules, and the interaction energy WAB between molecules A and B.

If χ ≈ 0, thus if the interaction energy between similar and dissimilar molecules is roughly

equal, a solid solution is preferred also for low temperatures (Figure 2.10a). For the case

of χ > 2, a phase separation between A and B is found for low temperatures, since the

interactions between similar molecules are much stronger than between dissimilar molecules

(Figure 2.10c). Finally, if χ < 0, ordered A : B complexes are formed, since the interactions

between A and B are stronger than the interactions in the pure systems (Figure 2.10b) [125].

In this case it is favorable for molecule A to have neighboring molecules B and vice versa.
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For mixtures of strong donors and acceptors, generally the last case with χ < 0 is given, due

to the electron-donating and -accepting behavior of the different molecules.

Thin Ąlms of donors and acceptors can also be amorphous due to kinetic effects during the

growth (cf. Section 2.2.2), which is schematically depicted in the lower row of Figure 2.10.

In equimolar donor:acceptor blends, there are often stoichiometric 1:1 complexes formed

(Figure 2.10e). In non-equimolar mixtures, either complexes with another stoichiometry can

be realized (e.g., 2:1, see Figure 2.10f), or a phase separation into a neat (crystalline) phase

and a 1:1 mixed phase can be observed (Figure 2.10d) [125]. The exact mixing behavior is

difficult to predict and also depends on the growth conditions, since the growth process is a

dynamic, non-equilibrium process, as mentioned in Section 2.2.2 [125].

Charge transfer mechanisms

Next, speciĄcally the case of donor:acceptor blends is considered and different possible CT

mechanisms between a donor and an acceptor are introduced. These CT mechanisms are

mainly determined by the IP of the donor and the EA of the acceptor as well as the strength

of the electronic coupling between the donor and the acceptor [126]. In Figure 2.11, three

possible CT scenarios are depicted in the simpliĄed picture of molecular orbitals. Again,

it is noted that electron-electron interactions are neglected in this descriptive picture. In

Figure 2.11a, the HOMO of the donor is energetically well below the LUMO of the acceptor.

In this case, an excited state CT is possible, resulting in a CT exciton as described above.

However, in a donor:acceptor system, the CT has a favored direction and the CT exciton

can have a small energy. Direct CT excitations, illustrated by the lower right orange arrow

in Figure 2.11a, have generally a small oscillator strength due to a small orbital overlap.

Alternatively, an excitation of the donor and a consecutive transfer of the excited electron

to the acceptor is possible, which is indicated by the other two orange arrows in Figure

2.11a. This kind of excited state CT is crucial for the charge separation in organic solar

cells [32, 127]. Furthermore, excited state CT can also occur between organic and inorganic

semiconductors, depending on their energy levels, which is detailed in Section 2.3.3.

Besides this excited state CT, ground state CT can be realized in OSC blends, which is

illustrated in Figure 2.11b,c. This type of CT can occur if the EA of the acceptor is close

to, or larger, than the IP of the donor [28]. Two different ground state CT mechanisms

are possible, which are discussed in the following based on the simpliĄed molecular orbital

picture. Ground state CT is especially important for doping of OSCs [26, 29].

First, if the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor are energetically and

spatially close to each other (Figure 2.11b), allowing strong electronic coupling between

the two molecules, a CTC can be formed [26, 35, 128]. A CTC is characterized by the

hybridization of the frontier orbitals of the donor and the acceptor [29, 35]. This hybridization

is facilitated by a face-to-face stacking in case of planar molecules, since the π-orbital overlap

can be maximized in this geometry. In a simpliĄed picture, in which only the HOMO of the

donor and the LUMO of the acceptor are considered, the two orbitals mix with each other

and split up into two new orbitals, one with a lower energy and one with a higher energy (cf.
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Figure 2.11: Possible CT mechanisms between a donor (D) and an acceptor (A) molecule,
illustrated in the molecular orbital picture, only considering their HOMO (H) and LUMO (L)
orbitals. Black arrows depict electrons and gray arrows depict transferred electrons/holes after
the CT. The orange arrows in a) indicate two possible excitation pathways to result in an
excited state CT, while the blue arrows in b) and c) illustrate spontaneous electron transfers,
resulting in ground state CT. Inspired by Ref. [29].

Figure 2.11b) [29]. In the ground state, the lower energy orbital is occupied by two electrons

from the HOMO of the donor, thus it can be denoted as the CTC-HOMO, and the higher

energy orbital is empty, thus representing the CTC-LUMO. This also implies that there are

only paired electrons, which can be detrimental for doping purposes [35]. The energy splitting

between the CTC-HOMO and the CTC-LUMO depends on the energy of the donor HOMO

(ED,H) and the acceptor LUMO (EA,L) and the intermolecular resonance integral β, which

describes their electronic coupling and depends on the parental orbital shape and overlap

[29]. In a Hückel-type model, the energy of the CTC-HOMO (ECTC,H) and the CTC-LUMO

(ECTC,L) results as [26]

ECTC,H/L =
ED,H + EA,L

2
±
√

(ED,H − EA,L)2 + 4β2. (2.9)

Equation 2.9 closely resembles Equation 2.3 for the frequency splitting of the coupled har-

monic oscillators, demonstrating the universality of the coupled harmonic oscillator model.

The character and localization of the CTC orbitals is given by the fraction of acceptor-

LUMO and donor-HOMO that they contain. The character of the CTC-HOMO determines

the degree of charge transfer (δCT), since the electrons from the donor are partially delocalized

onto the acceptor. This partial CT is another important characteristic of CTCs [28]. It

can be determined using infrared spectroscopy (cf. Section 4.2), since the frequencies of the

vibrational modes of the involved molecules are modiĄed due to the changed electron density

in the bonds (cf. Section 5.4) [28, 129, 130]. Finally, also transitions between the electronic

states of the CTC can be detected, which are generally found at low energies, often in the NIR

[28, 29]. In the simpliĄed picture used above, the lowest energy transition can be imagined as

the transition of one electron from the CTC-HOMO to the CTC-LUMO, but as detailed in

Section 2.2.3, the conĄguration interaction and exciton binding energy should be considered,

which further decrease the excitation energy.
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The second ground state CT mechanism is depicted in Figure 2.11c and is known as

integer ground state CT or ion pair formation [26]. This type of CT can occur if the EA of

the acceptor is larger than the IP of the donor. Additionally, the electronic intermolecular

coupling should be small to prevent the formation of CTCs, which is realized by a small

parental orbital overlap [36]. Hence, ion pair formation is more likely in disordered regions

without a face-to-face stacking [38]. In the simpliĄed orbital picture, ion pair formation is

realized by transferring one electron from the HOMO of the donor to the LUMO of the

acceptor, see Figure 2.11c, resulting in a cationic donor and an anionic acceptor molecule.

The second electron is generally not transferred, since the EA of the acceptor anion is smaller

than the EA of the neutral acceptor, and the IP of the donor cation is larger than the IP

of the neutral donor [26]. This demonstrates the limitations of the illustrative molecular

orbital picture. For some strong acceptors, however, also the formation of dianions has been

reported [131, 132]. Integer CT can be detected experimentally by UV-vis-NIR absorption

spectroscopy as the formed ions exhibit characteristic absorption peaks [38]. Additionally, the

integer degree of CT can be demonstrated by vibrational spectroscopy, as mentioned above

[28]. Ion pair formation is considered to be the most effective doping mechanism in OSCs,

but the electron and the hole are still bound by their Coulomb binding energy [26, 38].

Energy transfer

In this section, energy transfer between two molecules in neat OSC thin Ąlms or blends is

introduced as a second possible transfer process besides CT. Generally, energy transfer can

be written as

B⋆ + C −→ B + C⋆, (2.10)

where the asterisk symbolizes the excitation and B and C denote the excitation energy donor

and the excitation energy acceptor, respectively. They should not be confused with the

electron donors and acceptors deĄned above and are thus abbreviated differently. During an

energy transfer process, the energy from the excited donor B is transferred to the acceptor

C, which was before in the ground state. After the process, the excitation energy acceptor C

is in an excited state and the excitation energy donor B is in the ground state [84]. B and C

can be identical or different molecules in this general scheme. If they are identical, Equation

2.10 can be understood as the (undirected) migration of an exciton through the material. If

B and C are different molecules, the energy transfer has a favored direction from the higher

band gap molecule B to the lower band gap molecule C. Thus, the band gap can be used to

deĄne the excitation energy acceptor and the excitation energy donor for an energy transfer

process.

There are two different mechanisms for energy transfer, namely FRET and Dexter energy

transfer [84]. The FRET process depends on the resonant coupling of molecular dipoles

(Coulomb coupling) in the weak coupling regime [82] and can be imagined as energy transfer

via the emission of a virtual photon by the excitation energy donor which is then absorbed
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Figure 2.12: SimpliĄed energy transfer scheme between the excitation energy donor B and
the excitation energy acceptor C. They can be molecules, then the energy levels represent
HOMO and LUMO orbitals, respectively, but also QDs, as discussed in Section 2.3.3. The
orange arrows illustrate the electron movements. a) FRET, illustrated for a singlet exciton
transfer and b) Dexter energy transfer, exemplary shown for a triplet exciton transfer. Inspired
by Ref. [84].

by the excitation energy acceptor (Figure 2.12a). Consequently, the FRET rate depends on

the overlap of the emission spectrum of B and the absorption spectrum of C. Additionally,

the orientation of the involved TDMs enters the FRET rate as well as the emission rate of

molecule B and the distance R between the two molecules as R−6 [133]. FRET is important

for the migration of singlet excitons and can be efficient over relatively long distances of

several nanometers, due to the underlying dipole-dipole interaction. For triplet excitons, the

FRET mechanism is spin-forbidden.

Dexter energy transfer, on the other hand, is based on the exchange of two electrons

between neighboring molecules. SpeciĄcally, in the simpliĄed HOMO-LUMO scheme, an

electron from the LUMO of B is transferred to the LUMO of C and an electron from the

HOMO of C is transferred to the HOMO of B (Figure 2.12b). Thus, electronic coupling of the

two molecules via orbital overlap is required to allow Dexter energy transfer. Consequently,

this transfer is limited to short distances. However, electrons with different spins can be

exchanged, which renders Dexter energy transfer the dominant transfer mechanism for triplet

excitons [84].

2.3 Inorganic semiconductor nanoparticles

In this section, the properties of inorganic semiconductor nanoparticles, also called QDs, are

brieĆy introduced. Such QDs are discussed in Chapter 9 in hybrid structures with OSCs.

Generally, inorganic semiconductors are solid materials, consisting of covalently bound atoms,

that have a relatively small band gap between the conduction and the valence band, often

below 2 eV [134]. Consequently, at room temperature, some electrons can be thermally excited

from the valence band to the conduction band, resulting in a non-vanishing conductivity.

Since the dielectric constant of these atomic crystals (ϵr ≈ 10) is much higher than the one

of OSCs (ϵr ≈ 3.5), the excited electron and the hole are screened more effectively, resulting

in a smaller exciton binding energy [6]. For this reason, either directly free charge carriers

or Wannier-Mott excitons [135] with a large average distance between the electron and the
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hole are created by thermal or optical excitation [3]. This is in contrast to the Frenkel and

CT excitons in OSCs. There are elemental semiconductors, like silicon and germanium, and

compound semiconductors, like lead-sulĄde, gallium arsenide, or cadmium selenide (CdSe). If

the dimensions of these materials are reduced to the nanoscale, new properties arise and the

obtained nanoparticles can be considered to reside somewhere between atoms and molecules

on the one hand and bulk solid materials on the other hand [136]. In the following, only the

electronic and optical properties of QDs and QDs coupled with OSCs are shortly introduced.

2.3.1 Electronic structure of quantum dots

As mentioned above, QDs can be considered to reside between bulk semiconductors, with

an electronic structure that can be explained by a band theory [134], and molecules, which

are described by their molecular orbitals [4], see Figure 2.13. If we start from the molecular

orbitals derived by the linear combination of atomic orbitals, introduced above for OSCs (cf.

Section 2.2.1), a QD can be described as a large molecule with a large number of molecular

orbitals. In a qualitative picture, these molecular orbitals are split into two energy regions, a

bonding and an antibonding one, with a large number of orbitals in the center of each region

and fewer orbitals at their edges. Thus, there are still discrete energy levels available for the

electrons in a QD, but the spacing between these levels in one energy region decreases as the

size of the QD increases. Additionally, the band gap of the QD decreases with increasing size,

compare Figure 2.13. Finally, in the bulk limit, a conduction and a valence band are formed,

describable by the tight binding approximation, and the band gap of the bulk semiconductor

is reached [137].

Coming from the bulk side, QDs can be described by the crystal structure of the semicon-

ducting material, but with reduced dimensions in all three Cartesian directions, leading to

the terminology of a zero-dimensional material. Consequently, the electronic structure of the

QDs follows from the band structure of the semiconductor under consideration of the reduced

dimensions. Generally, if electrons are excited in a semiconductor, they are found close to

the bottom of the conduction band, and the holes are found close to the top of the valence
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Figure 2.13: Schematic comparison of the energy levels in a molecule, a QD and a bulk
semiconductor. Inspired by Ref. [137].
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band [134]. In these regions, the band dispersion can often be approximated by a parabola,

similar to the free electron dispersion, but with an effective mass for the electron and for the

hole, which is known as the effective mass approximation [134]. The effective mass of the

electrons and holes is therein determined by the potential of the atomic cores and depends

on the speciĄc material considered [138]. Generally, the effect of the reduced dimensions can

now qualitatively be understood by the simple picture of a particle in a spherical conĄning

potential of inĄnite depth, which has discrete quantum numbers k that are proportional to

the inverse of the sphere size [138Ű140]. Thus, the density of states becomes a spectrum of

discrete energies instead of a continuous band. The energy separation of the discrete states

that stem from one band becomes larger for smaller particles, and the band gap of the QD

also increases. The energy of the Ąrst excited electronic state of a QD is approximately given

by [138]

E⋆ ≈ Eg +
ℏ

2π2

2R2



1
m⋆

e

+
1

m⋆
h

]

− 1.8e2

ϵR
, (2.11)

with the bulk band gap Eg, the reduced Planck constant ℏ, the radius R of the QD, the

effective masses m⋆
e and m⋆

h of the electron and the hole, respectively, the elementary charge

e and the dielectric constant ϵ of the material. The second term in Equation 2.11, showing a

1/R2 dependence, is the conĄnement energy of the electron and the hole resulting from the

reduced dimensions. The third term describes the Coulomb attraction between the electron

and the hole, which scales with 1/R and which is relatively small due to the large dielectric

constant of inorganic semiconductors [138]. For the case of strong conĄnement, when the

size of the QD is smaller than the Bohr exciton radius (of the Wannier-Mott exciton) in the

bulk solid, the conĄnement energies of the electron and the hole dominate over the Coulomb

attraction due to their 1/R2 dependence, allowing to consider the electron and the hole

as individual particles [141]. This strong conĄnement region is realized in the QDs used

for this work [142]. The effective mass approximation for QDs has been later modiĄed, by

choosing a Ąnite potential to account for the possibility that the electrons and holes are

slightly delocalized into the surrounding medium, e.g. the ligands, yielding better results for

small particles [143]. Further modiĄcations of the model have been required to describe the

optical spectra of QDs as the valence band can be degenerated, necessitating the introduction

of several bands with different effective hole masses [144]. For CdSe, which is the material

of the QDs investigated in this work, the valence band is formed from Se p-atomic orbitals

and is inherently sixfold degenerated [142]. This degeneration is partially lifted by spin-orbit

coupling, resulting in a fourfold degenerated band and a twofold degenerated "split-off" band

at k = 0. In CdSe QDs, these bands mix again [140]. In contrast, the conduction band is

not degenerated in CdSe [142]. The resulting nomenclature for the electron and hole states

is described next.

The electron and hole states of a QD are labeled similarly to the atomic orbitals, in consis-

tency with the description of QDs as "artiĄcial atoms" [142]. Following from the "particle-in-
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a-sphere" description, the electron (hole) states are described by an envelope function which

is labeled by its angular momentum Le (Lh), denoted as S for L = 0, P for L = 1, D for

L = 2 and so on, and its radial quantum number ne (nh) (1, 2, 3 ...) [140]. The energetically

lowest electron (e) states in CdSe QDs are the 1S(e), 1P (e), and 1D(e) states, with increasing

energy in this order [145]. For the hole (h) states, an additional subscript, denoting the total

hole angular momentum, is introduced due to the band mixing mentioned above. Thus, the

energetically lowest hole states in CdSe QDs are labeled as 1S3/2(h), 1P3/2(h), and 2S3/2(h)

with increasing energy [145].

2.3.2 Optical properties of quantum dots

The optical properties of QDs result directly from their electronic structure described above.

As seen from Equation 2.11, the band gap of QDs increases with decreasing size, leading to

a blue shift of the absorption and emission spectra. Owing to the discrete nature of the hole

and electron states, the absorption spectrum shows resolved transitions. These electronic

transitions are generally labeled by the involved electron and hole states, since the electron

and hole can be considered as individual particles as discussed above. For CdSe QDs, the

energetically lowest transitions are the 1S(e) − 1S3/2(h), 1S(e) − 2S3/2(h), 1P (e) − 1P3/2(h),

and 1S(e) − 1S1/2(h) transitions. Thus, in three of the four lowest transitions the 1S(e)

state is involved, which follows from the closer energy spacing of the hole states due to the

multiple involved bands. This degeneracy of the valence band and the larger effective mass

of the holes compared to the electrons leads to a much higher occupation probability of the

1S(e) state than of the individual hole states after optical excitation, since the hole population

is thermally spread over many adjacent states at room temperature [145]. This results in a

dominant contribution of the electrons to the bleaches in the TA signal of QDs (cf. Section

4.5).

Similar to KashaŠs rule for molecules (cf. Section 2.2.3), generally band gap emission can

be detected from QDs. For QDs with well passivated surfaces, quantum yields of over 80 %

can be observed [146]. However, due to the high surface-to-volume ratio for small particles,

the surface of the QDs is critical for their Ćuorescence properties. For the bare QD core,

the atoms at the surface have fewer binding partners than the ones in the bulk. Therefore,

the surface atoms exhibit so-called dangling bonds [146]. This can lead to surface states

with energies lying within the band gap of the QD, which can trap electrons and holes

[146]. Additionally, also impurities or defects in the QDs or surface vacancies and surface

reconstruction can lead to trap states [146]. In a trap state, the electron or hole is localized,

which leads to a quenching of the band edge emission. Instead, sometimes emission from

these trap states at lower energies can be observed. Otherwise, the electron and the hole can

recombine non-radiatively [146].

The number of surface trap states can be reduced by saturating the dangling bonds at

the surface of the QDs with organic ligands or an inorganic shell. As inorganic shell, ideally

a larger band-gap material with a similar crystal structure is chosen, which results in a
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conĄnement of the electron and/or hole in the QD core and can lead to very high quantum

yields [147]. Alternatively, different types of organic ligands can be used to passivate the

surface of the QDs. Depending on the material, the surface composition, and the synthesis

method, different classes of ligands are applied to saturate the dangling bonds. There are

L-type (Z-type) ligands that donate (accept) two electrons to (from) the surface atoms of the

QDs or X-type ligands that form a covalent bond to a surface atom by providing one electron

[148]. Also with this method, a high quantum yield can be reached [146].

2.3.3 Quantum dots coupled with organic semiconductors

The organic ligands used during the synthesis of QDs to control the shape and size of the QDs

and to passivate the surface of the QDs generally exhibit long aliphatic tails. These molecules

have a large band gap and are insulators [149]. They can passivate the surface states of the

QDs but do not electronically couple to the QDs, which prohibits charge or energy transfer

between the QD and the ligands. In addition, these insulating ligands impede the electronic

coupling between neighboring QDs in solid thin Ąlms or crystals due to the large distance

they introduce between adjacent QDs. This limits the applicability of the as-synthesized QDs

in solid state devices.

To overcome these limitations and to introduce new functionality, the native, insulting

organic ligands can be replaced by OSC ligands, yielding hybrid organic-inorganic semicon-

ductor materials [24]. Owing to the smaller band gap of these OSCs, their HOMO and LUMO

orbitals can be energetically close to the lowest electron and highest hole states of the QDs,

which are for CdSe QDs the 1S(e) and the 1S3/2(h) state, respectively. Depending on the

exact energetic position of these states and orbitals, four types of energy level alignment can

be discerned (Figure 2.14) [65]. In the type I alignment (Figure 2.14a), the 1S(e) and the

1S3/2(h) states of the QD both lie energetically in between the HOMO and the LUMO of the

OSC, which results in the conĄnement of a photo-generated exciton in the QD. If the OSC

is excited, an energy transfer to the QD can be possible via FRET or Dexter energy transfer,

compare Figure 2.12. Generally, a type I alignment is also found for the native ligands. For a

type II alignment with staggered energy levels, two possibilities are shown in Figure 2.14b,c.

Here, an excited state CT between the OSC and the QD could occur (compare Figure 2.11a).

QD OSC

LUMO

HOMO

a) Type I b) Type IIa c) Type IIb d) inverted Type I
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Figure 2.14: SimpliĄed representation of the possible alignment of the frontier orbitals of an
OSC molecule and the lowest electron and highest hole states of a QD. The subscript of the
hole state was omitted for clarity. Inspired by Ref. [65].
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In the type IIa alignment, after excited state CT, the hole would reside on the OSC and

the electron on the QD and vice versa for a type IIb alignment, no matter if the QD or the

OSC was initially excited. Additionally, also FRET could be possible if there is only dipole

coupling between the two components but no orbital overlap. Finally, in the inverted type I

alignment (Figure 2.14d) the HOMO and the LUMO of the OSC are found in between the

1S(e) and the 1S3/2(h) states of the QD, which opens the possibility for an energy transfer

from the QD to the OSC. Theoretically, also an alignment in which both the HOMO and the

LUMO of the OSC are located above (below) the 1S(e) (1S3/2(h)) state of the QD can be

imagined. This could allow ground state CT between the organic and inorganic components.

As detailed in Section 2.2.6 for the organic blends, electronic coupling between the electron

(excitation energy) donors and electron (excitation energy) acceptors is required to render a

CT (energy transfer) possible. This is also true for the hybrid materials composed of OSCs

and QDs and can be generalized from Section 2.2.6. In the type II conĄgurations, an excited

state CT between the OSC and the QD is possible if there is some orbital overlap between

the OSC and the QD. Electronic coupling via orbital overlap is also required for Dexter

energy transfer between the OSC and the QD, while FRET can also occur via dipole-dipole

interactions without orbital overlap. If chemical coupling, hence a binding of the OSCs

to the QDs, as well as electronic coupling is given in the hybrid material, it falls into the

category of coupled organic-inorganic nanostructures [65]. These coupled organic-inorganic

nanostructures can exhibit properties that exceed the sum of the properties of the individual

compounds [24]. The organic-inorganic interface is of fundamental importance for these

materials [24] and is, therefore, one focus of this thesis.

2.4 Plasmonics and light-matter coupling

In this section, the plasmonic properties of metallic nanoparticles, the optical properties of

cavities formed by such particles, and the light-matter interaction in OSCs coupled to these

cavities are discussed, which are relevant for the results presented in Chapter 8. Again, only

a brief introduction into the large Ąelds of plasmonics and light-matter coupling can be given,

while details can be found in the literature [25, 82, 150].

2.4.1 Localized surface plasmons

In the previous sections, organic and inorganic semiconducting materials were discussed. In

this section, metals are brieĆy introduced with a focus on their plasmonic properties. Metals

are solids with a partially Ąlled conduction band and, thus, a high conductivity. They can

be described as solids that consist of a rigid ionic lattice of the atomic cores with bound core

electrons and a gas of free conduction electrons. The interaction of these free conduction

electrons with electromagnetic radiation forms the basis for the occurrence of plasmons.

The oscillating electric Ąeld of the incoming electromagnetic wave drives the free conduction

electrons to collectively oscillate against the background of the Ąxed, positive atomic cores.
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Figure 2.15: SimpliĄed illustration of localized surface plasmons in metallic nanoparticles.
Inspired by Ref. [153].

These charge-density oscillations are called plasmons [82]. There are bulk plasmons, surface

plasmons, and localized surface plasmons. Only localized surface plasmons will be described

in the following as they are important for this work.

Localized surface plasmons are non-propagating excitations of the conduction electrons

in small metallic particles with dimensions on the order or below the wavelength of the

incident light [150]. Due to the small size of the particles, the oscillations of the electrons are

geometrically conĄned and localized on the particle as illustrated in Figure 2.15. The shift

of the electron cloud, induced by the electric Ąeld of the incident light, leads to an excess of

electrons on one side of the particle, resulting in a negative net charge, and a lack of electrons

on the other side of the particle, resulting in a positive net charge due to the ionic cores.

Thus, a dipole-like charge distribution is realized. The curved surface of the particles and the

built-up electric Ąeld lead to an effective restoring force on the displaced electrons [150]. The

electron oscillations are damped by electron-lattice collisions (intraband damping), formation

of electron-hole pairs (interband damping), and emission of photons (radiation damping)

[151]. Consequently, the system can be described as a damped, driven oscillator [150]. The

resonance of this oscillator is called the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which

is typically found in the visible to NIR spectral region for nanoparticles of noble metals [152].

When the resonance is met by the incident light, a large near-Ąeld intensity enhancement at

the surface of the nanoparticles can be observed. Since the damping of the oscillations of the

conduction electrons is relatively high, the LSPR has a broad appearance [152].

For spherical metal particles that are much smaller than the wavelength λ of the excitation

light, the LSPR can be analytically calculated in the quasi-static approximation, which is,

e.g., detailed in Refs. [82, 150]. In this approximation, a sphere with radius r and a complex

dielectric function ϵ(ω) is assumed in a static electric Ąeld. The surrounding medium is taken

as non-absorbing and isotropic and is characterized by a dielectric constant ϵm. Under these

assumptions, the electric Ąeld outside the sphere can be described as a superposition of the

applied Ąeld and the Ąeld of a dipole located at the center of the particle. The dipole inside

the sphere is induced by the applied Ąeld as depicted in Figure 2.15. The magnitude of the
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dipole moment is proportional to the applied Ąeld amplitude and the polarizability α of the

particle, which is found in this approximation as [82]

α(ω) = 4πϵ0r3 ϵ(ω) − ϵm

ϵ(ω) + 2ϵm
, (2.12)

with ϵ0 denoting the vacuum permittivity. Thus, a maximal polarizability and consequently

a maximal dipole moment is achieved if ϵ(ω) + 2ϵm is minimized, which is given at a certain

frequency ω, namely the LSPR. The importance of the dielectric constant of the surrounding

medium on the LSPR follows directly from Equation 2.12 and an increase in ϵm generally

red-shifts the LSPR [154]. The scattering cross section, thus the total radiated power by the

sphere divided by the intensity of the exciting wave, can be calculated as [82]

σsca =
k4

6πϵ2
0

♣α(ω)♣2 =
8π

3
k4r6

∣

∣

∣

∣

ϵ(ω) − ϵm

ϵ(ω) + 2ϵm

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (2.13)

with k denoting the wave vector of the incoming light in the surrounding medium. The

absorption cross section, thus the fraction of the power of the exciting wave that is dissipated

inside the sphere, is given by [82]

σabs =
k

ϵ0

Im(α(ω)) = 4πkr3Im
(

ϵ(ω) − ϵm

ϵ(ω) + 2ϵm

)

. (2.14)

Finally, the extinction cross section follows as σext = σabs + σsca. Thus, the extinction is the

total intensity lost from the incident light. It is experimentally accessible via transmission

measurements (cf. Section 4.3). From Equation 2.13 and Equation 2.14 follows that the

scattering of the sphere scales with r6, while the absorption scales with r3. This implies

that scattering is the dominant contribution to the extinction for larger particles, whereas

absorption is the dominant contribution to the extinction for small particles with r ≪ λ [150].

The dominant scattering for larger particles is important for the occurrence of surface lattice

resonances (SLRs), vide infra.

For more complex geometries and inhomogeneous environments, generally simulations or

experiments are used to determine the plasmonic properties of metallic nanostructures. In

doing so, it is found that the resonance frequency depends on the particle material, size

and shape, as well as the refractive index of the surrounding dielectric medium as discussed

above. The inĆuence of the particle size on the resonance frequency is not captured by

the quasi-static approach described above, which breaks down for larger particles. Instead,

additional retardation effects and an increased radiative damping need to be considered for

larger particles [150]. For noble metals a red-shift of the LSPR is observed for increasing

particle sizes. Thus, by modifying one or several of the mentioned particle parameters,

the LSPR frequency/energy can be shifted and, e.g., adjusted to the transition energy of

a molecule. For elongated, rod-shaped particles, two LSPRs are obtained, which can be

selectively excited by light polarized along the respective axis [150].
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2.4.2 Surface lattice resonances

Single metal nanoparticles exhibit a relatively broad LSPR, which is related to the short

lifetime of the localized surface plasmons resulting from the damping of the electron oscilla-

tions. These properties are linked to the ratio of the energy stored to the energy lost by an

oscillator, which is reĆected by the quality factor Q of the resonance that can be estimated as

Q = λm/∆λ [152]. Here, λm denotes the resonance wavelength and ∆λ the full width at half

maximum of the resonance. To observe strong light-matter coupling, a small damping and

thus a high quality factor is required, which is not achievable with single plasmonic particles.

One possibility to achieve a high quality factor is to arrange many plasmonic particles in a

periodic array, which can effectively decrease the damping from radiation losses [152].

In such a lattice or array, the scattered Ąeld from one particle inĆuences the response of

the neighboring particles. If the distance between neighboring particles in the periodic array

is on the order of the wavelength of the excitation light, the particles can be electromag-

netically coupled via their far-Ąelds. This scenario can be described by the coupled dipole

approximation, which is detailed in Refs. [152, 154Ű156], while here only the main ideas are

summarized. In this approximation, each particle in the array is considered as an electric

point dipole. These dipoles all have the same polarizability and a deĄned position on the

lattice. The induced dipole in each particle is given by the product of the polarizability of the

particle and the local electric Ąeld, as already introduced above for a single nanoparticle. Yet,

the local electric Ąeld is now given by the sum of the incident Ąeld and the retarded Ąelds from

all other dipoles in the array. Under the right conditions, the scattered Ąelds from the other

dipoles arrive in phase with the illumination Ąeld, which leads to a large polarization of the

particle and the excitation of a SLR. In this case, the scattered Ąelds from the neighboring

particles can act against the damping of a single particle and reinforce its resonance, which

leads to a signiĄcantly increased quality factor. Due to the radiation pattern of a dipole, the

coupling in an array of dipoles occurs mainly in the direction perpendicular to the direction

of the dipoles, which is deĄned by the polarization of the excitation light (Figure 2.16) [157].

The electric Ąeld of the resulting SLR is oriented parallel to the polarization of the incident

light [158]. Furthermore, SLRs are delocalized and provide a large Ąeld intensity in between

the particles [159].

The conditions for the appearance of a SLR are met close to diffraction edges, also called

Rayleigh anomalies, where the incoming light is diffracted into the plane of the array and

can be rescattered by the particles [152, 156, 160, 161]. These diffraction edges follow from

the grating equation and are found for wavelengths at which a diffraction order changes from

a radiative to an evanescent behavior. For a one-dimensional grating with a lattice constant

ax, at the interface between two media with refractive indices n1 and n2 (front view in Figure

2.16), the grating equation is given by [162]

ndiff sin(θdiff) ± n1 sin(θin) = ♣mx♣ λ

ax
, (2.15)
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with the refractive index ndiff of the medium in which the diffraction is considered (n1 for

reĆection and n2 for transmission), the angle of diffraction θdiff in the respective medium, the

angle of incidence θin in medium 1, the vacuum wavelength λ and the diffraction order mx,

which is an integer number. For mx < 0 the + sign holds in Equation 2.15 and for m ≥ 0

the − sign. To Ąnd the diffraction edges, one applies the condition for the diffraction in the

plane of the array, θdiff = 90 ◦, to Equation 2.15. Further, SnellŠs Law is used to connect θin

to the (measured) incidence angle θ in vacuum, sin(θ) = n1 sin(θin), resulting in

λmx
=

ax

♣mx♣(ndiff ± sin(θ)) (2.16)

for the wavelengths in vacuum λmx
, under which the diffraction edges occur. The Ąrst

diffraction edges (mx = ±1) are the most important for the SLRs investigated in this work,

which follow from Equation 2.16 as

λ∓1 = ax(ndiff ± sin(θ)). (2.17)

From Equation 2.17, several conclusions can be drawn. First, for normal incident light

(θ = 0), the λ∓1 diffraction edge appears when the wavelength of the light in the medium

equals the lattice constant. If the refractive indices n1 and n2 of the media above and below

the lattice are different, diffraction edges in the two media occur at different wavelengths.

This is detrimental to sharp SLRs, which are, for normal incidence, only observable if the

contrast between n1 and n2 is small [152]. In this case, ndiff in Equation 2.17 can be replaced

by an experimentally determined effective refractive index neff between n1 and n2 [159].

Furthermore, for oblique incidence (θ ̸= 0), the mx = ±1 diffraction edges appear at different

wavelengths, one with a spectral blue shift and one with a red shift, which is approximately

linear for small θ. This indicates that the wavelengths of the diffraction edges can be tuned

by changing the incidence angle, which becomes important later on.

So far, a one-dimensional grating was considered as the simplest case, but the results

obtained above are similarly valid for a two-dimensional, rectangular lattice under the illu-

mination conditions chosen in this work, compare Figure 2.16. The incident light is polarized

along the y-direction and has only a kz and a kx component (ky = 0) of the wave vector

k⃗. Thus, the angle θ is deĄned in the x-z-plane with respect to the z-axis, which is the

surface normal. Under these conditions (transverse electric (TE), with respect to the plane

of incidence [63]), the diffraction edges corresponding to the diffraction of the light along

the x-axis are given by Equation 2.17. They appear when the diffraction orders mx become

evanescent and the mx = ±1 diffraction edges are the ones related to the SLRs investigated

in this thesis. They are denoted as (±1, 0) diffraction edges in the following, since in general,

in a rectangular, two dimensional lattice in the x-y-plane, (mx, my) diffraction orders are

found [159].

With these diffraction edges in mind, an alternative view on the appearance of SLRs is

possible, which allows to intuitively understand their energy position in dependence of the
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Figure 2.16: Schematic illustration of a SLR-supporting lattice, demonstrating the lattice
geometry and the illumination conditions. The resulting dipole coupling and the direction of
the electric Ąeld of the SLR are also indicated.

illumination angle θ. Namely, a SLR can be considered to result from the coupling of the

LSPR of the single plasmonic particles with a diffraction edge of the array. In this picture,

the occurrence of a SLR can be described in the frame of coupled oscillators (cf. Section 2.1).

The plasmons in the particles, connected to the oscillations of the conduction electrons, can

be considered as one oscillator and the diffraction edge, connected to the photons scattered in

the plane of the array, as the other oscillator. They exchange energy at a rate q which couples

them. Then, as introduced in Section 2.1, the system can be described by a Hamiltonian

with the energies (and the losses) of the LSPR and the diffraction edge on the diagonal

and the energy exchange rate q as the off-diagonal coupling elements. The wavelength and

consequently the energy position of the diffraction edge depends on the incidence angle θ

of the light (Equation 2.17). By diagonalizing this Hamiltonian, the eigenenergies of the

hybrid plasmonic-photonic modes of the coupled system are extracted (cf. Equation 2.3 and

Figure 2.1b) [49, 163]. For a large energy detuning between the diffraction edge and the

LSPR, the coupling only slightly modiĄes the energy and character of the original oscillators,

resulting in a SLR that appears close to the diffraction edge. In this case, the SLR mode has

mainly photonic character, which leads to a small linewidth, a high quality factor, and an

approximately linear angle dispersion for small θ. The other mode has in this case mainly

plasmonic character from the LSPR and does not show an angle dependence of its energy.

Consequently, in the literature [58, 159] and in Chapter 8, this mode is referred to as LSPR,

according to its main character. If the energy detuning between the LSPR and the diffraction

edge becomes smaller, the coupling signiĄcantly alters the character, energy, and dispersion

of the two modes. For zero energy detuning, an avoided crossing between the LSPR and the

diffraction edge can be found and the new modes have strongly mixed character, see, e.g.,

Refs. [49, 159, 164]. Therefore, the energy and the quality factor of a SLR can be manipulated
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by the illumination angle as well as the lattice and particle parameters, which determine the

energies of the diffraction edges and the LSPR, respectively. With high quality SLRs, strong

light-matter coupling in OSCs can be realized, which is described in the next section.

2.4.3 Strong light-matter coupling

Finally, the coupling between light and matter is brieĆy introduced in this section at the

example of a system consisting of a plasmonic array and an OSC material. In general,

strong light-matter coupling can also be observed for organic or inorganic semiconductors in

microcavities consisting of two opposed mirrors, in which the light is reĆected multiple times,

which results in the formation of cavity modes with certain resonance frequencies. Further

details about strong light-matter coupling can be found in the literature [25, 43, 44].

In the exemplary system considered here, the plasmonic array is assumed to support one

SLR with energy ESLR(θ). For the OSC material, only one optical transition that leads to

the formation of an exciton with energy EX is considered. The SLR of the array can be

considered as a cavity mode with photonic and plasmonic character and a certain resonance

frequency [163]. If there would be no coupling in this system, the energy introduced by an

incident photon could be either contained in the cavity mode or in an exciton in the OSC,

until it is dissipated. Instead, if the energy can be transferred between the two mentioned

subsystems, they interact with each other and are consequently coupled. Strong coupling

is achieved, if the energy transfer rate between the cavity mode and the exciton is higher

than their averaged energy dissipation rate [25]. In this case, the two subsystems cannot be

treated independently anymore, but the entire system needs to be considered, in close analogy

to the coupled harmonic oscillators discussed in Section 2.1 [82]. Here, the SLR as the cavity

mode can be treated as one oscillator and the optical transition related to the exciton as the

other oscillator. Consequently, a Hamiltonian H, analogues to M in Equation 2.2 and to the

Hamiltonian for the coupling between the LSPR and the diffraction edge described above,

can be constructed as [25]

H =



ESLR(θ) ℏg

ℏg EX



, (2.18)

with ℏg describing the collective coupling strength of N molecules that can couple to the

SLR Ąeld. By diagonalizing H in Equation 2.18, the eigenvalues are obtained as

E±(θ) =
1
2

[

ESLR(θ) + EX ±
√

(ESLR(θ) − EX)2 + (2ℏg)2



, (2.19)

analogues to Equation 2.3. These eigenvalues represent the energies of the new, hybridized

modes which are called plasmon-exciton polaritons [163]. These quasi-particles have mixed

plasmonic, photonic and excitonic character and are referred to as polaritons in the following.

For zero detuning between the energy of the SLR and the energy of the exciton (ESLR(θ)=EX),

an avoided crossing of the upper and lower polariton is obtained (cf. Figure 2.1b), which is
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characteristic for strong coupling. With this condition (ESLR(θ)=EX) inserted in Equation

2.19, the Rabi splitting ℏΩ [43] of the avoided crossing is obtained as

ℏΩ = E+ − E− = 2ℏg. (2.20)

The Rabi splitting can be experimentally determined, e.g., from transmission measurements,

allowing to examine the coupling strength of the system. The Rabi splitting is visible, if it is

larger than the mean linewidth of the two oscillators, γSLR of the SLR and γX of the exciton

transition, thus if the condition ℏΩ > (γSLR+γX)/2 is fulĄlled [63, 165]. This condition is also

chosen to deĄne strong coupling [25, 63]. These linewidths are connected to the damping of

the oscillators and consequently to their energy dissipation rate, which was already introduced

above as critical quantity for strong coupling.

The collective coupling strength of N molecules to the electric Ąeld component E⃗0 of the

SLR can also be calculated within the dipole approximation as [25]

ℏg =
√

Nµ⃗ · E⃗0 = µ⃗ · êcav

√

NESLR

2ϵ0V
=

ℏΩ
2

, (2.21)

where µ⃗ denotes the TDM of the molecular transition, V the cavity mode volume, ϵ0 the

vacuum permittivity, and êcav an unitary vector in the direction of the cavity electric Ąeld.

From Equation 2.21, the importance of the relative orientation and magnitude of µ⃗ and E⃗0

becomes apparent. Additionally, a scaling with
√

N , thus the number of coupled molecules,

appears [43]. If the entire mode volume is assumed to be Ąlled with molecules, the factor

N/V in Equation 2.21 corresponds to the molecule density in the OSC material [44]. By

strong coupling, the energy landscape of the excited states of the OSC can be modiĄed,

which allows to inĆuence the chemical and photophysical properties of the OSC, e.g., the SF

and triplet-triplet fusion process [57, 58].
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Within this work, three different sample categories were prepared and investigated. Their

differing composition, namely purely organic thin Ąlms, mixed organic-inorganic semicon-

ductor thin Ąlms and OSC thin Ąlms on metal plasmonic structures, necessitated different

preparation methods for all three sample categories. Additionally, due to the demands of the

applied characterization methods, different substrates were used which are described Ąrst in

this chapter, since they were the basis for all samples. Then, the used materials and prepara-

tion methods for the three sample categories are presented, beginning with the purely organic

samples that consist of small molecule OSCs. These were prepared via OMBD. It follows

the description of the aryleneethynylene (AE) derivatives and the cadmium selenide (CdSe)

QDs, which were investigated in hybrid organic-inorganic thin Ąlms prepared from solution.

Finally, the plasmonic samples are described, which consist of silver nanoparticle arrays and

were produced by electron beam lithography.

3.1 Substrates

The various employed characterization methods, which are detailed in Chapter 4, require

speciĄc, adapted substrates which are presented in this section. For the optical measurements

in transmission mode, different glass substrates, namely JGS1 and Menzel coverslips, were

used. Furthermore, 0.5 mm thick single-side polished, and 1.5 mm thick double-side polished

silicon wafers, both covered by a native oxide layer, were chosen for X-ray diffraction and

photoluminescence (PL) measurements and, the latter, for Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR)

measurements in transmission mode. Additionally, for the polarization-modulation infrared

reĆection-absorption spectroscopy (PMIRRAS) measurements, silicon wafers with a thin gold

Ąlm (∼ 200 nm) on one side were used.

All substrates were ultrasonically cleaned consecutively for ten minutes in acetone and

isopropanol each and dried in a nitrogen Ćow. The substrates for the organic-inorganic thin

Ąlms were additionally treated by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation for ten minutes to further clean

and activate the surface for the sample preparation from the liquid phase.
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3.2 Organic semiconductor samples

One part of this thesis is dedicated to purely organic semiconductor systems with ground

state CT between donor and acceptor molecules. As donors, the acene molecules TET

and PEN were used in these CT blends, since they have been thoroughly investigated

and are known to exhibit SF [13]. This is also the reason for the choice of PEN for

the light-matter coupling samples described below. The two strong acceptors 2,3,5,6-

tetraĆuoro-7,7,8,8,-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) and 2,2′-(perĆuoronaphthalene-

2,6-diylidene)dimalononitrile (F6-TCNNQ) were chosen due to their high EA. Besides, for

blends of PEN and F4-TCNQ, different doping scenarios have been reported which were

further investigated in this work. In this section, the used acenes and acceptors, and the

preparation of the mixed organic Ąlms via OMBD are presented.

3.2.1 Acenes

Acenes are an important and intensely studied class of OSCs due to their outstanding elec-

tronic and optical properties [166, 167]. They consist of linearly fused six-membered rings of

carbon atoms, are fully conjugated, and form planar molecules. Especially TET and PEN

(Figure 3.1) have received a lot of attention due to their high charge carrier mobilities and

usability in organic transistors and solar cells [168, 169]. With the renewed interest in SF due

to a possible improvement of the efficiency of solar cells [21], the number of studies on TET

and PEN as prototypical SF materials has further increased [114, 121, 170, 171]. Their SF

capability and the lack of a detailed understanding of their interactions with strong electron

acceptors made them interesting materials for the investigation within this work. Since TET

and PEN are neighboring members of the acene class (namely containing four and Ąve rings,

respectively), they behave similar in many regards while differences in their state and tran-

sition energies occur due to the changed length (of the conjugated system). This allows to

systematically compare these two materials and their interactions with acceptors with respect

to the changed state energies. Particularly important for the CT behavior as donors are their

IPs. Literature values (from Refs. [172Ű174] and references therein) for the IPs of TET and

PEN in thin Ąlms and crystals are in the range of 5.10-5.43 eV and 4.85-5.04 eV, respectively,

indicating the slightly better donor behavior of PEN.

As neat materials, TET and PEN crystallize in a herringbone arrangement with two

molecules per primitive unit cell [175]. Different polymorphs have been reported for both

materials, one thin Ąlm phase and several bulk phases each [94, 175Ű177]. The thin Ąlm

phase is induced by weakly interacting substrates and, hence, as the name suggests, is mainly

important for thin Ąlms [178]. It is characterized by nearly upright-standing molecules on the

substrate, resulting in a large out-of-plane lattice spacing [94]. With increasing Ąlm thickness,

bulk phases become more important, which have a larger inclination angle of the molecules

with respect to the surface normal, resulting in a smaller out-of-plane lattice spacing [179].
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Tetracene (TET)

Pentacene (PEN)

Figure 3.1: Chemical structure and normalized absorbance spectra of thin Ąlms of TET and
PEN in the energy region of the S0 →S1 transition. The green arrows in the chemical structures
illustrate the orientation of the TDM of the S0 →S1 transition.

This makes the thin Ąlm phase distinguishable from bulk phases by X-ray reĆectivity (XRR)

measurements (see Section 4.1).

Owing to the herringbone arrangement of the molecules in all these crystal structures, thin

Ąlms and crystals of TET and PEN exhibit a Davydov splitting of the lowest-energy transition

(Figure 3.1). The magnitude of the Davydov splitting is different for the two materials and

also slightly dependent on the polymorph [180]. It is larger in PEN (∼ 120 meV) than in

TET (∼ 80 meV) [83] due to the larger CT admixture to the energetically lower DC in PEN

[83, 111]. The overall shape of the absorbance spectra of thin Ąlms of the two materials

around the lowest-energy optical transition is, however, similar and both materials show a

clear vibronic progression (Figure 3.1). As a consequence of the larger conjugated system of

PEN compared to TET, the spectrum of the PEN thin Ąlm is red-shifted by ∼ 0.5 eV relative

to the spectrum of the TET thin Ąlm. The energy of the S0 →S1 transition (E(S1)) of PEN

and TET in thin Ąlms was determined from the intersection of the absorbance and emission

spectrum and found to be 1.84 eV and 2.35 eV, respectively, and the TDM is oriented along the

short molecular axis (see Figure 3.1) [181]. PEN and TET exhibit only weak Ćuorescence due

to the SF process which provides a rapid, non-radiative relaxation path for the photoexcited

singlet excitons.

One important prerequisite for a material to be able to undergo SF is a favorable energy

balance between the photoexcited initial S1 state and the Ąnal triplet (T1) states (cf. Section

2.2.5). This renders the energy of T1 (E(T1)) highly important, which is taken from the

literature as E(T1) =1.25 eV and E(T1) =0.86 eV for TET and PEN, respectively [182,

183]. Thus, the energy balance of the SF process (Equation 2.6) is ∆ESF = 150 meV and

∆ESF = −120 meV for TET and PEN, respectively. Consequently, the entire SF process is

endothermic in TET while it is exothermic in PEN, resulting in different SF mechanisms

for the two materials [13]. This classiĄcation remains still valid after considering that the

intermediate 1(TT) state is bound by approximately 30 meV with respect to the free triplets

for both materials [114]. For TET an incoherent SF mechanism is found while for PEN

coherent SF is most likely [113, 184Ű186]. These different mechanisms and energetics are also
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reĆected in the triplet pair formation time constants of ∼ 100 ps and ∼ 100 fs for TET and

PEN, respectively, which have been reported in the literature [116, 118, 170, 187, 188].

Both TET and PEN were purchased as crystalline powders from Sigma-Aldrich (now

Merck) with 99 % and 99.995 % purity, respectively, and used as received.

3.2.2 Acceptors

As acceptors for the investigation of the different CT mechanisms with the SF materials,

F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ were used, as they are among the strongest organic acceptors

known [189]. Furthermore, they both contain cyano groups, which is beneĄcial for determin-

ing the degree of CT in blends with donors [190]. The chemical structures of both acceptors

are shown in Figure 3.2. The high EA of both molecules is achieved by the Ćuorine and

cyano substituents which withdraw electrons from the aromatic core. The EA, which is a

measure for the acceptor strength, has been determined to be 5.08-5.33 eV and 5.37-5.60 eV for

F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ, respectively, implying that F6-TCNNQ is the slightly stronger

acceptor [191Ű195]. Owing to the high EA of these acceptors, also doubly negatively charged

ions, denoted dianions, have been reported for both materials [132, 196].

Thin Ąlm absorbance spectra of both compounds are also included in Figure 3.2, which

are both relatively unstructured, in consistency with the literature [29, 132, 197]. The

F6-TCNNQ thin Ąlm spectrum exhibits a Ąrst absorption maximum at ∼ 2.4 eV while the

F4-TCNQ thin Ąlm spectrum exhibits a Ąrst absorption maximum at ∼ 2.8 eV, and both

show a pronounced tail toward lower energies. The smaller optical band gap of F6-TCNNQ

can be related to the slightly larger conjugated system compared to F4-TCNQ and the ab-

sorbance tail is most likely due to signiĄcant light scattering by these samples due to the high

roughness of the Ąlms.

Both acceptors crystallize in at least two different polymorphs with differing number of

molecules per unit cell and different space groups [198Ű200]. In thin Ąlms, amorphous phases

and a lack of preferred orientation of the formed crystallites with respect to the substrates

have been found [35, 130].
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Figure 3.2: Chemical structures and normalized thin Ąlm absorbance spectra of F4-TCNQ
and F6-TCNNQ.
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F4-TCNQ was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (now Merck) with 99 % purity and

F6-TCNNQ from Novaled GmBH with 99.9 % purity and both were used as received.

3.2.3 Organic molecular beam deposition

To prepare thin Ąlms of the donors and acceptors presented above, OMBD was used in this

work [93, 201]. In this method, small organic molecules are thermally evaporated in a high

or ultrahigh vacuum chamber and are deposited onto the desired substrates. A scheme of

the used setup is shown in Figure 3.3. For the OMBD process, the molecular, crystalline

powder is placed in a crucible which is placed inside a Knudsen cell. The temperature of

the crucible can be controlled by applying a current to the heating coil around the crucible.

Consequently, also the evaporation rate of the contained molecules can be controlled. Owing

to the high vacuum, the molecules travel as a molecular beam toward the sample holder with

the mounted substrates and condense on them. Two different compounds can be evaporated

simultaneously from two cells, enabling to grow thin Ąlm blends of molecules. The deposition

rates are monitored by two independent quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs), see Figure

3.3. The QCMs measure the deposited mass during the evaporation and convert it with an

arbitrary density into a thickness. By relating the post-growth measured thickness of a neat

Ąlm to the measured thickness by the QCM (dQCM), a scale factor (s.f.) can be calculated,

which depends on the position of the QCM and the sample with respect to the cell and the

density of the evaporated material. With this scale factor, the growth rate of each compound,

given by r = (dQCM · s.f.)/t, with t denoting the time, can be monitored during the growth.

Figure 3.3: Schematic presentation of the OMBD setup with two independent cells and QCMs.
Lengths are not to scale. The colored areas depict the molecular beams and the copper block
can be externally cooled.
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From the volume occupied by one molecule, determined by the size of the unit cell of a re-

ported crystal structure and the number of molecules therein, the stoichiometric mixing ratio

of the molecules in blended Ąlms is obtained. This molecular mixing ratio is the important

parameter for the blends and is used to deĄne the samples in this thesis. The errors of the

QCMs are estimated to be ±10%, which affects the overall thickness and the mixing ratio of

the Ąlms. For better readability, only the nominal mixing ratio of the blends is given in the

results chapters.

The base pressure of the vacuum chamber used for this thesis was ≤ 2 × 10−8 mbar. The

samples were glued with a silver paste to the sample holder to ensure good thermal contact.

Before the Ąlm deposition, the cleaned substrates were heated in vacuum to ∼ 570 K overnight

to remove any residual adsorbed molecules, including water. During the deposition process,

the sample holder was cooled through a cooper block with liquid nitrogen to achieve a sample

temperature of ∼ 250 K. This ensures a small desorption rate of the molecules from the

samples which is especially crucial for the samples containing the volatile molecules TET and

F4-TCNQ. The overall growth rate was adjusted to ∼6 Å/min and the nominal thickness of

the Ąlms was 80 nm if not otherwise stated.

3.3 Organic-inorganic semiconductor samples

This section describes the materials used to prepare the organic-inorganic semiconductor

samples, namely the AE derivatives and the CdSe QDs. First, the AEs are presented, chosen

for their ability to bind to the CdSe QDs and for their structural similarity but differing

chemical substitutions, which allowed systematic investigations. Next, the CdSe QDs are

presented, which were chosen because they have already been extensively studied and exhibit

absorption and emission in the visible range. This section concludes with the preparation

method of the hybrid samples from solution.

3.3.1 Aryleneethynylene derivatives

AE derivatives, also known as cruciforms due to the shape of their molecular backbone (Figure

3.4), consist of two linear, conjugated segments that are connected through a central benzene

core [202]. One of these segments is an AE branch composed of three phenylene groups that

are connected by two ethynylene groups. The other segment is either a second AE branch,

resulting in a highly symmetric molecule, or a distyrylbenzene branch which renders the two

segments distinguishable. On the peripherical aromatic rings, different substituents can be

placed, which can be used to induce a spatial separation of the frontier orbitals, resulting in

interesting optical properties and the possibility to use AEs as sensors [203]. These different

substitutions also lead to differing electrical and emission properties while keeping the overall

structure and size of the molecules similar [204]. Finally, there is also the possibility to

introduce binding groups as substituents. Taken together, the mentioned points render AE
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Figure 3.4: Chemical structure of the two AE derivatives and their absorbance spectra in
NMF.

derivatives promising candidates for systematic investigations in coupled organic-inorganic

structures.

In this work, two different AE derivatives were investigated, namely

sodium 2, 2′, 2′′, 2′′′, 2′′′′, 2′′′′′, 2′′′′′′, 2′′′′′′′-(((benzene-1,2,4,5-tetrayltetrakis(ethyne-

2,1-diyl)) tetrakis(benzene-4,1-diyl))tetrakis(azanetriyl))octaacetate (AE 1) and

sodium 2, 2′, 2′′, 2′′′-((((2,5-bis((E)-4-methoxystyryl)-1,4-phenylene)bis(ethyne-2,1-diyl))-

bis(4,1-phenylene))bis(azanetriyl))tetraacetate (AE 2). The molecules were provided by Dr.

Markus Bender from the group of Prof. Dr. Uwe H. F. Bunz in Heidelberg, as part of a

collaboration, and their chemical structures are shown in Figure 3.4. AE 1 contains two AE

segments and symmetric substituents while AE 2 contains one AE and one distyrylbenzene

segment and differing substituents, yielding a molecule with reduced symmetry and the

possibility of frontier orbital separation. Both molecules exhibit several carboxylate groups

which are possible binding sites for CdSe QDs [205]. The absorbance spectra of both

molecules in N-methylformamide (NMF) are also included in Figure 3.4. They both show an

absorption maximum around 3.5 eV and a shoulder at smaller energies, which is at ∼ 3.0 eV

and ∼ 3.2 eV for AE 1 and AE 2, respectively. The solutions of the AEs in NMF were used

for the preparation of the neat and mixed organic-inorganic Ąlms. The preparation method

is described in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.2 CdSe quantum dots

CdSe QDs were chosen as the inorganic semiconducting part of the hybrid Ąlms. Reasons for

this choice were the facts that CdSe QDs have been long and extensively studied and that

their absorption and emission spectra can be tuned to make energy transfer processes with the

AEs likely [144Ű146, 206]. Well-established synthesis protocols for nearly monodisperse CdSe

QDs exist and many structural and optical properties have been already characterized due

to the profound research effort during the last decades, which also resulted in commercial

applications [207Ű209]. CdSe QDs can be synthesized in a wurtzite (hexagonal) or zinc-

blende (cubic) structure and exhibit clearly quantized, size dependent absorption spectra [144,

210]. The Ćuorescence properties of CdSe QDs strongly depend on their surface chemistry.

To achieve a high Ćuorescence quantum yield, a good passivation of surface (quenching)
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Figure 3.5: a) SEM image of the as-synthesized CdSe QDs with the native ligands dried on a
substrate. The SEM image was taken and provided by Andre Maier. b) Absorbance spectrum
(normalized to the Ąrst absorption peak) of the same particles dissolved in hexane. The vertical
bars indicate the energy positions of the transitions between the hole and electron states shown
in c) as a scheme. c) Inspired by Ref. [216].

states is required [146]. This surface passivation can be achieved either by organic ligands

or an inorganic shell (e.g. of ZnS) and is additionally inĆuenced by the relative precursor

concentrations [211]. With different approaches quantum yields over 80 % have been achieved

[146]. With small size distributions and a good passivation, suppressing deep trap emission,

very sharp emission lines have been obtained [212].

The CdSe QDs used for this thesis were synthesized and provided by Patrick Michel,

Dr. Krishan Kumar and Dr. Björn Märker from the group of Prof. Dr. Marcus Scheele.

The synthesis protocol is described in Ref. [213] and follows the one reported in Ref. [207].

The as-synthesized wurtzite CdSe QDs stabilized by the native ligands hexadecylamine, tri-

octylphosphineoxide, trioctylphosphine, and oleate (cadmium selenide quantum dots with the

native ligands (CdSe/nat)) were dispersed in hexane. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of these nanoparticles dried on a substrate is shown in Figure 3.5, from which a rel-

atively small size distribution can be inferred. Since the size of the QDs is close to the

resolution limit of the SEM, the average particle size was determined from the absorption

spectrum, which is a common procedure [136]. The absorption spectrum is also shown in

Figure 3.5. From the position of the Ąrst absorption maximum at ∼ 2 eV (λ = 616 nm),

corresponding to the 1S(e) − 1S3/2(h) (1S) transition, a diameter D of approximately 5.4 nm

can be calculated, based on the following, empirical calibration equation [214]:

D = (1.6122 × 10−9)λ4 − (2.6575 × 10−6)λ3 + (1.6242 × 10−3)λ2 − (0.4277)λ + (41.57).

The sharpness of the lowest-energy transition additionally indicates a small size distri-

bution in the sample [215]. At higher energies, further transitions are visible, namely the

1S(e) − 2S3/2(h) (2S) transition at ∼2.1 eV, the 1P (e) − 1P3/2(h) (1P) transition at ∼2.3 eV,

and the 1S(e) − 2S1/2(h) (3S) transition at ∼2.45 eV (cf. Figure 3.5c) [142, 216], where the

abbreviations for the transitions in brackets follow the ones introduced in Ref [145].
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Since a direct exchange of the native ligands by the AE derivatives turned out to be not

successful, an intermediate step was included. In this step, the native ligands were removed by

adding ammonium iodide, precipitation of the QDs and redispersion of the iodide stabilized

cadmium selenide quantum dots (CdSe/I−) in NMF, following the procedure described in

Ref. [207]. This ligand exchange was also done by Patrick Michel from the group of Prof. Dr.

Marcus Scheele. The resulting dispersion of the CdSe/I− was then used for the preparation

of the organic-inorganic nanostructures described below.

3.3.3 Sample preparation from solution

The organic-inorganic thin Ąlms investigated in this work, consisting of AE derivatives and

CdSe QDs, were prepared from the liquid phase with a drop casting method. Drop casting

is a very simple and widely-used method to deposit nanoparticles onto a surface [217] and is

also used for OSCs [218]. For thin Ąlm preparation by this method, a droplet of the desired

material in a suitable solvent is dropped on the substrate to cover it completely. While

the solvent evaporates, either at ambient conditions or at raised temperature, depending

on the solvent, a Ąlm of the material is formed. The resulting Ąlms are often non-uniform

in thickness due to the evaporation process [217] which is, however, not critical for the

properties investigated in this work. Drop-casting is also suitable to prepare mixed organic-

inorganic thin Ąlms if the compounds can be dissolved in the same solvent. Then, two droplets

containing the organic and inorganic compound, respectively, can be dropped simultaneously

onto the substrate, leading to an intermixing directly on the substrate.

The exact preparation procedure differed slightly for the different samples. For the neat

reference Ąlms of the organic compounds, namely AE 1 and AE 2, around 50 µL of the re-

spective AE, dissolved in NMF (∼ 2 × 10−4 mol/L) were dropped onto the desired substrate,

left undisturbed for 1 h and annealed afterward at 383 K for 1 h. The samples only slowly

dried at 383 K owing to the high boiling point of NMF [219], which was found to yield the

best Ąlms in terms of material distribution. The thickness of these Ąlms was determined

by proĄlometer measurements on several scratches through the thin Ąlms, see Appendix E.1

for details. The average thickness of the neat AE Ąlms was 20 nm to 60 nm. The thickness

variations resulted from the drop casting method. The Ąlms of the CdSe/nat, also used as

a reference, were prepared similarly. Yet, they were dispersed in hexane (∼ 7 × 10−6 mol/L)

which evaporates at room temperature, leading to dry Ąlms already before the annealing step

with average thicknesses between 180 nm and 270 nm.

Further reference Ąlms of the CdSe/I− were prepared slightly differently, since the simple

drop casting method led to either too thick, intransparent or too thin, incompletely covered

Ąlms. Therefore, single droplets of a concentrated dispersion (∼ 1.4 × 10−4 mol/L) in NMF

were dropped on a tilted substrate. In consequence of the slight tilt, the droplet slowly

glided down the substrate, leaving behind a thin CdSe/I− Ąlm, comparable to a dip coating

technique [220]. Again, the sample was left undisturbed for 1 h before it was annealed for
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another hour at 383 K. With this technique, Ąlms with an average thickness of 220 nm to

330 nm were obtained, similar to the CdSe/nat Ąlms.

For the preparation of the mixed Ąlms of iodide stabilized cadmium selenide quantum

dots and aryleneethynylene derivatives (CdSe/I−/AE) a drop casting method with direct

intermixing on the substrate was chosen. Approximately 50 µL of the respective AE solution

and ∼ 35 µL of a diluted CdSe/I− dispersion (∼ 1.4 × 10−5 mol/L), both in NMF, were

dropped onto the substrate and left undisturbed for at least 1 h to allow an intermixing and

binding of the AEs to the QDs. Afterward, the sample was quickly dried at 383 K and washed

three times to remove unbound AEs. In these washing steps, the sample was covered with

NMF for ∼ 1 min, followed by spinning it off. The remaining mixed thin Ąlm was Ąnally

annealed at 383 K for 1 h. The average thicknesses of these CdSe/I−/AE Ąlms ranged from

130 nm to 290 nm.

The entire preparation of the samples was done in a nitrogen Ąlled glovebox, in which also

the compounds were stored, to prevent oxidation of the CdSe QDs [221]. The exposure of

the prepared samples to air was also minimized during the handling and the measurements,

which were conducted either in vacuum or in a nitrogen atmosphere. The samples were stored

in vacuum.

3.4 Plasmonic silver nanoparticle arrays

The third category of samples prepared for this thesis consists of PEN thin Ąlms on plasmonic

silver nanoparticle arrays to investigate light-matter coupling effects. Since PEN and its thin

Ąlm preparation method, OMBD, were already described above, this section focuses on the

material properties and preparation of the silver nanoparticle arrays.

To achieve strong light-matter coupling, cavities with high quality resonances are required

(cf. Section 2.4). Such cavities were realized in this work in the form of ordered arrays of

silver nanoparticles that can support high quality SLRs (cf. Section 2.4.2). As substrates,

Menzel coverslips with an refractive index of n = 1.51 were used. Silver was chosen because it

is a noble metal and its threshold for interband transitions lies above 3 eV [222]. This implies

that plasmon resonances below this energy, which are the ones investigated in this work,

do not suffer from increased interband damping (cf. Section 2.4) [223]. Different samples

with varying particle dimensions and arrangements were prepared for this thesis in order to

optimize the strength, sharpness and position of the SLR. Furthermore, reference samples

were fabricated for comparison reasons.

The fabrication of the plasmonic samples was done in several steps. The size and shape of

the nanostructures was deĄned using electron-beam lithography, followed by the development

of the sample and metal deposition. After the lift of step, a protective Al2O3 layer was

deposited and Ąnally a polymeric reference layer or the target molecular PEN layer was

deposited. The single steps are shown in Figure 3.6 and detailed in the following.
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3.4.1 Electron-beam lithography

Electron-beam lithography was chosen to prepare the arrays of nanostructures for the plas-

monic samples. As a Ąrst step, the cleaned substrates were spin-coated with a poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA) layer (from DuPont with an average chain length of 4041 monomers)

as positive electron-beam resist in which the structures can be written (Figure 3.6a). For the

spin coating process, the substrate was covered with a solution of 2.5 % PMMA in methyl

isobutyl ketone and spun in two steps. First, the substrate was spun for 6 s at 2600 rpm with

a ramp up time of 6 s and then further accelerated within 6 s to 5000 rpm, where it was spun

for another 60 s. Afterward, the layer was annealed at 423 K for 5 min. Since a conducting

layer was required for the lithography step, a second layer, consisting of a conducting polymer

(AR-PC 5090.02 (Electra 92) from Allresist), was spun directly onto the still warm PMMA

layer at 4000 rpm for 40 s with a ramp time of 6 s. Finally, it was annealed for another 2 min

at 423 K.

The electron-beam lithography process was performed on one of the two available SEMs,

either a FEI XL30 SEM or a JOEL JSM-6500F SEM (Figure 3.6b). Both were equipped

with a Xenos XPA 2 pattern generator. The pattern generator was controlled by the ECP

software. In this software, the desired pattern was programmed which was then exposed by

the electron-beam under the control of the pattern generator. The impinging electrons caused

an increase in solubility of the exposed PMMA parts. Thus, these parts could be removed

in the following development step (Figure 3.6c). As acceleration voltage 30 keV were used.

The used Ąeld size was 25 × 25 µm2, on which the nanostructures were written by deĆection

and blanking of the beam of the SEM, yielding arrays consisting of approximately 60 × 60

nanostructures. The same SEMs were also used to take images of the Ąnal samples, after the

atomic layer deposition step. These images were taken with an acceleration voltage of 5 keV.

Before the development of the sample, the Electra 92 was removed by placing the sample

for 30 s in deionized water. For the following development, a mixture of isopropanol and

methyl isobutyl ketone was prepared in a 3:1 ratio. The sample was gently moved in this

solution for 70 s, washed with pure isopropanol immediately after and dried in a nitrogen

Ćow. After this step, the sample exhibited holes with the desired pattern in the resist (3.6c).

3.4.2 Metal deposition

The silver deposition (Figure 3.6d) on the developed samples was done via thermal evapo-

ration of silver, similar to the OMBD process described in Section 3.2.3, with the difference

that prior to evaporation the silver melts. The process was carried out in a Pfeiffer Vacuum

PLS 570 setup. Silver pellets were placed in a resistive heated boat in the vacuum cham-

ber and the samples were mounted above. Since small silver structures do not stick well

to the glass substrates, a thin (∼2 nm) titanium layer was Ąrst evaporated to increase the

adhesiveness. This was performed by electron-beam physical vapor deposition in the same

setup directly before the silver deposition. Both deposition processes were monitored by a

thickness-calibrated QCM and the Ąnal silver thickness was 35 nm, again with an uncertainty
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Figure 3.6: Scheme of the steps during the preparation of the plasmonic structures. Details
are given in the text.

of ±10 % for the Ąlm thickness as veriĄed by proĄlometer measurements on reference samples.

The deposition rates were ∼ 1.5 nm/min and ∼ 1 nm/min for Ti and Ag, respectively.

After the metal deposition the samples were placed in acetone for several hours to remove

the remaining resist with the metal on top (Figure 3.6e). This process is called lift-off and

was assisted by a stream of acetone in the end. The samples with the silver structures were

then rinsed with isopropanol and dried with nitrogen.

3.4.3 Atomic layer deposition

Since silver reacts with atmospheric hydrogen sulĄde, carbonyl sulĄde and particulate chloride

in humid environments [224], a protective Al2O3 layer, with a thickness of either ∼5 nm or

∼10 nm, was added in the Ąnal step via atomic layer deposition (Figure 3.6f) [225]. This layer

also inhibited a direct electron transfer between the organic layer and the silver structures.

The atomic layer deposition was carried out in a Picosun R-200 Advanced setup. First,

the chamber was evacuated to ∼4 mbar and the samples were heated to 523 K. During the

deposition, the chamber was Ćushed by H2O and trimethyl aluminum by turns with pulse

times of 0.1 s each. Nitrogen was used as carrier gas with a Ćow of 150 sccm and 200 sccm for

trimethyl aluminum and H2O, respectively. The respective precursor covered the surface of

the sample and the unbound molecules were Ćushed away by pure nitrogen. The purging times

were 5 s and 6 s for trimethyl aluminum and H2O, respectively. Then the other precursor was

let into the chamber and reacted with the bound precursor in a self-limiting surface reaction

[225]. Afterward, the chamber was Ćushed by nitrogen again and the next cycle was started.

By this, the thickness of the deposited Ąlm could be precisely controlled by the number of

cycles. Either 50 or 100 cycles were performed for the different samples. Since the precursors

bind to all surfaces, also the sides of the nanostructures were covered and a very uniform Ąlm

was obtained that protects the underlying silver. After this step, the quality and the exact

particle dimensions of the prepared samples were characterized via SEM imaging.

These Ąnal plasmonic samples were then either covered by PEN via OMBD (Section 3.2.3)

or by polystyrene (PS) in a spin coating process for reference measurements. PS was chosen

as reference material due to its refractive index of n = 1.59, which is similar to the one of
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PEN (n ≈ 1.6 for frequencies other than the exciton transition frequencies [226]). For the PS

layer, a ∼2.5 wt% PS solution in toluene was prepared. 50 µL of this solution were dropped

onto the rotating sample (2500 rpm) and spun for 60 s, yielding 125 nm to 140 nm thick Ąlms.
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This chapter describes the main experimental methods used to characterize the samples

and to obtain the results presented in Chapters 5-9. Only a brief overview of the used

techniques and setups is given while more details can be found in the cited literature. First,

the X-ray diffraction techniques are introduced, namely XRR and grazing-incidence X-ray

diffraction (GIXD). They were applied to obtain information on the structure of the sample,

which can be crucial to interpret the electronic, optical and photophysical properties of the

prepared system. It follows a description of the two infrared spectroscopy techniques FTIR

and PMIRRAS, which were employed to get insights into vibrational properties. They are

important for the investigation of CT and binding events. The steady-state optical properties

were measured by UV-vis-NIR and PL spectroscopy. These methods are introduced before

the TA spectroscopy, which was the technique chosen to characterize the dynamics of the

investigated systems and concludes this section.

4.1 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction techniques were used during this work to characterize the structure of the

prepared samples, allowing conclusions to be drawn about the organization and mixing be-

havior of the compounds in the thin Ąlms. This is very important information for systems

composed of several compounds and can give Ąrst insights into the interactions between the

compounds. The spatial information is also used for the interpretation of the optical and

vibrational data. Only a brief description of the methods used can be given here, for further

details the reader is referred to textbooks [227, 228].

In X-ray diffraction techniques, a beam of X-rays is directed toward the sample. The

X-rays are scattered by the electrons of the atoms in the sample and the intensity of the

scattered X-rays in certain directions is detected. The technique capitalizes on the fact that

the wavelength of X-rays is on a similar length scale as the size of the molecules, giving the

possibility for interference phenomena that can be detected and related to the structure of

the sample. Constructive interference is expected under angles θ where the path difference

between scattered X-rays is a multiple of the wavelength, known as BraggŠs law

2d sin(θ) = nλ, (4.1)
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with the distance d between the scattering objects, often crystal planes, an integer number

n and the wavelength λ of the X-rays. The techniques used for this thesis and described in

the following rely on elastic scattering of the X-rays, implying that the energy and hence the

wavelength and the magnitude of the wave vector, given by k = 2π/λ, is not modiĄed by

the scattering event. Depending on the used scattering geometry, the structural properties

in different directions and on different length scales can be analyzed.

4.1.1 X-ray reĆectivity

The out-of-plane structure of thin Ąlms, especially of the purely organic small molecule semi-

conductor samples, was characterized by XRR measurements. The general measurement

geometry is shown in Figure 4.1a. A monochromatic X-ray beam is directed under a certain

incidence angle θ to the sample and the scattered intensity is measured under specular con-

ditions, meaning that the exit angle (θ) is kept equal to the incidence angle. By scanning θ,

an XRR intensity curve is generated. It is generally displayed as a function of the scattering

vector q⃗, which is deĄned as

q⃗ = k⃗out − k⃗in, (4.2)

with the wave vector k⃗in (k⃗out) of the incoming (outgoing) X-rays. Considering the geometry

in Figure 4.1a, q⃗ has only a z-component which is given by

qz = 2k sin(θ). (4.3)

Combining Equations 4.1 and 4.3, one receives

qz =
2πn

d
(4.4)

as condition for constructive interference, independent of the chosen wavelength. With equa-

tion 4.4, two important features of XRR curves can be directly related to real space distances.

First, Bragg peaks appear at certain values of qz, which can be converted to the out-of-plane

lattice spacing of the crystal planes of the sample. This lattice spacing can give information

about the molecular orientation on the substrate and insights into the mixing behavior of

blends [229]. The second feature are Kiessig fringes which appear at small qz as a result of

the interference of X-rays scattered at the air-Ąlm interface with X-rays scattered at the Ąlm-

substrate interface. Their period is linked to the overall Ąlm thickness, another important

parameter for thin Ąlms, which can also be used to obtain the scaling factors for the thin

Ąlm growth. The damping of the Kiessig fringes depends on the Ąlm roughness and they are

only visible for relatively smooth Ąlms. During this work, all XRR curves were taken on a

General Electric XRD 3003TT instrument with Cu-Kα1-radiation (λ = 1.541 Å).
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Figure 4.1: X-ray scattering geometries. a) Side view of the XRR geometry with q⃗ pointing
in z-direction and b) top view on the grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS)
geometry with the in-plane scattering angle 2θip and q⃗ having an in-plane and a z-component.
For small-angle scattering, the area detector is placed far from the sample. Inspired by Ref.
[93].

4.1.2 Grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction

With GIXD, the in-plane structure of a sample can be resolved. GIXD was used in two

different geometries for this thesis. First, by placing the detector close to the sample, wide

angle detection was realized to characterize the crystallites and their orientation with respect

to the substrate in the purely organic thin Ąlms (see Figure 4.1b). Second, by inserting a

Ćight tube, the detector can be placed further away from the sample, allowing to measure the

scattering under small angles, which correspond to larger distances in real space. This was

used to investigate the organization and average distances of the QDs in the mixed organic-

inorganic thin Ąlms. Both techniques have in common that an X-ray beam is directed with

a Ąxed grazing angle of incidence toward the sample and the scattered intensity behind the

sample is measured by an area detector. In general, the angle of incidence is chosen close

to the critical angle of the substrate, resulting in a high sensitivity to scattering by the thin

Ąlm. With the known detector and sample positions with respect to the incoming beam, the

scattering pattern on the detector can be converted to a reciprocal space map, spanned by qxy

and qz. The two in-plane scattering vector components qx and qy are herein combined to one

in-plane scattering vector component qxy =
√

q2
x + q2

y because the investigated samples are (at

most) uniaxially anisotropic, with the preferred axis being normal to the surface. If distinct

peaks appear in the reciprocal space map, the crystallites have a preferred orientation on

the substrate and the peak positions can be compared to peak positions from known crystal

structures. From the appearance of rings at constant absolute q values in the reciprocal

space maps, one can conclude on a random orientation of the crystallites in the sample.

Using Equation 4.4 and replacing qz with q, these q values can be correlated to real-space

distances d. Most of the data shown in this thesis were taken at an angle of incidence of

0.2° on a Xeuss 2.0 (Xenocs) laboratory instrument equipped with a microfocus X-ray source

(λ = 1.542 Å) and a Dectris Pilatus 3 R 300K detector. These measurements were done in
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vacuum. Only the measurements on the samples containing TET were done in nitrogen at

beamline I07 at the Diamond Light Source Ltd., Oxfordshire, U.K. with a Dectris Pilatus 3

R 100K detector, a wavelength of λ = 0.954 Å and an angle of incidence of 0.11°.

4.2 Infrared spectroscopy

Infrared absorption spectroscopy is a method used to characterize the vibrational (and ro-

tational) properties of molecules. Within this work, changes in the vibrational spectra were

analyzed to draw conclusions on CT in the purely organic thin Ąlms [190]. Additionally,

infrared spectra of the mixed organic-inorganic thin Ąlms were acquired to verify the incor-

poration of the organic molecules into the samples and further, high quality spectra were

taken to detect the binding of the AEs to the QDs. Generally, infrared spectroscopy relies on

the excitation of molecular vibrations (and rotations) through the absorption of low-energy,

infrared photons. Only vibrations that change the dipole moment of the molecule can be

excited and details can be found in Refs. [230, 231]. Two different measurement geometries

were used for this thesis which are described in the following.

4.2.1 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

The most commonly used infrared spectroscopy method is FTIR spectroscopy due to its high

throughput, sample Ćexibility, and ease of handling [230]. Here, FTIR spectra were taken

from thin Ąlms deposited on double-side polished silicon substrates in transmission mode

using the transparency of silicon for the wavelength region of interest. The general setup of

a FTIR spectrometer is shown in Figure 4.2. Its central part is the Michelson interferometer.

An infrared beam, generated by a suitable source, is collimated by a mirror and directed onto

a beam splitter, where it is divided into two beams of equal intensity. These beams enter

the two arms of the interferometer. Both beams are reĆected by mirrors back to the beam

splitter, where they are recombined. Though, the mirror at the end of one arm is movable to

modulate the distance traveled by the light in this arm, leading to changing interference in

the recombined beam. Then, this beam is directed toward the sample and the transmitted

light is detected, yielding an interferogram given by the measured intensity as function of

the mirror displacement. The mirror displacement is hereby itself tracked by the interference

pattern of an incorporated laser (cf. Figure 4.2). By applying a fast Fourier transform, the

Fourier components of the frequencies contained in the interferogram are extracted and a

spectrum with intensity as function of wavenumber is obtained. As reference to calculate

the transmittance or absorbance (see Section 4.3), the spectrum of a blank substrate was

used. All measurements were performed with a Vertex 70 spectrometer from Bruker. The

beam size was set to 2 mm by an aperture after the source and 1000 scans were averaged

per measurement. The entire instrument, including the sample chamber, was purged with

nitrogen for at least 15 min before the start of and during each measurement to reduce artifacts

from water vapor and carbon dioxide.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic setup of a FTIR spectrometer, inspired by Ref. [231].

4.2.2 Polarization-modulation infrared reĆection-absorption spectroscopy

Since for a more detailed analysis of the binding of the AEs to the QDs in the hybrid samples

a high signal to noise ratio was required, PMIRRAS was performed as an additional infrared

spectroscopy technique. This technique exploits the fact that the electric Ąeld components

of an incident electromagnetic wave that are parallel and perpendicular to a metal surface

behave differently. While the parallel component vanishes close to the metal surface, the

perpendicular Ąeld component is enhanced [232]. By correlating the reĆected intensity for s-

and p-polarized incident light (with respect to the optical plane, the plane of the paper in

Figure 4.3), the signal arising from the thin Ąlm on the metal substrate can be distinguished

from the signal arising from absorption of gases, especially H2O, in the optical path. By that,

the background signal can be efficiently reduced and the signal to noise ratio increased. Here,

only a short description of the working principle of PMIRRAS is given, more details can be

found in Refs. [232Ű234].

Figure 4.3 schematically shows the setup for PMIRRAS. The unpolarized infrared light

beam from the FTIR spectrometer described above is redirected after the interferometer into

the compartment for the PMIRRAS measurements. There, it is Ąrst linearly polarized by a

Ąxed polarizer and hereafter directed trough a photoelastic modulator (PEM), whose optical

axis is oriented at an angle of 45° with respect to the polarization. The PEM is used to

periodically change the polarization of the infrared light between s- and p-polarization (with

respect to the optical plane, in Figure 4.3 the plane of the paper) [232]. The beam is then

directed to the sample and reĆected to the detector. The intensity reaching the detector is

time modulated owing to the periodic modulation of the polarization of the infrared light,

additionally to the slower modulation introduced by the moving mirror. With a lock-in

ampliĄer set to the modulation frequency of the PEM, it is possible to extract the difference

and the sum signals of the reĆected intensities from p- and s-polarized light. These signals are

Fourier-transformed and ratioed to yield a differential reĆectance spectrum. The resulting
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Figure 4.3: Schematic PMIRRAS setup. The infrared light from the FTIR spectrometer
shown in Figure 4.2 is polarized and modulated, reĆected by the gold substrate and detected.
The sample is mounted on a rotatable sample holder and the detector can also be moved on
a circular track to allow measurements under different angles. Focusing optics are omitted for
clarity. Inspired by Ref. [233].

spectrum is, due to the modulation by the PEM, superimposed with a second order Bessel

function as background [235]. Finally, the absorption spectrum is obtained by dividing by

the Ątted Bessel function baseline and normalizing to its maximum. Since the PEM driving

amplitude is optimized for one wavelength λ0 of the incident light, for which exactly a half-

wave retardation is introduced, the received spectrum should only be used in a range of a few

hundred wavenumbers around λ0. It should also be noted that the vanishing of the electric

Ąeld component parallel to the metal surface leads to the surface selection rule [232], meaning

that only vibrations with a TDM component perpendicular to the metal can be excited. This

can be used to analyze the orientation of molecules with respect to the surface but is of minor

interest for the here investigated, drop-casted and probably randomly oriented samples.

During this work, PMIRRAS measurements were performed on a PMA 50 unit by Bruker

as extension to the Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer. It contains a ZnSe PEM 90 from Hinds

Instruments which is driven at 50 Hz and coupled to a SR830 DSP lock-in ampliĄer from

Stanford Instruments. The signal is detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector.

Gold-coated silicon wavers were used as substrates. The half-wave retardation of the PEM

was set at a wavenumber of 1500 cm−1 to examine the Ąngerprint region of the used AEs.

The angle of incidence was set to 80° to get an optimal signal. For each spectrum 1000 scans

with a resolution of 4 cm−1 were averaged. The background correction was carried out with

the OPUS software from Bruker.

4.3 UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy

The absorption of light in the UV, visible (vis) and NIR spectral region by the prepared

samples is a very important piece of information, since allowed electronic transitions, their

oscillator strength, and their energies are directly detected [236]. The absorption is an im-

portant optical property of the used materials and changes in the absorption spectrum upon
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mixing different compounds can give insights into possible interactions like for example CT

[29]. For this thesis, UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra of the thin Ąlms were taken on glass

substrates in transmission mode. In such transmission measurements, a small part of the

spectrum of a lamp, chosen by slits, is directed onto the sample and the intensity of the

transmitted light It is detected. By correlating It to the incident intensity I0, measured in a

reference beam, the transmittance

T =
It

I0

(4.5)

is calculated for each chosen wavelength. Hence, the transmittance is a measure for the

number of photons that still reach the detector after passing trough the sample. The other

part of the incident light is either absorbed, scattered or reĆected by the sample. Absorption

(a), scattering (s) and reĆection (r) reduce the light intensity by the fraction Ta, Ts and Tr,

respectively, hence the total transmittance can be split into three different contributions

T = Ta · Ts · Tr. (4.6)

Based on the transmittance, two new quantities can be deĄned, namely the extinction as

Ex = 1 − T and, with Equation 4.6, the absorbance as

A = − log10(T ) = − log10(Ta · Ts · Tr) = Aa + As + Ar, (4.7)

with Aj = − log10(Tj). As mentioned above, the absorption by the thin Ąlm, Aa in Equation

4.7, is the interesting quantity. Fortunately, Aa is the dominant contribution to the ab-

sorbance in the here investigated organic and organic-inorganic semiconductor samples and

the only source of sharp peaks, while the scattering and the reĆection from the sample can

be seen as broader background.

Since plasmonic nanostructures additionally exhibit signiĄcant scattering and reĆection

of light, for these samples extinction or transmission spectra are commonly shown in the

literature [164, 237]. In this thesis, extinction spectra are shown, but it should be mentioned

that a fraction of the scattered light is collected due to the objective used. This slightly en-

hances the apparent transmission and hence reduces the extinction, but does not signiĄcantly

inĆuence the shape of the spectra.

The absorbance spectra shown in this thesis were taken on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 950

UV-vis-NIR spectrometer with a measuring range from 200 nm to 3000 nm. Spectra were

acquired with a resolution of 0.5 nm.

The extinction spectra of the plasmonic samples were measured on an inverse Nikon

(Eclipse 80i) microscope coupled to a grating spectrometer (LOT SR-303i-B). A 20x ob-

jective with a numerical aperture of 0.45 was used to collect the transmitted light. Together

with the 100 µm entrance slit of the spectrometer, this results in a 5 × 5 µm2 area that was

measured. Illumination was realized by a halogen lamp with two pinholes in the illumina-
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tion path to yield collimated light. A polarizer was introduced in the illumination path to

excite speciĄc directions in the samples. To calculate the background corrected extinction

spectrum, not only the transmitted intensity Iraw at the area of interest (e.g. the array) was

measured, but also the transmitted intensity IBG beside the area of interest (e.g. beside the

array) was measured under the same illumination condition as background. Additionally,

the detector signal without illumination Idark was recorded. With these three intensities, the

Ąnal, background corrected extinction Ex was calculated as

Ex =
IBG − Iraw

IBG − Idark
. (4.8)

All extinction spectra shown in this work are background corrected spectra, calculated by

Equation 4.8.

4.4 Photoluminescence spectroscopy

PL spectroscopy was used during this work to investigate the emission properties of the pre-

pared samples [236]. Especially for the organic-inorganic thin Ąlms the PL spectra of the

mixed Ąlms compared to the reference neat Ąlms can give insights into potential charge or

energy transfer processes. During a PL measurement, the sample is illuminated with (gener-

ally) monochromatic light to excite a fraction of the molecules or quantum dots to a higher

electronic state. The light emitted during the relaxation to the ground state is then collected

and measured with a spectrometer. During this work, a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR

spectrometer was used. Two different excitation lasers with 532 nm and 633 nm wavelength,

respectively, could be focused by a 50x objective on the sample and the emitted light was

collected through the same objective. After a long-pass Ąlter to suppress scattered laser light,

the collected light was directed through a diffraction grating onto a CCD-1024×256-OPEN-

3S9 detector to receive a wavelength resolved PL spectrum. The samples were either kept in

nitrogen or vacuum during the measurement and liquid nitrogen or helium were used to cool

the samples down in a cryostat.

4.5 Transient absorption spectroscopy

The dynamics of electronic processes in OSCs after photoexcitation are of crucial impor-

tance for their potential application in optoelectronic devices. One possibility to access the

photophysics on ultrafast timescales is using TA spectroscopy [238]. TA spectroscopy as a

pump-probe technique relies on two short consecutive laser pulses with a known and ad-

justable time difference. By measuring the absorption of the sample at different times after

the excitation, the dynamics of the evolution of the excited states can be followed. An intro-

duction to the technique, setup, and data analysis is given in the following, and more details

can be found in Refs. [238, 239] and references therein.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic TA spectrometer setup. Reg A denotes the regenerative ampliĄer which
provides the fundamental, short laser pulses. OPA abbreviates optical parametric ampliĄer,
which is used to receive pump pulses at the desired wavelengths. Further details are given in
the main text. Inspired by Ref. [239].

4.5.1 Setup and technique

A schematic of a TA setup, including the most important parts, is shown in Figure 4.4. As

starting point for a TA measurement, short and intense laser pulses are required. They are

produced in a regenerative ampliĄer by pumping a Ti:sapphire with a strong continuous-wave

laser and extracting the stored energy with a pulsed seed laser [240]. In the setup used for

this thesis, the regenerative ampliĄer outputs ∼ 100 fs long pulses with 800 nm wavelength

at a frequency of 4 kHz. This output is directed through a beamsplitter that reĆects a small

fraction of the light to give the probe pulse while the larger fraction is used as pump pulse.

The pump pulses are directed to an optical parametric ampliĄer in which nonlinear optical

processes are used to generate pulses with a speciĄc, choosable wavelength λexc for excitation

[241]. Every second pump pulse is hereafter blocked by a chopper, and the remaining pulses

are directed to the sample for excitation. The probe pulses, on the other hand, are directed

through a delay stage, allowing to change the traveled path length and hence the relative

time delay ∆t between the pump and the probe pulse. Since the probe pulses need to

be spectrally broad to give a transient absorption spectrum, they are directed through a

(sapphire) crystal which generates a white light supercontinuum. Depending on the used

crystal, a supercontinuum in different wavelength regions can be generated, spanning from

the UV to the NIR region. A fraction of each probe pulse is afterward directed via a second

beamsplitter toward a reference spectrometer, which is used to monitor the intensity of each

pump pulse, while the remaining part is focused on the sample. The transmitted light of

the probe pulses is then collected by the spectrometer. Before the start of a measurement,

the spatial overlap of the two pulses on the sample is maximized by adjusting the pump

path at the last mirror and the temporal overlap is adjusted with the position of the delay

stage. During the measurement, the time delay between the pump and the probe pulse is

then scanned by moving the delay stage.

From the measured transmitted intensities of the probe pulses at ∆t after excitation of

the sample, Ion(λ, ∆t), and without excitation of the sample Ioff(λ, ∆t) (because the pump

pulse was chopped), a TA signal is calculated by
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∆A(λ, ∆t) = Aon(λ, ∆t) − Aoff(λ, ∆t) (4.9)

= − log10



Ion(λ, ∆t)
I0,on(λ, ∆t)



+ log10



Ioff(λ, ∆t)
I0,off(λ, ∆t)



(4.10)

≈ log10

(

Ioff(λ, ∆t)
Ion(λ, ∆t)

)

. (4.11)

The incoming probe pulse intensities I0,on(λ, ∆t) and I0,off(λ, ∆t) are hereby expected to

be very similar because Ion(λ, ∆t) and Ioff(λ, ∆t) are measured from consecutive pulses due to

the chopper. If, due to laser power Ćuctuations, the intensities of the probe pulses measured

at the reference spectrometer still vary too much, the signal is automatically discarded and

remeasured. For each delay time, thousands of spectra are acquired and averaged. Spectra

from a few negative delay times, implying that the pump pulse arrives after the probe pulse

at the sample, are taken as reference. Since the TA signal at these negative delay times

should vanish, these spectra can be subtracted as background from the entire data set, which

allows to remove baseline offsets and (some) artifacts from scattered laser light.

4.5.2 Signals in transient absorption spectra

The TA spectrum is deĄned as the difference in absorbance between the excited and unexcited

sample (Equation 4.9). Several processes can give rise to changes in the absorbance after

photoexcitation, which are brieĆy discussed in the following. From a macroscopic viewpoint,

it is expected that neither the scattering nor the reĆection from the sample is signiĄcantly

changed after excitation, so no ∆A signal is expected from them. This is different for the

absorption, which leads to a direct dependence of the TA signal from the changes in the

absorption coefficient α. If one expresses α as α(λ, ∆t) = n(∆t)σ(λ, ∆t), with the density

n of absorbers and the absorption cross section σ of a single absorber [236], two different

contributions to the changes in the absorption coefficient can be distinguished:

∆α(λ, ∆t) = ∆n(∆t)σ(λ, ∆t) + n(∆t)∆σ(λ, ∆t). (4.12)

The Ąrst term on the right hand side of Equation 4.12 is related to a change in the density

of absorbers. Here, an absorber is deĄned as, e.g., a molecule in a speciĄc electronic state, so

changes in the electronic states will change the densities of absorbers while the total density

of molecules remains the same. The second term takes changes in the absorption cross section

of the absorbers into account. For organic molecules, the Ąrst term often dominates, allowing

to directly follow the state population distribution with time. There are several processes

that contribute to the TA signal originating from this term [239], compare Figure 2.7:

• Ground state bleach (GSB): The pump pulse excites a small fraction of the molecules

to a higher, excited state. Therefore, the number of absorbers in the ground state is
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reduced, which leads to a reduced absorption at the wavelengths at which the sample

absorbs in the ground state. Consequently, a negative ∆A signal appears, which re-

sembles the absorption spectrum. This GSB is present as long as the absorbers are not

relaxed back to the ground state. In QDs, the corresponding effect is known as change

in state Ąlling, describing the case that if an electron is already excited to a certain

state, the transition probability for a second one is decreased, giving rise to a similar

signal [242].

• Stimulated emission (SE): Molecules that are excited by the pump pulse and reside

in a bright state can be stimulated by the probe pulse to emit a photon in the same

direction as the stimulating photon. By this process, the number of photons reaching

the detector is increased, leading to a negative ∆A signal. In this work, SE is most

prominently found for molecules in the S1 state, resulting in a signal that resembles

the emission spectrum of the thin Ąlm. This signal disappears when the S1 state is

depopulated, e.g. by relaxation to the ground state or triplet states, or by CT.

• Photoinduced absorption (PIA) and ESA: These terms are often used interchangeably

in the literature and refer to positive ∆A signals that result from transitions from

excited states, populated by pumping, to higher excited states. The term ESA is used

within this thesis to describe signals arising from transitions from S1 to Sn and T1 to

Tn states, while PIA is used for signals arising from transitions in charged species and

for the positive signals in the QD-containing samples. These signals disappear as soon

as the species from which the transition starts is depopulated.

The second term on the right hand side of Equation 4.12 is mainly important for the QD

containing samples. It describes the changed absorption cross section of the single absorber

after photoexcitation of the sample. In QDs, electrons and holes can be treated more in-

dependently from each other and several excitations can reside on a single QD [141, 243].

This leads to the possibility that on an already excited QD (by the pump pulse) a second

electron-hole pair can be excited by the probe pulse. The already excited QD has, however,

a different electronic conĄguration and consequently transitions at slightly different energies

than in the ground state. Therefore Aon(λ, ∆t) is spectrally slightly shifted with respect

to Aoff(λ, ∆t), leading to a Ąrst derivative-like feature (of the absorption spectrum) in the

TA signal. This is called biexciton effect and is mainly observed for short wavelength pump

pulses [243].

The second effect that will be discussed brieĆy in the context of a changed absorption

cross section is the trapped-carrier induced Stark effect [142]. This effect describes that due

to the trapping of the electron and/or hole after the pump pulse, an electric Ąeld is generated,

which induces a shift of the transition energies and a redistribution of oscillator strength. In

the limit of small Ąelds and broad absorption linewidths, this effect can give rise to a signal

that resembles the second derivative of the absorption spectrum [142]. It is worth noting that
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a Stark effect is also seen in the TA data of the organic CT blends, where ion pair formation

is induced by photoexcitation, which similarly leads to electric Ąelds in the sample [244].

Additionally, a measurement artifact called heating effect or thermal effect is mentioned at

this point, since it is also caused by a change in the absorption cross section of the molecules

[188, 245]. Owing to the relatively high pulse energies applied during a TA measurement, the

sample can be locally heated by the laser pulse. This temperature change, induced by the

pump pulse, can lead to a changed absorption cross section of the molecules in the ground

state and, hence, a Ąrst derivative-like feature in the TA spectrum, similar to the one induced

by the biexciton effect described above. Such thermally-induced effects have been observed

in TA measurements of TET and PEN thin Ąlm samples [188, 245, 246].

4.5.3 Transient absorption data analysis

From a TA measurement, a TA signal ∆A(λ, ∆t) as function of the wavelength and the

time difference between the pump and probe pulse is obtained. It can be presented as a

two-dimensional TA map with the wavelength on the horizontal axis, the time delay on the

vertical axis, and the signal represented by a color code. A horizontal cut through such a TA

map yields a TA spectrum at a certain delay time, while a vertical cut yields a timetrace at

a certain wavelength. In the TA spectra at certain times, signals from the effects described

in the previous section can be found and, consequently, conclusions on the present species in

the sample can be drawn. Species denote in this case molecules or QDs in a certain electronic

state. From the timetraces, ideas about the dynamics of the involved processes can be gained.

Since, however, all the signals from the effects described in the previous section might be

superimposed in a TA spectrum, single TA spectra and timetraces are often not sufficient

to unravel the processes in the sample and their dynamics. Therefore, additionally to Ąts to

single timetraces, a global analysis (GA) of the TA data is performed. In a GA, a model

consisting of a deĄned number N of different species, which are either assumed to evolve into

each other (sequential) or to decay in parallel, is Ątted to the experimental data. In a least-

squares Ątting process, transient spectra ϵ(λ) of the different species with their concentrations

c(∆t) are determined to yield the modeled two-dimensional TA data set [247]

∆Amodel =
N
∑

i=1

ci(∆t)ϵi(λ),

that best describes the experimental data. For the parallel model, it is assumed that all

species are directly excited by the pump pulse and the concentrations decay exponentially,

namely

ci(∆t) = ai exp
(

−∆t

τi

)

,

with the decay time constants τi and the normalization parameters ai that are chosen such

that the sum of the concentrations is normalized to 1.
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For the sequential model, the assumption is that only species 1 is excited by the pump

pulse and then decays to species 2 with a time constant τ1. The concentration of species 2

hence rises with the time constant τ1 and, consequently, decays with τ2 to the next species and

so on, until the last species decays to the ground state. By GA, time constants associated

with speciĄc TA spectra are obtained, which can be assigned to transient species, giving

more robust information about the dynamics than single timetraces. The transient spectra

of a sequential model are called evolution associated spectra (EAS) [248]. The choice of the

model is, however, very important and relies on a priori knowledge about possible involved

processes. The number of involved species is also of crucial importance. Here, several GAs

with different numbers of involved species were performed on each data set and the one with

the lowest number of species that still resulted in a Ąt without systematic residuals was chosen

as the appropriate one.

Since the TA setup has a Ąnite time resolution due to the duration of the pulses and

the read-out speed, the TA signal does not rise instantaneously, and an inĄnitely fast decay

would be seen with a certain temporal width. This temporal width is given by the instrument

response function, which can be approximated by a Gaussian and is taken into account in

the GA by convolution with each timetrace.

GA of the TA data acquired during this work was done with the open source software

Glotaran [248]. This software also allows to do some pre-processing of the data such as a

background correction by subtracting the spectra at negative delay times and a correction for

the group velocity dispersion. This effect describes that photons with different wavelengths

in the probe pulse arrive at different times at the sample, giving a curved trace of time zero

points in the two-dimensional TA map. This trace is Ątted by a third order polynomial,

which is then used to shift the timetraces to a common time zero.

4.5.4 Experimental setup used in this work

The TA measurements were conducted in Heidelberg on a commercial HELIOS TA spec-

trometer from Ultrafast Systems. The fundamental, ∼ 100 fs short pulses with a central

wavelength of 800 nm were provided from a Ti:sapphire ampliĄed laser system (Astrella, Co-

herent) with a repetition rate of 4 kHz. The optical parametric ampliĄer TOPAS Prime from

Light Conversion was used to generate the pump pulses at wavelengths of 350 nm, 400 nm,

495 nm, 520 nm, and 620 nm for the different experiments, respectively. Three different white

light supercontinuum spectral ranges from 330 − 675 nm, 450 − 770 nm, and 830 − 1400 nm,

generated by focusing the 800 nm pulses on different saphhire crystals, were used as probe

pulses. The pump-probe delay was scanned by a motorized delay stage, allowing to investi-

gate the dynamics up to 8 ns after the excitation. The pump beam pulses are focused on the

sample to a diameter of ∼ 300 µm and the excitation density was controlled by gray Ąlters

in the pump path. The probe beam was focused to a smaller area to probe only on the ex-

cited area. Magic angle polarization between the two beams was used for all measurements.
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To avoid photo-degradation during the measurements, the samples were encapsulated by a

second glass in nitrogen atmosphere.
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Results and Discussion
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5. Charge transfer complexes of

tetracene with strong acceptors

In this chapter, the ground state CT interactions of the SF material TET with the two

strong acceptors F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ are described. The formation of CTCs is found

for both material combinations as a result of the strong electronic coupling between the

different OSC molecules. Particular focus is put on the photophysics of the CTC containing

blends in comparison to the photophysics of the neat compound Ąlms. The results presented

in this chapter have been published in Ref. [129] and were obtained in collaboration with the

research groups of Prof. Dr. Petra Tegeder and Prof. Dr. Caterina Cocchi. For details about

the contributions see Appendix F.

5.1 Introduction

The separation of electrons and holes in organic solar cells or the doping of organic materials

is realized by CT between organic donor and acceptor molecules, as detailed in Chapter

1. As a result, considerable research effort has been devoted to the study of different CT

mechanisms and donor:acceptor systems (cf. Section 2.2.6) [36, 128, 249]. Yet, still open

questions concerning the preferred CT mechanism for speciĄc donor:acceptor combinations

remain. In this chapter, the CT interactions in blends of the SF material TET with the

two prototypical, strong acceptors F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ are discussed. The molecular

structures and the EAs and IPs of the three molecules are shown in Figure 5.1. The close

energetic proximity of the IP of TET to the EAs of F6-TCNNQ and F4-TCNQ renders

ground state CT likely. Though, the IPs and EAs of the components determined in neat Ąlms

might be signiĄcantly altered in blends [39] and, thus, only serve as a starting point for the

experimental investigation. In the blends, the formation of different CTCs, depending on the

acceptor molecule and the mixing ratio, was found by UV-vis-NIR and FTIR spectroscopy and

further conĄrmed by theoretical calculations. Especially the photophysics of CTCs with NIR

absorption has been barely investigated so far. Here, the photophysics of the neat compounds

and of the blends containing the CTCs was investigated by performing TA spectroscopy.
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Figure 5.1: Molecular structures, EAs, and IPs of TET and the two acceptors F6-TCNNQ
and F4-TCNQ. All values are given in eV. The IPs of F6-TCNNQ and F4-TCNQ were taken
from Refs. [192, 194] and the EA of TET from Ref. [250]. For the EAs of the acceptors and
the IP of TET, marked by an asterisk, an energy range is given, since these are the decisive
values for CT. The IP values for TET, measured by UV photoelectron spectroscopy, were taken
from Refs. [172, 174] and the EA values for F6-TCNNQ and F4-TCNQ, measured by cyclic
voltammetry and inverse photoemission spectroscopy, were taken from Refs. [191Ű194, 197].
ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

5.2 X-ray diffraction

To investigate the structure of the neat and mixed thin Ąlms, XRR and GIWAXS measure-

ments were carried out. XRR scans of the TET:F6-TCNNQ and TET:F4-TCNQ blends and

of the neat Ąlms are shown in Figure 5.2. For the neat TET Ąlms, the Bragg peaks of the

thin Ąlm phase at qz = 0.48 Å−1 and qz = 0.97 Å−1, corresponding to a lattice spacing of

dz = 12.95 ± 0.07 Å, are strongly pronounced [178, 251]. The Bragg peaks of the bulk phase,

at slightly higher qz, are only weakly expressed, but, at least in the 80 nm thick Ąlm, clearly

resolved [178, 251].
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Figure 5.2: XRR data of a) 20 nm thick TET:F6-TCNNQ blends and b) 80 nm thick
TET:F4-TCNQ blends. In the legend, the molar acceptor fraction is given. The curves are
vertically offset for clarity.
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F4-TCNQ

F6-TCNNQ

Figure 5.3: Schematic mixing scenario for the two TET:acceptor systems. ModiĄed from Ref.
[129].

For the neat F6-TCNNQ and F4-TCNQ Ąlms and the blends with an excess of acceptor

molecules, no Bragg peaks are visible, indicating a lack of long-range out-of-plane order,

consistent with earlier reports [35, 130]. The XRR scans of the blends with an excess of

TET exhibit Bragg peaks assignable to the TET thin Ąlm polymorph, indicating some TET

crystallites in these Ąlms. These peaks are much more pronounced in the XRR data of the

blends with F6-TCNNQ than in the XRR data of the blends with F4-TCNQ, and are also

weakly observable for the equimolar blend with F6-TCNNQ. A similar trend of stronger

Bragg peaks assignable to the TET thin Ąlm polymorph for the blends with F6-TCNNQ

than for the blends with F4-TCNQ is found by the GIWAXS data presented in Appendix

A.1. Taken together, the X-ray diffraction data suggest an amorphous mixed phase of TET

and the respective acceptor, and, for blends with an excess of TET, a phase separation of neat

TET crystallites from this mixed phase. This phase separation is more strongly pronounced

for TET:F6-TCNNQ blends than for TET:F4-TCNQ blends and leads to the mixing scenario

presented in Figure 5.3.

5.3 Optical spectroscopy

Having established the structure and mixing behavior of the blends, the resulting optical

properties are analyzed next. UV-vis-NIR absorbance spectra of both systems are presented

in Figure 5.4. The spectrum of the neat TET Ąlm exhibits the characteristic Davydov splitting

(see Section 3.2.1) around 2.4 eV and a clear vibronic progression. In contrast, the spectra of

the two neat acceptor Ąlms show only very broad peaks and no resolved vibronic progression

in accordance with the literature [29, 197]. The energetically lowest optical transitions of the

F6-TCNNQ and F4-TCNQ Ąlms are around 2.35 eV and 2.67 eV, respectively.

The absorbance spectra of the blends show distinctly different features than the spectra

of the neat compound Ąlms, which is a sign for electronic coupling between the donor and

acceptor molecules. Most prominently, the spectra of all blends of both series exhibit absorp-

tion features at low energies, below 1 eV, while the neat Ąlms only absorb at higher energies.
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a) b)

Figure 5.4: UV-vis-NIR absorbance spectra of a) TET:F6-TCNNQ and b) TET:F4-TCNQ
blends, vertically offset for clarity. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

The absence of sharp ion peaks in the spectra of the blends, which would be expected at

1.4 eV and 1.6 eV for F4-TCNQ− anions [28], at 1.1 eV and 1.3 eV for F6-TCNNQ− anions

[191], and at 1.4 eV and 1.7 eV for TET+ cations [252], indicates the absence of integer CT

with ion pair formation. Instead, the relatively broad appearance of the low-energy features

suggest the formation of CTCs [28]. This indicates a relatively strong electronic coupling

between the donor and acceptor molecules in the blends [36]. For all blends of TET with

F6-TCNNQ, these peaks are found at an energy of 0.77 eV, with a weaker vibronic replica

at 0.92 eV. They are most pronounced in the equimolar blend. These features most likely

correspond to transitions between the ground state of a CTC and its Ąrst excited state, as

veriĄed by the theoretical calculations presented below. Furthermore, the shoulder in the

spectra of the blends around 2.1 eV, thus below the band gap of both neat materials, is as-

signed to transitions in the CTCs, too. It is also worth noting that the spectrum of the blend

with 25 % F6-TCNNQ can be described as a superposition of the spectra of the equimolar

blend and the neat TET Ąlm (see Figure A.2 in the Appendix), underpinning the proposed

mixing scenario in Figure 5.3.

The absorbance spectra of the TET:F4-TCNQ blends (Figure 5.4b) also exhibit absorption

peaks below 1 eV and an absorption shoulder below the band gap of the neat materials, namely

around 2.2 eV. Thus, a similar conclusion of CTC formation as for the TET:F6-TCNNQ

blends can be drawn, which is again substantiated by the ab initio calculations presented

below. However, the low-energy absorption features show a distinctly different behavior in

the blends with F4-TCNQ compared to the blends with F6-TCNNQ. For the equimolar blend

and the blend with an excess of F4-TCNQ, the lowest absorption peak is found at 0.81 eV,

with a vibronic replica at 0.96 eV [253]. Thus, they are found at slightly higher energies than

the peaks in the TET:F6-TCNNQ blends. In contrast, in the spectrum of the blend with

25 % F4-TCNQ, the energetically lowest transition is observed at 0.70 eV and its vibronic

replica at 0.86 eV, thus clearly shifted toward smaller energies. Additionally, the intensity of

these peaks is increased compared to the equimolar blend. Taken together, this demonstrates
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a sensitivity of the CTC formation on the mixing ratio for the blends with F4-TCNQ but not

for the blends with F6-TCNNQ. This peculiarity will be further analyzed below by involving

ab initio calculations.

5.4 Vibrational spectroscopy

If electrons are added to or withdrawn from a molecule, the stiffness of the bonds between

its atoms is altered, resulting in changes in the vibrational spectrum. Therefore, FTIR

spectroscopy is often used to examine the degree of charge transfer (δCT) in mixed Ąlms and

CTCs [28, 42, 130, 190, 197]. Generally, the changes in the C N stretching mode energies

between uncharged molecules and the corresponding anions are signiĄcant, since the excess

charge is preferentially localized on the cyano groups [197]. Additionally, the peak shift of

this mode is assumed to be linear with δCT, which allows a straight-forward determination of

δCT [28, 190]. In Figure 5.5, FTIR spectra of the neat acceptor Ąlms, the equimolar blends,

and the blends with an excess of TET are presented. Neat TET does not show any peaks in

this wavenumber region [253]. Thus, the visible peaks of the stretching mode of the cyano

groups of the acceptors are well suited for the determination of δCT in the blends. For the

neat F4-TCNQ Ąlm, one sharp peak is observed at 2228 cm−1 and a weak one at 2216 cm−1,

consistent with the literature [28]. The main peak shifts by 4 cm−1 toward lower wavenumber

in the equimolar blend, see Figure 5.5a. In the F4-TCNQ− anion spectrum, the peak of the

C N stretching mode has been reported to be located at 2194 cm−1 [28, 254], resulting in

δCT = (0.12 ± 0.05) e for the equimolar blend with the assumed linear dependence. The error

estimation is based on the measurement resolution and the Ątting accuracy. This result is in

good agreement with the value of δCT ∼ 0.15 e that has been reported for TET:F4-TCNQ

1:1 single crystals [42, 253].

Notably, for the blend with an excess of TET, which showed the red-shifted NIR absorption

peaks, a much stronger peak shift of the C N stretching mode is observed. The higher-energy

peak is shifted to 2215 cm−1 and the lower, now dominant peak, to 2206 cm−1. From the

shift of the higher-energy peak, δCT = (0.38 ± 0.05) e is obtained, hence a signiĄcantly larger

value than for the equimolar blend.

The interpretation of the FTIR spectra of the F6-TCNNQ containing blends (Figure 5.5b)

is more intricate and a more complex connection between the vibrational spectra and δCT

than for F4-TCNQ has been reported before [197]. Already the neat F6-TCNNQ Ąlm exhibits

several strong peaks assigned to C N stretching modes in accordance with the literature [130,

197]. For the two blends, the main peak shifts only by ∼ 1 cm−1 toward smaller wavenumbers.

Additionally, the spectral shape and relative intensities of the peaks are slightly altered,

consistent with the observations in Ref. [130] for blends of another donor with F6-TCNNQ.

Therein, also only a slight shift of the main peaks has been observed in PMIRRAS spectra,

but a signiĄcant degree of charge transfer has been concluded from the appearance of a

weaker peak at smaller wavenumbers [130]. Such a peak might not be visible in the FTIR
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Figure 5.5: FTIR spectra of the TET blends with a) F4-TCNQ and b) F6-TCNNQ in the
energy region of the cyano group stretching mode. The spectra are vertically offset for clarity
and the dashed black lines are guides to the eye. In b) only a vertical line is drawn to illustrate
the small peak shift. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

spectra presented in Figure 5.5b. Additionally, it has been concluded in Ref. [130] that a

combined analysis of the modiĄcations of the C C and C N stretching modes is required

to conclusively determine δCT for CTCs with F6-TCNNQ. Since the wavenumber region

of the C C stretching mode is obscured by artifacts from water vapor in the measurement

atmosphere (see, e.g., Figure 9.1), this is not possible with FTIR measurements. Thus, δCT

for the TET:F6-TCNNQ blends was addressed by the theoretical calculations presented next.

5.5 Ab initio calculations

Ab initio density-functional theory and many-body perturbation theory calculations were

performed by Dr. Ana M. Valencia from the group of Prof. Dr. Caterina Cocchi to verify

the CTC formation, to determine δCT, and to analyze the differences between the blends of

TET with F6-TCNNQ and with F4-TCNQ. Details about the calculations can be found in

Ref. [129]. The calculations were carried out on isolated clusters in vacuum, consisting of one

acceptor molecule and either one TET molecule (dimer, simulating the equimolar blends) or

three TET molecules (tetramolecular cluster, simulating the blends with excess of TET). As

a Ąrst step, the geometry of the clusters was obtained by structural optimization, starting

from the molecular positions extracted from the TET:F4-TCNQ cocrystal [42]. Due to the

lack of a corresponding reference for the molecular positions in TET:F6-TCNNQ cocrystals,

the same starting positions were used for both systems. The resulting geometries are shown

in Figure 5.6. For the dimers, a cofacial arrangement was obtained, which is in line with

reported calculations on similar materials [35]. For the tetramolecular clusters, two different

geometries were considered, namely a stacked and a lateral one (Figure 5.6), to simulate

different orientations and interactions.
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Figure 5.6: Optimized molecular geometries and corresponding molecular orbitals of the
investigated TET:F4-TCNQ and TET:F6-TCNNQ clusters, obtained from density-functional
theory calculations (CAM-B3LYP functional). The uppermost molecule in each cluster is the
acceptor. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

Figure 5.6 additionally contains some calculated molecular orbitals, namely the LUMO,

the HOMO, the HOMO-1, and the HOMO-2, since they are the most relevant ones for the

low-energy optical transitions, vide infra. It is apparent that the mentioned orbitals are

delocalized on both molecules in the TET:F4-TCNQ as well as the TET:F6-TCNNQ dimer,

which is indicative for CTC formation [26, 28, 38, 126]. The hybridization is, however, less

pronounced than for other CTCs that have been reported [28, 255], which indicates a lower

δCT.

In the tetramolecular clusters, the LUMO is, as for the dimers, mostly localized on the

acceptor and only slightly delocalized to the facing donor. The occupied molecular orbitals

shown in Figure 5.6 for the tetramolecular clusters are more strongly delocalized over the

cluster. In the stacked geometry, the HOMO and HOMO-1 are nearly exclusively localized

on the two TET molecules that are the furthest away from the acceptor, while the HOMO-2

is delocalized mostly over the acceptor and the facing TET molecule. In the lateral clusters,

the HOMO and HOMO-2 are distributed over all four molecules.

Based on the density-functional theory calculations, also δCT, as an important quantity of

the CTCs, was evaluated by a Hirshfeld charge analysis [256]. For the TET:F4-TCNQ and the

TET:F6-TCNNQ dimers, δCT = 0.24 e and δCT = 0.25 e, respectively, were obtained. This

value for the TET:F4-TCNQ dimer is larger than the experimentally found value of δCT =

0.12 e for the equimolar blend with F4-TCNQ, but still on the same order. The similar δCT

found for the two different dimers indicates similar CT interactions in the equimolar blends
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5. Charge transfer complexes of tetracene with strong acceptors

of TET with F4-TCNQ and with F6-TCNNQ. For the tetramolecular cluster, larger δCT

values were obtained. In the lateral clusters δCT = 0.25 e and δCT = 0.30 e was calculated for

F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ as acceptor, respectively, and in the stacked clusters δCT = 0.33 e

was found, independent of the acceptor. Especially the latter value is in good agreement to the

experimentally determined value of δCT = 0.38 e for the blend with 25 % F4-TCNQ. However,

the calculated values for the tetramolecular clusters with both acceptors are similar. Thus,

the experimentally found differences between the two blends with 25 % acceptor molecules

cannot be directly explained from these calculations. Instead, the differences in the structure

of the two blends need to be taken into consideration, too, as detailed below.

Finally, absorption spectra of the described dimers and tetramolecular clusters were cal-

culated (Figure 5.7) for comparison with the experimental spectra (Figure 5.4) and to assign

the features in the ultrafast spectroscopy data shown below. Figure 5.7a shows the calculated

spectra of the two dimers. They are, especially in the low-energy region, in good agreement

to the experimental spectra of the equimolar blends and exhibit the same trends. In the cal-

culated TET:F6-TCNNQ and TET:F4-TCNQ dimer spectra, the lowest-energy absorption

peak, whose dominant contribution is the HOMO-LUMO transition of the CTCs, is found

at 0.84 eV and 0.91 eV, respectively. This is nicely consistent with the trend found in the

experimental spectra (0.77 eV and 0.81 eV), with only minor absolute energy shifts.

The absorption shoulder below the band gap of the neat compound Ąlms, which was

experimentally discovered for both equimolar blends (at 2.1 eV and 2.2 eV, respectively), was

also reproduced in the calculated spectra of the TET:F6-TCNNQ and TET:F4-TCNQ dimers

at 2.0 eV and 2.4 eV, respectively. Again, the absolute energy positions are slightly shifted,

but the trend is reproduced. For higher energies, the differences between the experimental and

calculated spectra become larger, most likely due to the increasing amount of conĄgurations

that need to be considered in the conĄguration interaction.

The calculated absorption spectra of the tetramolecular TET:F4-TCNQ clusters, displayed

in Figure 5.7b, are clearly different from the dimer spectrum. The lowest absorption peak

is red-shifted for both tetramolecular clusters, to an energy of 0.82 eV and 0.73 eV for the

stacked and the lateral cluster, respectively, resulting in a shift of 0.09 eV and 0.18 eV with

respect to the corresponding dimer absorption peak. Thus, the experimentally determined

shift of 0.11 eV between the lowest absorption peak in the equimolar blend and the blend

with an excess of TET can be rationalized by the formation of such tetramolecular clusters.

Interestingly, a stacked cluster of two TET molecules and one F4-TCNQ molecule does not

produce a shifted spectrum, see Ref. [129] for details.

For the tetramolecular TET:F6-TCNNQ clusters, similar trends as for the tetramolecular

TET:F4-TCNQ clusters are observed (Figure 5.7). The calculated absorption spectra of the

TET:F6-TCNNQ clusters (Figure 5.7c) exhibit a red-shift of the lowest absorption peak com-

pared to the dimer, too, namely by 0.09 eV and 0.11 eV for the lateral and the stacked cluster,

respectively. This is in contrast to the experimental spectrum of the TET:F6-TCNNQ blend

with an excess of TET, which is not shifted relative to the spectrum of the equimolar blend.
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Energy (eV)

Figure 5.7: Calculated absorption spectra of a) the two dimers, b) the TET:F4-TCNQ
dimer and clusters, and c) the TET:F6-TCNNQ dimer and clusters. OS abbreviates oscil-
lator strength. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

A likely explanation for the discrepancy between the calculated spectrum of the tetramolecu-

lar clusters and the experimental spectrum of the 25 % F6-TCNNQ blend, in contrast to the

similarity between these spectra found for the F4-TCNQ containing system, is extracted from

the structural results presented in Section 5.2. There, a clear long-range order of phase sep-

arated TET domains was found in the 25 % F6-TCNNQ blend, while for the 25 % F4-TCNQ

blend only weak indications for TET domains were observed. Together with the insights

gained from the calculations, this can be interpreted in the way that F4-TCNQ molecules

are incorporated in the TET domains, forming CTCs consisting of one F4-TCNQ molecule

and several TET molecules, while such clusters are not formed in blends with F6-TCNNQ.

This is possibly a result of the smaller size of F4-TCNQ compared to F6-TCNNQ, which

might result in less steric hindrance for the incorporation of F4-TCNQ molecules into TET

domains. The scenario of multi-donor CTCs in TET:F4-TCNQ blends with an excess of TET

is further supported by the FTIR measurements which demonstrated a stronger shift of the

C N stretching mode and, thus, a higher δCT in the blend with an excess of TET compared

to the equimolar blend. In contrast, the non-appearance of a shift of the low-energy absorp-

tion peaks for TET:F6-TCNNQ blends with an excess of TET and the high structural order

in the phase separated TET domains indicate the formation of neat TET crystallites and the

absence of multi-donor CTCs with F6-TCNNQ.
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5. Charge transfer complexes of tetracene with strong acceptors

5.6 Transient absorption spectroscopy

In this section, the results of the TA measurements of the neat Ąlms and the blends are

presented, which were performed to investigate the photophysics of the formed CTCs. The

TA data of the neat TET and the two acceptor Ąlms are discussed before the focus is placed on

the blends. As excitation wavelengths λexc = 520 nm (2.38 eV) and λexc = 400 nm (3.10 eV)

were chosen because by the former, TET, F6-TCNNQ, and the CTCs can be efficiently

excited (compare Figure 5.4), while the latter is used for the excitation of the F4-TCNQ Ąlm

and the F4-TCNQ containing blends.

The photophysics of neat TET thin Ąlms has been extensively studied due to the SF capa-

bility of TET [187, 188]. In Figure 5.8, the TA data of a neat TET Ąlm with λexc = 520 nm

is shown. The TA features and their evolution can be seen in the TA map in Figure 5.8a

and they are assigned in the following based on their wavelength position and the literature

[187, 188]. The negative feature around 480 nm is assigned to the Ąrst vibronic replica of

the GSB, whose main feature at 520 nm is obscured by scattered laser light of the pump

laser. Thus, this wavelength region is left blank in the shown TA map. The strong negative

feature around 535 nm, together with the vibronic replica around 570 nm, can be assigned to

SE. The positive features around 660 nm and above 700 nm are assigned to singlet ESA and

triplet ESA, respectively. Finally, the positive features below 520 nm can be explained by a

heating effect [245, 246].

The differences between the TA spectra after 1 ps and 200 ps (Figure 5.8b), namely the

disappearance of the SE and appearance of the triplet ESA, demonstrate the occurrence of

SF in this time range. The small oscillations above 550 nm in these and the following spectra

are measurement artifacts, resulting from interference effects between the two glass slides

that sealed the Ąlms. From the timetraces of the before assigned features, shown in Figure

5.8c, an impression of the time constants can be obtained. The singlet ESA and SE decay

relatively fast while the GSB and the triplet ESA are still visible after 8 ns, the maximal delay

time, due to the long lifetimes of the triplets. The fast rise of the timetrace at 750 nm results

a) b) c)

TET

Figure 5.8: TA data of the neat TET Ąlm with λexc = 520 nm and an excitation density
of 1.2 × 1019 cm−3. a) TA map in which the wavelength region of scattered pump laser light
is left blank. b) TA spectra, averaged between 0.5 ps and 1.5 ps (black), and between 180 ps
and 220 ps (red). c) Timetraces for selected wavelengths, representing characteristic features.
They are all averaged over 10 nm around the wavelength position given in the legend (e.g. from
745 nm to 755 nm). ModiĄed from Ref. [129].
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Figure 5.9: Kinetic model for a) TET and b) the acceptors F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ. P+,
P− and P2− denote cation, anion and dianion states, respectively. Time constants are given in
the main text. ⋆This upper bound for the time constant was taken from Ref. [196]. ModiĄed
from Ref. [129].

from the overlapping singlet ESA signal, which could be deconvoluted by a GA. However, a

strong dependence of the extracted lifetime of the S1 state on the excitation density has been

reported, mainly due to singlet-singlet annihilation [184, 187]. In this process, two singlet

excitons (S1) can annihilate to form one higher-energy singlet exciton (Sn), which generally

rapidly relaxes back to S1 via internal conversion and vibrational relaxation. As a result, the

number of singlet excitons is reduced. Consequently, the singlet exciton lifetime is determined

by both, the SF rate and the singlet-singlet annihilation rate. A Ćuence dependence of the

determined lifetimes by GA was also found in this work, indicating that the smallest excitation

densities are still too large to prevent singlet-singlet annihilation, see Appendix A.2 for details

about the excitation densities and the GA. Without singlet-singlet annihilation, SF time

constants between 75 ps and 110 ps have been reported [116, 187, 188]. A scheme of the SF

process in TET is shown in Figure 5.9a.

In contrast, the photophysics of F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ has been barely investigated,

since these acceptors are mainly used as dopants in host Ąlms [131]. There is, however, one

report of the formation of F4-TCNQ− anions and, consecutively, F4-TCNQ2− dianions in

F4-TCNQ single crystals after photoexcitation [196], which provides the basis for the inter-

pretation of the here presented thin Ąlm data. A scheme of the proposed decay mechanism is

given in Figure 5.9b. The data obtained from a TA measurement with λexc = 400 nm of the

F4-TCNQ thin Ąlm is shown in Figure 5.10. Similar pump Ćuences as for the measurement

of the TET Ąlm were used for the neat acceptor Ąlms (see Appendix A.2), but no Ćuence

dependence was observed. Therefore, the pump Ćuence is not explicitly given in each Ągure

but the used range is given in Appendix A.2. The TA map (Figure 5.10a) is dominated by

a long-lived, strong bleach below 500 nm and a weaker negative signal that extends over the

entire measured wavelength range. Only within the Ąrst 10 ps, a signiĄcant spectral evolu-

tion is observable, see Figure 5.10b. Based on the steady-state absorbance and on Ref. [196],

the strong bleach just below 500 nm is assigned to the GSB. The negative signal at longer

wavelengths might be the result of SE, bleached trap states or reduced scattering and is su-

perimposed to the reported PIA of the F4-TCNQ2− dianions [196] appearing on longer time

scales, see Appendix A.3 for details. Interestingly, the GSB becomes stronger within the Ąrst
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F4-TCNQ

a) b)

Figure 5.10: TA data of an F4-TCNQ thin Ąlm with λexc = 400 nm. a) TA map, b) selected
TA spectra, averaged around the delay times given in the legend. The time ranges were chosen
from 0.1 ps to 0.3 ps, 0.4 ps to 0.6 ps, 1.6 ps to 2.4 ps, 8 ps to 12 ps and 400 ps to 600 ps. For the
TA spectra in the following Ągures, similar time ranges (∼ ±20 %, except for very short delay
times) were chosen. Since the exact time ranges over which the spectra are averaged are not
crucial for the obtained TA spectra, the time ranges are omitted in the following Ągure captions
for better readability. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

10 ps, indicating that further molecules are no longer in the ground state. This is consistent

with the model shown in Figure 5.9b, which was proposed in Ref. [196]. Therein, the time

constant for the anion formation could not be determined because it was below the temporal

resolution of 50 fs. The temporal resolution of the TA setup used for this thesis was ∼ 100 fs,

so this step cannot be resolved here either. This explains why a sequential model with two

species was sufficient to Ąt the obtained data by a GA. As time constants, τ1 = (3.0 ± 0.2) ps

and τ2 > 7 ns were obtained, independent of the excitation Ćuence. The uncertainty of τ1 was

extracted from several measurements with different pump Ćuences. The corresponding EAS

are shown in Figure A.5a in the Appendix. Based on the scheme in Figure 5.9b, τ1 is the

time constant corresponding to the formation of the F4-TCNQ2− dianions from F4-TCNQ−

anions, which is in good agreement to the 4 ps time constant reported for this process in

single crystalline F4-TCNQ [196]. The weak PIA of F4-TCNQ− anions above 650 nm that

has been reported in Ref. [196] is too weak to be resolved here, due to the superimposed

negative signal (cf. Appendix A.3). The second time constant, τ2, is related to the decay of

these dianions, which are rather long lived. Since the longest possible delay time was 8 ns,

only a lower bound for τ2 can be given.

The TA data of a neat F6-TCNNQ thin Ąlm, measured with λexc = 520 nm, is shown in

Figure 5.11. The TA signal looks different from that obtained from the F4-TCNQ thin Ąlm,

especially due to the positive feature around 720 nm. However, overall similar trends are

observable, namely a pronounced bleach that becomes stronger at intermediate delay times,

a very broad negative feature, a signiĄcant spectral evolution during the Ąrst 10 ps, and

only a slow decay of the signal thereafter. Owing to these similarities, also for F6-TCNNQ

a photoinduced dianion formation is proposed (Figure 5.9b). The negative feature below

600 nm is assigned to the GSB, based on the steady-state absorbance spectrum. The positive

feature around 720 nm, at short delay times, might be identiĄed as a PIA of F6-TCNNQ−

anions, which have been reported to absorb in the NIR [132, 191]. The TA data of the
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F6-TCNNQ

a) b)

Figure 5.11: TA data of an F6-TCNNQ thin Ąlm with λexc = 520 nm. a) TA map, b) selected
TA spectra, averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 5.10). ModiĄed
from Ref. [129].

F6-TCNNQ thin Ąlm was also Ątted globally. However, a sequential model with two species,

as for F4-TCNQ, was not sufficient to describe the TA data of the F6-TCNNQ thin Ąlm.

Instead, since only two clearly distinct spectra are found in the data set, a target analysis

with two species but three decay times was performed. The underlying model assumed a

species 1 that evolves exponentially into a species 2, which then decays with two different

time constants to the ground state. A possible explanation for the necessity to involve two

time constants for the decay of species 2 might be that this species actually decays non-

exponentially, due to molecules in different environments. This scenario could be described

by a Gaussian distribution of exponential decays with different time constants [257]. For

the exponential evolution of species 1 to species 2, the time constant τ1 = (6.3 ± 0.6) ps

was found. The assignment of the species was chosen in analogy to F4-TCNQ, as discussed

above, hence τ1 describes the time constant for the formation of F6-TCNNQ2− dianions from

F6-TCNNQ− anions (Figure 5.9b). The uncertainty in τ1 was extracted from measurements

with different excitation Ćuences. The species associated spectra are shown in Figure A.5b

in the Appendix.

After having established the photophysics of the neat Ąlms, the TA data of the blends will

be discussed in the following. The focus is placed on the photophysics of the CTCs. Here, the

absorption of the CTCs in the visible spectral region, which was found in the steady-state ab-

sorbance measurements and veriĄed by the theoretical calculations, was utilized to follow the

dynamics. First, the TA measurements on the equimolar blends are analyzed. The TA maps,

spectra, and timetraces of both, the TET:F4-TCNQ and the TET:F6-TCNNQ equimolar

blends, are presented in Figure 5.12. The two TA maps reveal a strong similarity between

these systems. Indeed, they both exhibit negative features at short wavelengths and positive

ones at long wavelengths, which rapidly decay simultaneously. In both cases, the negative

features can be assigned to the GSB of the CTCs, as they appear at the wavelength posi-

tions of the absorption shoulders in the steady-state absorbance spectra (at 590 nm (2.1 eV)

and 480 nm (2.6 eV) for F6-TCNNQ and at 560 nm (2.2 eV) for F4-TCNQ). Based on the

simultaneous decay of the positive features and the GSBs in both blends, apparent from the
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Figure 5.12: TA data of the equimolar TET:F4-TCNQ (a-c) and TET:F6-TCNNQ (d-f)
blends with λexc = 400 nm and λexc = 520 nm, respectively. The spectra in b) and e) are
averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 5.10). The timetraces (c and
f) are averaged over 20 nm around the wavelength position given in the legend. ModiĄed from
Ref. [129].

spectra and timetraces in Figure 5.12, the positive features are assigned to an ESA of the

CTCs. Furthermore, the timetraces reveal a dominant decay already during the Ąrst few

picoseconds, which is analyzed in detail by GA.

A sequential model with three species was used to Ąt the data. As for the neat ac-

ceptor Ąlms, neither a Ćuence dependence nor a dependence on λexc was observed (for the

TET:F4-TCNQ blend, λexc = 400 nm or λexc = 520 nm, see Figure A.6 in the Appendix).

The extracted time constants for both equimolar blends are summarized in the table in Fig-

ure 5.13. For both equimolar blends, a dominant, sub-picosecond decay is obtained, which is

assigned to the relaxation of excited CTCs to the ground state. This relaxation is faster for

the TET:F6-TCNNQ blend which showed the lower-energy absorbance peaks in the steady-

state spectra (Figure 5.4). This is consistent with the energy gap law [258] and a report of

fast geminate recombination in CTCs of a polymer and small acceptors [259].
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S0+S1 P
+
+P
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S0+S2

τ
1

τ
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τ
3

Figure 5.13: Kinetic model for the equimolar CTCs. Sn denote singlet states of the entire
CTC and P+ and P− charged CTCs. The corresponding time constants are summarized in the
table. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].
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a)

75% F6-TCNNQ

75% F4-TCNQ

b)

c) d)

Figure 5.14: TA data of a,b) the TET:F4-TCNQ blend with 75 % F4-TCNQ (λexc = 400 nm)
and c,d) the TET:F6-TCNNQ blend with 75 % F6-TCNNQ (λexc = 520 nm). The spectra in
b) and d) are averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 5.10). ModiĄed
from Ref. [129].

The longer time constants τ2 and τ3, in the ps and ns range, respectively, are also smaller

for the F6-TCNNQ containing equimolar blend. They are assigned to the formation and

decay of a small fraction of charged CTCs in accordance with Ref. [259]. These can be

formed by the transfer of an electron from an excited CTC to a neighboring CTC or molecule

and exhibit a long lifetime due to the charge separation. A scheme of the relevant energy

levels and processes with their time constants is shown in Figure 5.13. The EAS from the

GA are shown in Figure A.7 in the Appendix.

Finally, the discussion of the dynamics of the non-equimolar blends concludes this section.

The TA data of the TET:F4-TCNQ and TET:F6-TCNNQ blends with 75 % of the acceptor

are shown in Figure 5.14. The TA signal of these blends can be described as a superposition

of the TA signal of the equimolar blends and the respective neat acceptor Ąlm. This is demon-

strated in Figure A.8 in the Appendix, where the scaled TA signal of the equimolar blends is

subtracted from the signal of the 75 % acceptor blend. In both cases, the resulting calculated

TA maps look nearly identical to the signal of the neat acceptor Ąlms and the time constants

are almost perfectly reproduced. This is a strong indication for the absence of charge or

energy transfer processes between the CTCs and the surrounding acceptor molecules and, in-

stead, indicates independent decays. For the TET:F4-TCNQ blend with 75 % F4-TCNQ this

conclusion is additionally supported by the TA measurement of this Ąlm with λexc = 520 nm

(Figure A.9 in the Appendix). This measurement yields a similar TA signal as obtained for

the equimolar blend, thus conĄrming the expectation, since neat F4-TCNQ cannot be excited

at this wavelength.
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a)

c)

25% F4-TCNQ

25% F6-TCNNQ
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Figure 5.15: TA data of a,b) the TET:F4-TCNQ blend with 25 % F4-TCNQ and c,d) the
TET:F6-TCNNQ blend with 25 % F6-TCNNQ, both excited with λexc = 520 nm. The time-
traces in b) and d) are averaged over 10 nm and 40 nm around 540 nm and 750 nm, respectively.
The solid line corresponds to the blend with 25 % of the acceptor, the dashed line to the neat
TET Ąlm and the dotted line to the equimolar blend for comparison. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

As expected from the structural, steady-state optical, and theoretical investigations, the

blends with an excess of TET exhibit the most complex photophysics. The obtained TA data

are shown in Figure 5.15. In the TA maps, signatures from both, the CTCs and neat TET,

are observable. The CTCs reveal themselves by the broad positive and negative features at

very short delay times. The TET contributions are found especially at wavelengths below

500 nm. A complete description of the TA signal by a superposition of the TA signal of

the neat TET Ąlm and the equimolar blends is, however, not possible. For the F4-TCNQ

containing blend, this was expectable due to the presence of the multi-donor CTCs in this

blend, which are absent in the equimolar blend. For the blend with F6-TCNNQ, it suggests

that there is some kind of interference between the decay paths of the CTCs and the neat

TET molecules.

The structural analysis revealed that in the 25 % F6-TCNNQ blend neat TET domains

exist and, to a smaller degree, also in the 25 % F4-TCNQ blend. Thus, different species in

different environments are photoexcited in the TA measurements, namely CTCs and TET

molecules. Consequently, an unambiguous GA of the TA data of these Ąlms is not possible

due to the wealth of involved states and decay processes. Nevertheless, from timetraces at

selected wavelength positions, namely at 540 nm and 750 nm, some viable information can

be extracted. These timetraces are plotted in Figure 5.15b,d together with the timetraces

extracted from the neat TET Ąlm and the equimolar blends. The timetrace at 750 nm was
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chosen because in this wavelength region the ESA of TET triplets is located (cf. Figure

5.8). For both equimolar blends, a rapidly decaying ESA of the CTCs is detected at this

wavelength, which is also reĆected in the blends with an excess of TET. This signal, however,

vanishes after 20 ps in the equimolar blends, allowing to assign the remaining signal in the

blends with an excess of TET to TET triplet ESA. Thus, indications for SF are found in

these blends, most likely occurring in the phase-separated TET domains discovered by the

structural investigations. The faster decay of the TET triplet ESA in the 25 % acceptor

blends (completely disappeared after ∼ 0.5 ns and ∼ 1.5 ns for the blend with F6-TCNNQ

and F4-TCNQ, respectively) compared to the neat TET Ąlm (remaining over the entire

measurement range of 7.8 ns) indicates that the TET triplets decay faster in these blends,

probably due to charge or energy transfer from TET molecules in the T1 state to the CTCs.

This scenario seems likely because the S1 state of the CTCs is even lower in energy than the

T1 state of TET.

The timetraces at 540 nm were chosen because they mainly reĆect the SE from TET,

which is directly linked to the TET S1 population. To estimate the singlet lifetime, these

timetraces of the measurements with the lowest excitation densities were Ątted. It is noted,

as already mentioned above, that even at these low Ćuences of ∼ 25 µJ/cm2 the signal is

inĆuenced by singlet-singlet annihilation. Nevertheless, for the neat TET Ąlm and the 25 %

F6-TCNNQ containing blend the decay between 0.26 ps and 200 ps could be approximated

by a single exponential Ąt with a time constant of 22 ps and 10 ps, respectively. For the 25 %

F4-TCNQ containing blend, a single exponential Ąt was not sufficient to adequately describe

the timetrace at 540 nm due to the overlapping signals from the CTCs and TET. Hence,

Ąrst the time constant of 0.7 ps for the GSB decay of the CTCs was extracted by a single

exponential Ąt of the timetrace of the equimolar TET:F4-TCNQ blend, in perfect agreement

to τ1 obtained by GA (table in Figure 5.13). Then, the timetrace of the 25 % F4-TCNQ

containing blend was Ątted by a double-exponential decay with the Ąrst time constant set to

0.7 ps. By this, a second time constant of 7 ps was obtained (related to the SE decay of TET),

which is similar to that obtained for the blend with F6-TCNNQ but signiĄcantly shorter than

that obtained for neat TET. This reduction in TET singlet lifetime is, again, most likely

related to charge or energy transfer to the CTCs, now directly from TET molecules in the

S1 state, as demonstrated in Ref. [260].

The insights into the photophysics of the neat Ąlms and especially the blends, gained by

the TA measurements, are schematically summarized in Figure 5.16. The photophysics of

neat TET is well known [187, 188] and was conĄrmed by the above presented data. The

processes in the neat acceptor Ąlms, namely the formation of dianions after photoexcitation,

were established by the investigations presented in this work [129] and are based on the

report of the photophysics in an F4-TCNQ crystal [196]. Finally, the photophysics of the

small band gap CTCs was revealed by the investigation of their higher-energy transitions and

their interaction with additional TET or acceptor molecules by the analysis of the TA signal

of the non-equimolar blends.
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Figure 5.16: Kinetic model for the neat Ąlms and the blends. The dashed line between TET
and the CTCs symbolizes the charge or energy transfer processes from TET to the CTCs, while
the solid line between the CTCs and the acceptors illustrates the absence of such processes
between them. ⋆This upper bound for the time constant was taken from Ref. [196]. ModiĄed
from Ref. [129].

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the structural, electronic, optical, and photophysical properties of CTCs

formed by TET and the two prototypical acceptors F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ were charac-

terized by experimental and theoretical studies. The formation of CTCs indicates a relatively

strong electronic coupling between the donor and acceptor molecules in all blends. A small

band gap well below 1 eV was found for CTCs formed by both molecular combinations. For

blends of TET with F4-TCNQ, a mixing ratio dependence of the band gap and δCT was de-

tected, which was explained by the formation of multi-donor CTCs based on the theoretical

calculations. The absence of indications for multi-donor CTCs in the blends with F6-TCNNQ

could be explained by a more pronounced phase separation of neat TET domains found in

the structural analysis. With the optical transitions of the CTCs in the visible range, iden-

tiĄed by the theoretical calculations, the photophysics of the CTCs was investigated by TA

measurements probing the visible spectral region. An ultrafast, sub-picosecond exciton de-

cay was discovered, which is faster for the CTCs containing F6-TCNNQ. In the equimolar

blends and the blends with an excess of acceptor molecules, no SF was found, as the TET

molecules are incorporated into the CTCs. However, for the blends with an excess of TET,

indications for SF were detected, most likely occurring in the TET domains. Finally, the SF

process seems to compete with charge or energy transfer from TET molecules in the S1 state

to CTCs. The reduced lifetime of the TET triplets indicates a charge or energy transfer from

TET molecules in the T1 state to CTCs, too, permitted by the small band gap of the CTCs.
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plexes of pentacene with strong

acceptors

In order to get an even deeper insight into the different ground state CT mechanisms and to

examine the inĆuence of the donor material, blends of PEN with the same two acceptors as in

the TET blends, namely F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ, are analyzed in this chapter. For these

PEN blends, the coexistence of ion pairs and CTCs, thus of integer and partial CT, is found,

illustrating the effect of the slightly different IP of PEN. The impact of the ground state CT

on the SF process in PEN is further analyzed in this chapter. The results presented in this

chapter have been published in Ref. [261] and the study was conducted in collaboration with

the group of Prof. Dr. Petra Tegeder, see Appendix F for details about the contributions.
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Figure 6.1: Molecular structures, EAs, and IPs, all in eV, of PEN, F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ,
taken from Refs. [173, 191Ű194, 197]. ⋆ For the EAs of the acceptors and the IP of PEN, hence
the decisive values for the CT, an energy range is given based on different reported values. The
EA values for F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ were measured by cyclic voltammetry and inverse
photoemission spectroscopy [191Ű194, 197]. The IP values of PEN are summarized in Ref. [173],
measured by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy for different molecular orientations. For
upright-standing molecules on weakly interacting substrates as the ones chosen here, IPPEN ∼
4.9 eV is given therein. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].
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6.1 Introduction

The formation of CTCs and thus partial CT, which was discussed in the last chapter for

blends of TET with F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ, is only one possibility of ground state CT.

As introduced in Section 2.2.6, CTCs can be formed if the IP of the donor and the EA

of the acceptor are energetically close to each other and if an orbital overlap between the

donor and the acceptor can be realized [36]. The second possibility of ground state CT is

integer CT (cf. Section 2.2.6), resulting in the formation of an ion pair, which can occur

if the EA of the acceptor is larger than the IP of the donor [26]. To study these different

CT mechanisms, PEN was investigated in this chapter as donor in blends with F4-TCNQ

and F6-TCNNQ, since PEN has a slightly smaller IP than TET (cf. Figures 6.1 and 5.1).

Additionally, PEN features a different SF mechanism than TET (cf. Section 3.2.1), which

might also inĆuence the photophysics of the blends. Furthermore, for blends of PEN with

F4-TCNQ, different experimental reports of either ion pair or CTC formation have been

published [35, 41]. Recently, this model system has also been revisited from the theoretical

perspective, leading to the conclusion that it is located at the boundary between CTC and

ion pair formation [40]. The UV-vis-NIR and FTIR spectra presented in this thesis bring

these results together and demonstrate the possibility of ion pair and CTC formation within

a single blend. In contrast, for blends of PEN with F6-TCNNQ, only ion pair formation was

found. Consecutively, the photophysics of the different blends with a focus on the PEN SF

was investigated using TA spectroscopy.

6.2 X-ray diffraction

First, the structure of the prepared samples was investigated using XRR and GIWAXS. The

XRR scans of the PEN:F4-TCNQ and PEN:F6-TCNNQ blends are shown in Figure 6.2. The

PEN thin Ąlm shows a pronounced Bragg peak of the thin Ąlm phase at qz = 0.407 Å−1

a) b)

Figure 6.2: XRR data of the a) PEN:F6-TCNNQ blends and b) PEN:F4-TCNQ blends. In
the legend, the molar acceptor fraction is given and the curves are vertically offset for clarity.
ModiĄed from Ref. [261].
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F6-TCNNQPEN

14 % 30 % 50 % 75 %

28 % 50 % 60 %

F4-TCNQ

10 %

Figure 6.3: Reciprocal space maps of the neat Ąlms (upper row), the PEN:F6-TCNNQ blends
(middle row) and the PEN:F4-TCNQ blends (lower row). The molar acceptor fraction is given
in the upper right corner of the reciprocal space maps of the blends. The intensity is displayed
on a logarithmic scale. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

[94] and a weakly expressed Bragg peak of a bulk phase at slightly higher qz [175]. The

neat acceptor Ąlms exhibit no Bragg peaks and hence no long-range out-of-plane order, as

already discussed in Chapter 5. Similarly, none of the XRR scans of the blends show a

clear Bragg peak, indicating the absence of a long-range out-of-plane order also in these

Ąlms, consistent with reports of doped PEN Ąlms in the literature [35, 262]. Only for the

F6-TCNNQ containing blends with an excess of PEN, a weak signal in the region of the

PEN Bragg peaks is observed, which could indicate some PEN domains with differing tilt

angles with respect to the substrate. It is also worth noting that for the equimolar blends

and the blends with an excess of acceptor nicely resolved Kiessig fringes appear, revealing the

evenness of these Ąlms, consistent with reports of other mixed small molecule systems [263].
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6. Ion pairs and charge transfer complexes of pentacene with strong acceptors

The reciprocal space maps shown in Figure 6.3 give further insights into the structure of

the samples. The one obtained from the PEN thin Ąlm shows the expected Bragg peaks of the

thin Ąlm structure of PEN [94], conĄrming the dominance of this phase. The two reciprocal

space maps of the acceptors show partial diffraction rings, indicating the existence of long-

range order but with various orientations of the crystallites with respect to the substrate.

The partial rings appear at absolute q values that are assignable to the F6-TCNNQ crystal

structure reported in Ref. [200] as form II and to the F4-TCNQ crystal structure reported in

Ref. [198], respectively. For the equimolar blends and the blends with an excess of acceptor,

only a broad scattering background is obtained, indicating amorphous blends. For all blends

with an excess of PEN, however, the existence of PEN domains is demonstrated by the

reciprocal space maps. They all exhibit diffraction rings from powder-like PEN, indicating

that the PEN domains lack a preferred orientation with respect to the substrate. This explains

the absence of clear Bragg peaks in the XRR scans. Overall, a similar mixing behavior as for

the TET:acceptor blends is obtained (compare Chapter 5). The equimolar blends and blends

with an excess of acceptor consist of an amorphous mixed phase, while for the blends with

an excess of PEN randomly oriented, phase-separated, crystalline PEN domains exist.

6.3 Optical spectroscopy

As a next step, the UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy data is analyzed to Ąnd indications of ground

state CT. Thus, the focus is placed on the NIR spectral region. For the blends with

F6-TCNNQ, the spectra presented in Figure 6.4a exhibit narrow peaks below the band gap

of the neat compounds. By a comparison to reported ion spectra of the two compounds

[191, 264, 265] (see vertical lines in Figure 6.4a), these peaks at 1.06 eV, 1.26 eV, and 1.45 eV

can be assigned to F6-TCNNQ− anions and PEN+ cations in the blends. Hence, integer

PEN

14%

30%

50%

75%

F6-TCNNQ

PEN

15%

35%

50%

75%

F4-TCNQ

b)a)

Figure 6.4: NIR spectra of the a) PEN:F6-TCNNQ and b) PEN:F4-TCNQ blends on sapphire
substrates. In the legend, the acceptor fraction in given. The spectra are vertically offset for
clarity. The dashed lines in a) and b) indicate the PEN+ cation peak positions reported in Ref.
[264], the solid lines in a) the F6-TCNNQ− anion peak positions reported in Ref. [191], and the
solid lines in b) the F4-TCNQ− anion peak positions reported in Ref. [28]. ModiĄed from Ref.
[261].
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6.4 Vibrational spectroscopy

CT and the formation of ion pairs can be concluded for the PEN:F6-TCNNQ blends. For

the blends with an excess of PEN, additionally a weak, broad peak below 0.7 eV could be

presumed which could indicate a small fraction of CTCs.

In contrast, the spectra of the PEN:F4-TCNQ blends in Figure 6.4b show a dominant,

broad peak around 0.65 eV, which is indicative for a pronounced CTC formation in these

blends [28], as discussed for the TET blends in Section 5.3. However, also narrow peaks

at 1.26 eV, 1.42 eV, 1.44 eV, and 1.60 eV are displayed. The former two match the energy

positions of the PEN+ cation peaks [264], while the latter two match the energy positions of

the F4-TCNQ− anion peaks [28, 131]. Hence, a coexistence of CTCs and ion pairs is revealed

in the blends of PEN with F4-TCNQ, which is a remarkable Ąnding. For completeness, the

UV-vis-NIR spectra over the entire measured energy range of both series are shown in Figure

B.1 in the Appendix.

6.4 Vibrational spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy was employed to conĄrm the CT scenarios described above and to deter-

mine the degree of CT in the CTCs. Figure 6.5 shows FTIR spectra of the energy region

of the cyano C N stretching mode for both, the PEN:F6-TCNNQ and the PEN:F4-TCNQ

blends. Neat PEN, similar to neat TET, does not exhibit any signal in this energy region,

allowing to assign all features found in the blends to the respective acceptor. The weak,

narrow peaks at 2090 cm−1, 2065 cm−1 and 2040 cm−1 that are visible in most spectra are

artifacts from the background correction. The two neat acceptors show pronounced peaks of

the C N stretching mode, as already seen in Section 5.4. For neat F6-TCNNQ, in Figure

6.5a, they are found at 2223 cm−1, 2216 cm−1, and 2207 cm−1, in accordance with the litera-

ture [38, 130, 197], with the strongest one being the peak at 2216 cm−1. Starting from neat

F6-TCNNQ, the intensity of the peaks at the mentioned positions deceases with increasing

PEN fraction. Simultaneously, a new peak arises around 2191 cm−1, which is the only clear

signal remaining for the blend with 14 % F6-TCNNQ. This peak can be assigned to the C N

stretching mode of F6-TCNNQ− anions based on the literature [38, 197]. The broad peak

around 2065 cm−1 that is found in the FTIR spectra of the blends is tentatively assigned to

interactions between the charged molecules in the organic Ąlm and oxygen vacancies in the

silicon oxide layer of the subtrate, based on the peak width [266]. In summary, the FTIR

spectra indicate the presence of F6-TCNNQ− anions (and neutral F6-TCNNQ molecules) in

the blends, conĄrming the conclusion of ion pair formation drawn from the NIR spectra.

The FTIR spectra of the PEN:F4-TCNQ blends exhibit a slightly more complex behavior

for increasing PEN fractions. The neat F4-TCNQ Ąlm shows a sharp peak at 2228 cm−1

[28]. For the equimolar blend and the blend with 60 % F4-TCNQ, three peaks are observed,

at 2230 cm−1, 2203 cm−1, and 2193 cm−1. Based on the literature [28, 254], the weak peak

at 2230 cm−1 can be assigned to neutral F4-TCNQ molecules and the peak at 2193 cm−1 to

F4-TCNQ− anions. The peak at 2203 cm−1 is in between the two other peaks and is therefore
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Figure 6.5: FTIR spectra of the a) PEN:F6-TCNNQ and b) PEN:F4-TCNQ blends in the
energy region of the cyano stretching mode. The spectra are vertically offset for clarity and the
acceptor fraction is given in the legend. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

assigned to a CTC formed by F4-TCNQ and PEN. The observed peak position results in

δCT= (0.72±0.05) e, again under the assumption of a linear dependence [28, 190, 267]. Hence,

in these blends the coexistence of ion pairs and CTCs, as already derived from UV-vis-NIR

spectroscopy, is conĄrmed by the FTIR spectra. Interestingly, for the blends with increasing

PEN fraction, the peaks assigned to neutral and anionic F4-TCNQ molecules vanish while

the one assigned to the CTC remains. This indicates the predominance of CTC formation

in the blends with an excess of PEN, which is also consistent with the NIR spectrum of the

15 % F4-TCNQ blend (Figure 6.4b). The implications of this Ąnding, also in the context of

previous experimental and theoretical studies, are discussed in Section 6.6.

6.5 Transient absorption spectroscopy

Based on the obtained details about the structure and the CT mechanisms in the mixed Ąlms

of PEN and the two acceptors, the photophysics of these interesting systems at the boundary

between CTC and ion pair formation was investigated by TA spectroscopy. The steady-

state absorbance spectra of the investigated samples in the energy region probed by the TA

measurements are displayed in Figure 6.6 for comparison. For the blends with an excess of

PEN, the Davydov splitting and the vibronic progression of PEN are clearly resolved, as

a result of the phase-separated PEN crystallites. In the spectra of the equimolar blends,

these features are absent and the absorbance is overall relatively weak in the visible energy

region. In the spectrum of the equimolar PEN:F6-TCNNQ (PEN:F4-TCNQ) blend, a weak

peak around 2.5 eV (3.1 eV) is observed, thus in the energy region of the neat F6-TCNNQ

(F4-TCNQ) Ąlm absorption (cf. Figure B.1).

The TA measurements of the neat acceptor Ąlms were already discussed in detail in Section

5.6. Therefore, only the TA data of the neat PEN thin Ąlm (Figure 6.7) and the blends are

presented in the following. Additionally to the TA signal in the visible spectral region (Figure

6.7a,c), the TA signal in the NIR spectral region was measured (Figure 6.7b,d) because

ESA features of PEN triplets have been reported in this region [170, 268]. The excitation
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a) b)

Figure 6.6: UV-vis-NIR absorbance spectra of the a) PEN:F6-TCNNQ and b) PEN:F4-TCNQ
blends on cover slips, which were used for the TA measurements. The spectra are vertically
offset for clarity. The dashed vertical lines indicate λexc for the blends with an excess of PEN
(red) and the equimolar blends (green and purple). ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

wavelength was λexc = 620 nm for both spectral regions, but for the NIR measurements higher

pump Ćuences were required due to the weaker signal in this region. However, no Ćuence

dependence was observed for any of the measurements presented in this chapter and the time

constant uncertainties are extracted from measurements at different Ćuences.

Owing to its SF capability, the photophysics of PEN has already been thoroughly analyzed

in the literature [15, 114, 170, 245]. At 675 nm, a strong GSB is visible at all delay times

(Figure 6.7a), with vibronic replica at 630 nm, 585 nm, and 545 nm, thus at the steady-state

absorption maxima of the PEN Ąlm (Figure 6.6). In the TA spectrum at a delay time of

50 fs in Figure 6.7c, SE is visible between 690 nm and 760 nm and singlet ESA below 620 nm,

superimposed with the GSB [170]. Already at a delay time of 500 fs, these singlet features

are absent, which demonstrates the ultrafast SF process. Simultaneously, in the NIR spectral

region, a broad positive signal appears around 900 nm, which can be assigned to triplet ESA

[170, 245, 268]. At even longer wavelengths, visible above 1100 nm, another signal is found

in the spectra at a delay time of 50 fs and 500 fs, which is indicative for the coupled triplet

pair state [114, 269].

The PEN TA data in the visible and NIR spectral region from measurements with several

excitation Ćuences was Ątted by GA to extract the involved time constants. A sequential

model with three species was sufficient in both spectral regions to obtain a good Ąt to the

data, as shown by the timetraces in Figure 6.8b,d. The time constants corresponding to the

EAS in the visible and NIR spectral range shown in Figure 6.8a,c are, however, very different,

which can be rationalized by the feature assignment above.

In the visible spectral region (Figure 6.8a), the time constant τ1(vis) = 95


+20
−7

)

fs, ex-

tracted from a few measurements with differing Ćuences, corresponds to the transition from

S1 to 1(TT), apparent from the spectral changes described above and in very good agreement

with the literature [118, 170]. The two EAS with larger decay time constants are spectrally

similar and are assigned to 1(TT) and 1(T...T)/T1. These species (1(TT) and 1(T...T)/T1)
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6. Ion pairs and charge transfer complexes of pentacene with strong acceptors

a)

c) d)

b)

Figure 6.7: TA data of a neat PEN thin Ąlm, excited with λexc = 620 nm. a,c) Probed in
the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 100 µJ/cm2. b,d) Probed in the
NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 400 µJ/cm2. The TA spectra in c) and
d) are averaged around the delay times given in the legend. The time ranges were chosen from
0.03 ps to 0.07 ps, 0.3 ps to 0.7 ps, 70 ps to 130 ps and 700 ps to 1300 ps. For the TA spectra
in the following Ągures, similar time ranges (∼ ±30 %, except for very short delay times) were
chosen. Since the exact time ranges over which the spectra are averaged are not crucial for the
obtained TA spectra, the time ranges are omitted in the following Ągure captions for better
readability. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

cannot be discerned in the visible spectral region under normal incidence due to the absence

of strong triplet features [270]. The necessity to involve two time constants for the decay of

the PEN triplets can be rationalized by triplet-triplet annihilation [271]. This triplet-triplet

annihilation leads to a non-exponential decay of the PEN triplets, which is approximated in

the GA by two exponential decays.

In contrast, in the NIR spectral region, the PEN singlet features are too weak to resolve the

ultrafast time constant. Thus, the Ąrst extracted time constant in Figure 6.8c corresponds to

the transition from 1(TT) to 1(T...T), deducible from the slight shift of the ESA maximum

around 900 nm toward longer wavelengths [114] and the loss of the ESA above 1100 nm

[269]. The extracted time constant of τ1(NIR) = 1.29


+0.13
−0.12

)

ps is also consistent with earlier

reports [269, 270]. The two EAS with longer time constants are nearly identical and the time

constants are similar to the ones found from the measurements in the visible spectral region,

underlining the assignment to non-exponential triplet decay.

Next, the TA measurements of the two equimolar blends are discussed. As mentioned

above and seen in Figure 6.6, the absorption of these two blends in the visible spectral re-

gion is relatively weak, thus necessitating relatively high Ćuences between 125 µJ/cm2 and
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6.8: GA results of a TA measurement of PEN excited with λexc = 620 nm. a,b) Probed
in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 180 µJ/cm2. c,d) Probed in
the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 400 µJ/cm2. a,c) Normalized EAS,
with the corresponding time constants given in the legend. b,d) Selected timetraces of PEN
TA features and the corresponding Ąts by the GA, shown as black lines. The time-axis changes
from linear to logarithmic scale at 1 ps. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

1400 µJ/cm2. Furthermore, the excitation wavelength was chosen at the steady-state absorp-

tion maximum (compare Figure 6.6), hence at λexc = 495 nm (2.51 eV) and λexc = 400 nm

(3.10 eV) for the equimolar PEN:F6-TCNNQ and PEN:F4-TCNQ blend, respectively. Despite

the high pump Ćuences, no dependence of the dynamics on the pump Ćuence was observed

for both blends.

TA maps and spectra in the visible and NIR of the equimolar PEN:F6-TCNNQ blend are

shown in Figure 6.9. Both, the data in the NIR and the visible spectral region, show little

spectral evolution but a slow decay of the initial features. In the visible spectral region, a GSB

around the steady-state absorption maximum at 495 nm is obtained with a weaker positive

signal at longer wavelengths, around 545 nm. In the NIR data, two pronounced peaks at

1170 nm and 1000 nm are observed together with a shoulder around 880 nm. These features

are located at the energy positions of the F6-TCNNQ− anion and PEN+ cation absorption

peaks (cf. Figure 6.4) [191, 264], and are therefore assigned to PIA of these ions. This implies

that due to the excitation, additional PEN+ cations and F6-TCNNQ− anions are formed in

the blend via excited state CT. Based on the similarity of the steady-state absorption spectra

of this blends (Figure 6.6), of the neat F6-TCNNQ Ąlm (Figure B.1a) and of F6-TCNNQ

in solution [191], it is concluded that in the equimolar blend mainly remaining uncharged

F6-TCNNQ molecules are excited with λexc = 495 nm. These excited acceptor molecules can
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6.9: TA data of the equimolar PEN:F6-TCNNQ thin Ąlm, excited with λexc = 495 nm.
a,c) Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 280 µJ/cm2. b,d)
Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 125 µJ/cm2. The TA
spectra in c) and d) are averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 6.7).
Around λexc, especially at long delay times, artifacts from scattering of the pump pulse are
visible. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

then transfer a hole to a nearby PEN molecule, which results in a new ion pair. Within this

scenario, the signal at 545 nm can be related to the Stark effect resulting from the charged

species [244]. The overall decay of the TA signal in the visible and NIR spectral region is

non-exponential, rendering a unique GA impossible. Hence, it is only possible to conclude

on an ultrafast excited state CT, since the signals in the NIR develop within the Ąrst 0.5 ps,

and a long lifetime (nanoseconds) of the formed ions.

The TA measurements on the equimolar PEN:F4-TCNQ blend lead to similar results,

despite the different ground state CT mechanisms. For this blend, no GSB is found in the

TA data in Figure 6.10, since the region of the steady-state absorption of the blend (around

400 nm, see Figure 6.6) was not covered by the TA measurements. Instead, PIA features

with maxima below 450 nm and above 770 nm are seen in the data of the measurement in the

visible spectral region (6.10a,c) and PIA features at 880 nm and 990 nm are found in the NIR

data (6.10b,d). These wavelength positions correspond to the ones found for the absorption

of PEN+ cations and F4-TCNQ− anions (see Figure 6.4 and Refs. [28, 264]), supporting

the conclusion of excited state CT also in this blend. Similar to the equimolar blend with

F6-TCNNQ, the steady-state absorption spectrum of the equimolar PEN:F4-TCNQ blend

(Figure 6.6) resembles the neat F4-TCNQ Ąlm (Figure B.1) and solution absorption spectra

[191]. Therefore, again a dominant excitation of uncharged acceptor molecules that are not
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6.10: TA data of the equimolar PEN:F4-TCNQ thin Ąlm, excited with λexc = 400 nm.
a,c) Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 1400 µJ/cm2. b,d)
Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 560 µJ/cm2. The TA
spectra in c) and d) are averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 6.7).
The strong oscillations in b) and d) arise from interference effects between the sealing glasses.
ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

part of a CTC is assumed in the equimolar blend with λexc = 400 nm. As for the blend with

F6-TCNNQ, a GA does not provide a unique Ąt for both spectral regions due to the lack of

spectral evolution and a non-exponential decay.

Finally, the TA signals of the blends with an excess of PEN are analyzed and compared to

the TA signal of the neat PEN Ąlm in the following. The measurements were performed with

λexc = 620 nm, thus exciting mainly the PEN molecules, and with pump Ćuences between

140 µJ/cm2 and 1100 µJ/cm2. In Figure 6.11, the TA data of the blend with 14 % F6-TCNNQ

is shown, and the data of the blend with 30 % F6-TCNNQ can be found in Figure B.2 in the

Appendix. In the visible spectral region, the TA spectra are similar to the TA spectra of the

neat PEN Ąlm. This observation was expectable due to the similar steady-state absorbance

spectra (Figure 6.6). However, at 540 nm and, weaker, at 500 nm, new positive features are

present in the TA spectra at delay times of 10 ps and 100 ps. These features are more strongly

pronounced in the TA spectra of the blend with 30 % F6-TCNNQ (Figure B.2). Moreover, in

the NIR spectra, new positive features are detected around 1300 nm at short delay times, and

around 1200 nm at long delay times. These features, which are absent in the signal of neat

PEN, can be related to two different effects. First, as demonstrated by the reciprocal space

maps in Figure 6.3, the PEN crystallites are randomly oriented in the blends, in contrast to

the neat PEN Ąlm. This change in the orientation of the molecules and their TDMs inĆuences
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d)c)

a) b)

Figure 6.11: TA data of the blend with 14 % F6-TCNNQ, excited with λexc = 620 nm. a,c)
Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 140 µJ/cm2. b,d)
Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 700 µJ/cm2. The TA
spectra in c) and d) are averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 6.7).
Around λexc, especially at long delay times, artifacts from scattering of the pump pulse are
visible. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

the visibility of PEN transitions in the TA measurements [245, 268, 270]. SpeciĄcally, the

sharp peaks at 540 nm and 500 nm can be assigned to PEN triplet ESA in the blends, which

is not excitable in neat PEN thin Ąlms under normal-incidence excitation due to the TDM

along the long molecular axis [245, 270]. These ESA features are slightly shifting within the

Ąrst picoseconds, which is related to the evolution from 1(TT) to 1(T...T) according to Ref.

[269]. This evolution can also be followed by the slight shift of the main ESA in the NIR

[114]. The appearance of the strong and very short lived peak around 1300 nm can also be

explained by the modiĄed orientation, since at this position singlet ESA was reported in

colloidal aggregates of PEN derivatives [269].

Additionally to these effects on the PEN crystallite orientation, the strong electron ac-

ceptors also inĆuence the photophysics of the blends, which is apparent from the spectra at

longer delay times. While for the neat PEN Ąlm the spectral evolution is completed after

a few picoseconds, the spectra of the blends are still evolving on longer time scales. Specif-

ically, the ESA of the triplets at 540 nm and 500 nm vanishes after 100 ps, while the GSB

still remains. Additionally, the signal in the NIR changes on longer time scales, developing

PIA features at the positions of the PEN+ cation and F6-TCNNQ− anion absorption peaks

identiĄed in the steady-state absorption measurements (Figure 6.4).

The TA data of the blends with F4-TCNQ, presented in Figure 6.12 and Figure B.3 in

the Appendix, show similar features as the blends with F6-TCNNQ. In the NIR data, a
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d)c)

a) b)

Figure 6.12: TA data of the blend with 10 % F4-TCNQ, excited with λexc = 620 nm. a,c)
Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 140 µJ/cm2. b,d)
Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 700 µJ/cm2. The TA
spectra in c) and d) are averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 6.7).
Around λexc, especially at long delay times, artifacts from scattering of the pump pulse are
visible. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

sharp peak appears around 970 nm at long delay times, hence at the position of PEN+ cation

absorption (see Figure 6.4). In addition, a negative feature is developing above 1300 nm at

longer delay times, which can be assigned to the bleach of CTC transition in these blends

(see also Figure 6.4). A possible scenario to explain the described feature evolution and GA

results of the blends with an excess of PEN are discussed in the next section, since in these

blends the most interesting and complex photophysics with several decay channels was found.

6.6 Discussion

Taken together, the results of the steady-state investigations provide evidence for the coex-

istence of CTCs and ion pairs in the blends of PEN with F4-TCNQ. Thus, the theoretical

prediction that F4-TCNQ-doped PEN lies at the boundary between partial and integer CT

[40] is experimentally conĄrmed. This also explains the earlier reports of either CTC or ion

pair formation in PEN:F4-TCNQ systems [35, 41]. Most likely, the preferred CT mechanism

in PEN:F4-TCNQ blends depends on the exact molecular arrangement and, consequently,

on the preparation conditions. For a similar system consisting of a different donor and

F6-TCNNQ as acceptor, a dependence of the CT mechanism on the molecular arrangement

has recently been reported [38]. A preferential formation of CTCs has been found for an
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6. Ion pairs and charge transfer complexes of pentacene with strong acceptors

ordered arrangement with molecular π-stacking, while less ordered arrangements favor ion

pair formation [38]. This is in agreement with the observation of preferred CTC formation

in the blends with an excess of PEN in this thesis, which exhibit Bragg peaks that indicate

long-range order. In contrast, the equimolar PEN:F4-TCNQ blend and the blends with an

excess of F4-TCNQ are amorphous and display increased ion pair formation. The increased

disorder likely facilitates different molecular arrangements of donor and acceptor molecules

with reduced orbital overlap and, therefore, reduced electronic coupling.

The comparison to the PEN:F6-TCNNQ blends demonstrates the special case of the

PEN:F4-TCNQ system. In the blends of PEN with the slightly stronger acceptor F6-TCNNQ,

only integer CT, resulting in ion pair formation, is detected. Thus, already the small change

in acceptor size and strength is sufficient to realize a system in which only integer CT is

obtained, independent of the mixing ratio. In contrast, as shown in Chapter 5, for TET with

both acceptors only partial CT is realized, demonstrating the sensitivity of the preferred CT

mechanism on minor changes in the system.

The photophysics of the equimolar blends was already discussed above, with the conclusion

of an ultrafast excited state CT from F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ to PEN, independent of

the acceptor used. Consequently, the PIA signals of the ions slowly decay non-exponentially,

probably due to back-transfer of the electrons with different time constants, depending on

the local molecular arrangement. Therefore, here only the dynamics of the blends with an

excess of PEN are discussed in detail. These blends are closest to a classical doping scenario

with a small fraction of acceptor molecules. Furthermore, they can be directly compared to

neat PEN due to the similar steady-state absorption spectra. Finally, a comparison of the

blends with F4-TCNQ to the ones with F6-TCNNQ allows to shed light on the impact of

CTC formation versus ion pair formation on the photophysics. The TA feature assignment

and the changes of the spectra compared to neat PEN were already presented above. Here,

the GA of the TA data of these blends is discussed and a kinetic scheme is proposed (Figure

6.14). The dynamics are rather complex and many species are involved, hence a varying

number of species was required in the GA models for different blends and measurement

conditions, as not all species were always discriminable. Here, only one GA of the TA data

of one measurement of the blend with 10 % F4-TCNQ is discussed in detail (Figure 6.13),

while the GA results for the other blends are shown in Appendix B. A blend with F4-TCNQ

was chosen for the following discussion because it contains ions and CTCs, in contrast to the

blends with F6-TCNNQ, and, therefore, exhibits additional TA features.

In the visible spectral region, a model with Ąve sequential species was necessary to Ąt the

signal over the entire measurement range due to several involved processes. The obtained

EASs are depicted in Figure 6.13a and the resulting Ąts to selected wavelengths are shown in

Figure 6.13b. The spectral evolution from species 1 to species 2 (black to blue) with a time

constant of 150 fs is indicative for the S1 → 1(TT) transition [270]. This is apparent from the

loss of the SE above 690 nm, the loss of the ESA around 480 nm, and the simultaneous rise

of the ESA above 700 nm, in analogy to neat PEN (see EAS in Figure 6.8). This evolution is
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6.13: GA results of a TA measurement of the blend with 10 % F4-TCNQ excited with
λexc = 620 nm. a,b) Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence
of 210 µJ/cm2. c,d) Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of
700 µJ/cm2. a,c) EAS (not normalized for better visibility), with the corresponding time con-
stants given in the legend. b,d) Selected timetraces of PEN TA features and the corresponding
Ąts by the GA, shown as black lines. The time-axis changes from linear to logarithmic scale at
1 ps. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

seen in the EAS of all blends, see Figures B.4, B.5, and B.6 in the Appendix. The spectral

evolution from species 2 to species 3 with a time constant of 2.6 ps (blue to green) is mainly

seen by the shift and sharpening of the ESA at 500 nm and 540 nm, which has been attributed

to the transition from 1(TT) to 1(T...T) [269]. This evolution is even more pronounced in

the EAS of the blend with 30 % F6-TCNNQ, see Figure B.5 in the Appendix. Lastly, in

the spectrum of the longest lived species, PEN triplet signals are missing, namely the ESA

at 540 nm and above 700 nm. The remaining of the PEN GSB indicates that a CT from

PEN molecules in the T1 state to acceptor molecules or CTCs occurs with the time constant

τ4 = 213 ps, resulting in remaining PEN+ cations and acceptor/CTC anions as detailed below

(Figure 6.14).

In the NIR spectral range, a model with four species was sufficient to Ąt the data, since not

all transitions could be resolved in this measurement. The spectral evolution from species

1 to species 2 (black to blue) with a time constant of 170 fs can be again ascribed to the

S1 → 1(TT) transition. The transition from 1(TT) to 1(T...T) is not resolved here, but can

be followed in the NIR EAS (blue to green) of the blend with 30 % F6-TCNNQ in Figure B.5

in the Appendix. In the last two NIR EAS in Figure 6.13 (green and red), the PEN+ cation

PIA at 970 nm and the bleach of the CTC transition below 1300 nm are clearly resolved.
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Figure 6.14: Schematic illustration of the SF process and the following CT in the blends of
PEN with F4-TCNQ (upper row) and F6-TCNNQ (lower row). Blue and green ellipsoids rep-
resent PEN and F6-TCNNQ molecules, respectively, CTCs of PEN and F4-TCNQ are depicted
in purple, and ions are marked by their charge and a slightly changed color. Singlet excitons are
shown in yellow, and triplet excitons in orange. 1(T...T) and T1+T1 are not distinguishable in
TA measurements and the 300 ps for the CT step is only an approximated decay time. Reverse
processes and decay to the ground state are omitted for clarity. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

To determine the average time constant τ̄1 of the S1 → 1(TT) transition (cf. Figure 6.14),

the GA results of the TA data of all blends measured with different excitation Ćuences are

taken together. In doing so, τ̄1 = 170 fs was determined, with the single τ1 values ranging from

110 fs to 230 fs. Thus, the triplet pair formation seems to be slightly slower in the blends

than in the neat PEN Ąlm but still remains ultrafast. The determination of the average

time constant τ̄2 for the 1(TT)→ 1(T...T) transition (cf. Figure 6.14) was slightly more

complex, since this transition is not reĆected in all GA results by independent spectra, due to

overlapping PIA features from charged species. Thus, τ2 was only extracted from GA results

in which a clear assignment of the features in the second and third EAS to 1(TT) and 1(T...T),

respectively, was possible. This results in τ̄2 = 2.5 ps, with the single τ2 values ranging

from 1.8 ps to 3.3 ps, again slightly larger than for neat PEN. Nevertheless, the clear TA

features and the similar time constants indicate that PEN still undergoes coherent SF in these

blends. The slightly larger time constants might be related to minor changes in the molecular

orientation due to the presence of the acceptor molecules in the Ąlm. However, the fact that

they do not generally inhibit SF in the blends is an important Ąnding as it demonstrates the

robustness of the SF process, which is critical for potential device applications.

The photophysics on longer timescales differ for the blends with F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ

due to their different ground state CT mechanisms. In the blends with F4-TCNQ, the EAS

at larger delay times present a long lived bleach of a CTC transition and a PIA of PEN+

cations in the NIR (Figure 6.13 and Figure B.6), which leads to the conclusion of electron

transfer from PEN molecules in the T1 state to CTCs. It is not possible to extract a time

constant for this step, since it is diffusion-driven and thus depends on the distance between

the created triplet and a CTC, leading to a non-exponential decay. Still, a rough estimate of

∼ 300 ps can be given for the decay time of the PEN triplets based on the disappearance of

their ESA on this time scale (timetraces in Figure B.7 in the Appendix).

On the other hand, there are no CTCs in the blends of PEN with F6-TCNNQ, which

excludes the PEN triplet decay path described above. Nevertheless, also in these blends the
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PEN triplet ESA features in the visible and NIR spectral region disappear much faster than

in neat PEN while the GSB remains, compare Figures B.4, B.5 and Figure 6.8. From the

simultaneous appearance of PEN+ cation- and, weaker, F6-TCNNQ− anion PIA features,

the following scenario with two possibilities for the triplet decay was developed (Figure 6.14

lower row). First, a PEN triplet may encounter a remaining neutral F6-TCNNQ molecule,

leading to an electron transfer from the PEN molecule in the T1 state to the F6-TCNNQ

molecule, which can explain the PEN+ cation and F6-TCNNQ− anion PIA. Second, since

most F6-TCNNQ molecules are already ionized in the ground state in these blends (see

Figure 6.5), a PEN triplets can also encounter an F6-TCNNQ− anion. Consequently, an

electron transfer from the PEN molecule in the T1 state to the F6-TCNNQ− anion can

occur, resulting in a PEN+ cation and an F6-TCNNQ2− dianion. This second possibility

could explain the stronger PEN+ cation PIA compared to the F6-TCNNQ− anion PIA.

F6-TCNNQ2− dianions have been reported before in the context of double doping [131], but

they do not exhibit any absorption in the spectral region measured here [132]. Thus, their

existence cannot be proven here, but would be consistent with the obtained results. The

formation of F6-TCNNQ2− dianions could be probably veriĄed by TA measurements with an

even broader probe spectrum or by NIR measurements under simultaneous strong excitation

with visible light (e.g. λexc = 620 nm), which goes beyond the scope of this thesis. As for the

blends with F4-TCNQ, the PEN triplet quenching in the blends with F6-TCNNQ is driven by

diffusion and, therefore, described by non-exponential dynamics. Hence, it is not surprising

that the disappearance of the PEN triplet ESA occurs on a similar time scale of ∼ 300 ps for

both systems (Figure B.7), resulting in the kinetic scheme shown in Figure 6.14. Lastly, the

faster decay of the PEN GSB feature in the blends compared to the neat PEN Ąlm indicates

that a fraction of the PEN triplets in the blends decays directly to the ground state, probably

accelerated by an increased number of defects in the blends or energy transfer to CTCs.

6.7 Conclusion

To summarize, in this chapter the CT interactions in blends of PEN with the two strong accep-

tors F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ were analyzed and compared. In the blends with F6-TCNNQ,

only integer CT was found in the ground state, independent of the mixing ratio. In contrast,

in the blends with F4-TCNQ, the coexistence of integer and partial CT was revealed, with

partial CT being favored for small F4-TCNQ fractions and integer CT becoming more im-

portant for higher F4-TCNQ fractions. This is most likely related to a modiĄed electronic

coupling between PEN and F4-TCNQ in the different blends as a result of different molecular

arrangements. The found coexistence of CTCs and ion pairs explains the existence of different

models for the CT mechanism in the PEN:F4-TCNQ system [35, 40, 41], and experimentally

clariĄes the special behavior of this system at the boundary between partial and integer CT.

The slightly higher acceptor strength of F6-TCNNQ was found to be already sufficient to

suppress the CTC formation. The photophysics of the equimolar blends was dominated by
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excited state CT and the formation of ions. For the blends with an excess of PEN, however,

PEN triplet pair formation and separation was found to occur on only slightly larger time

scales than in neat PEN, thus indicating the robustness of the coherent SF process in PEN,

even in the presence of high acceptor fractions. On longer time scales, a CT from TET

molecules in the T1 state to CTCs or acceptor molecules was found, resulting in long lived

ions in the blends.
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sion

In this chapter, the temperature dependent emission properties of neat PEN thin Ąlms are

discussed and compared to literature reports. The focus is placed on the PL at low temper-

atures and the emission features found energetically below the free S1 state emission, which

are here assigned to emission of the electronically coupled 1(TT) state. Possible explanations

for the strong emission of this multiexciton state at low temperatures are given. The results

presented in this chapter are unpublished and details about the contributions are given in

Appendix F.

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6, the SF process in thin Ąlms of neat PEN and of PEN in blends with strong

acceptors was analyzed. There, signatures of the electronically coupled triplet pair state were

detected in the TA measurements, allowing to resolve both steps of the SF process, namely

the triplet pair formation and separation. This electronically coupled triplet pair state and

the entire SF process are examples of the importance of electronic coupling in neat OSC

materials, as detailed in Chapter 1, and are therefore further investigated here. The triplet

pair state has been discussed extensively in recent years as a crucial intermediate in the SF

process and due to its multiexcitonic nature [16, 17, 115]. The existence of the electronically

coupled 1(TT) state as a real state has been concluded from its distinct signatures in TA

spectroscopy measurements [114, 269] and a modiĄed electron transfer behavior to acceptors

from PEN molecules in the 1(TT) state compared to PEN molecules in the T1 state [272].

Furthermore, there are reports about emission from 1(TT) states in OSCs [114, 171, 273].

The PL properties of PEN are, however, less studied, since PEN exhibits only a very

weak emission from the S1 state due to the competing, ultrafast SF process. Additionally,

the electronically coupled 1(TT) state in PEN is short lived at room temperature (∼ 1.3 ps,

compare Section 6.5), which prevents strong emission from this state, too. Hence, there

are only a few reports of the temperature dependent PL properties of PEN thin Ąlms and

crystals [274Ű277], but mostly from the time before the renewed interest in SF. Low-energy

emission features have been reported in this literature, which have been assigned to self-
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trapped excitons [274]. However, the PL of PEN single crystals has been reinvestigated

recently, resulting in the conclusion that these low-energy features arise from 1(TT) emission

via Herzberg-Teller intensity borrowing [171]. In this chapter, the temperature dependent

PL of PEN thin Ąlms is revisited and distinct, sharp peaks are found which can be assigned

to 1(TT) emission, without profound evidence for a Herzberg-Teller mechanism. This was

achieved by cooling with liquid helium down to temperatures of 5 K, which strongly enhances

the overall luminescence [277] and, in particular, the emission from 1(TT).

7.2 Sample description

For the temperature dependent PL measurements, several neat PEN thin Ąlms with different

thicknesses were prepared. First, 20 nm thick Ąlms were prepared to allow for a direct com-

parison with the results in Ref. [277], and because in thinner Ąlms the PL is less affected by

self-absorption [171]. Additionally, 50 nm thick Ąlms were prepared to investigate a possible

thickness dependence of the PL spectra. These neat PEN thin Ąlms were prepared at sub-

strate temperatures of ∼ 305 K. Further reference Ąlms were prepared at different substrate

temperatures and with an interrupted growth, but no signiĄcant inĆuence on the PL spectra

was observed, see Appendix C for details.

In Figure 7.1a, XRR data of a 20 nm and a 50 nm thick PEN thin Ąlm are shown. For

both Ąlms, only Bragg peaks that can be assigned to the thin Ąlm phase of PEN are observed

[94], which is consistent with the results of a 80 nm thick PEN thin Ąlm discussed in Section

6.2. Consequently, the PL properties of PEN in the thin Ąlm phase were investigated in this

work. Yet, no major differences are expected for the PL properties of PEN in a bulk phase

due to the similar absorption spectra [180], and the thin Ąlm PL spectra shown here are

also compared to published PL data from PEN single crystals [171, 274, 275]. The different

widths of the Bragg peaks in Figure 7.1a reĆect the different Ąlm thicknesses [278].

To further characterize the as described samples, absorbance measurements were con-

ducted and the normalized absorbance spectra of a 20 nm and a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm are

b)a)

Figure 7.1: a) XRR data (vertically offset for clarity) and b) normalized absorbance spectra
of neat PEN Ąlms with thicknesses of 20 nm and 50 nm.
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shown in Figure 7.1b. As expected, very similar spectra were obtained for all PEN thin

Ąlms. The absorption maximum of the energetically lower Davydov component (D+) [180]

is located at (1.864 ± 0.005) eV, which was determined from Gaussian Ąts to the spectra of

the different Ąlms. The small differences between the normalized absorbance spectra of the

20 nm and 50 nm thick Ąlm are most likely partially related to Ćuctuations in the preparation

conditions and partially related to thickness effects. For example, the faster increase of the

absorbance at low energies in the spectra of the thicker Ąlms can be explained by increased

scattering due to the larger roughness of these Ąlms [279]. Furthermore, also the difference

in the relative intensity of the two DCs is related to the different thicknesses. This is a result

of the perpendicular polarization of the two transitions, which leads to a decreased relative

intensity of D+ in the absorbance spectra of thicker Ąlms, as explained in detail in Ref. [97].

Taken together, only a minor inĆuence of the different preparation conditions or thicknesses

on the absorption properties of the thin Ąlms was found.

7.3 Temperature dependent photoluminescence spectroscopy

The PL spectra of the above described thin Ąlms were measured under continuous-wave laser

excitation with a wavelength of 532 nm (2.33 eV). The samples were kept in high vacuum

in a cryostat during the measurements and were cooled by liquid helium. The temperature

dependent PL spectra of two samples, a 20 nm thick and a 50 nm thick one, are displayed in

Figure 7.2. A very similar spectral shape and temperature behavior of the PL of these two

blends is directly apparent. Further temperature dependent PL spectra of the reference sam-

ples are shown in Figure C.2 in the Appendix, which are similar, too. The slight differences

in the relative peak intensities at a given temperature are most likely related to a slightly

different local temperature at the measurement spot in the different measurements, which is

inĆuenced by the chosen laser power and the thermal contacting of the sample. Overall, no

a) b)

Figure 7.2: Temperature dependent PL spectra of a) a 20 nm thick PEN Ąlm, and b) a
50 nm thick PEN Ąlm, both measured during warm up. The excitation wavelength was 532 nm
(2.33 eV). The sharp peaks at high energies result from Raman scattering by PEN and the
substrate.
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P1

P2

P3

Figure 7.3: Normalized temperature dependent PL spectra of a 20 nm thick PEN Ąlm, de-
posited at ∼ 305 K and measured during warm up. The excitation wavelength was 532 nm
(2.33 eV).

major inĆuence of the Ąlm thickness, preparation conditions or measurement procedure (dur-

ing warm up or cool down) on the emission properties of the PEN thin Ąlms was detected.

The high reproducibility of the results for different samples and measurements is emphasized

here, since the obtained spectra are somewhat different from earlier reports [277].

Overall, a strong increase of the PL intensity for decreasing temperatures was observed

(Figure 7.2), consistent with the literature [274, 277]. For an easier comparison of the spectra

and a better visibility of the low-intensity spectra, the normalized PL spectra of a 20 nm thick

Ąlm are shown in Figure 7.3. First, the room temperature spectrum is discussed, followed

by a discussion of the more complex spectra at lower temperatures. At room temperature,

the main PL peak (P1) is found for all samples at E(P1) = (1.83 ± 0.01) eV, thus slightly

below the absorption maximum of D+ (1.86 eV). This peak is assigned to the free singlet

exciton emission in accordance with the literature [275, 276]. Toward smaller energies, a

broad tail of this peak is visible, which is assigned to a smeared-out vibronic progression

[277]. On the high-energy side of P1, a weak shoulder is found slightly below 2 eV, which

has been attributed to emission from the upper DC before thermalization to the equilibrium

[280]. The slight increase in intensity below 1.6 eV in the spectra at 292 K and 200 K is a

measurement artifact that is only signiĄcant for small overall intensities.

With decreasing temperature, the spectral shape changes and new features appear. First,

the free singlet exciton emission P1 becomes narrower upon cooling, which is common for

organic materials and explainable by decreased dynamic disorder [106] (compare Section

2.2.4). Second, P1 is slightly blue-shifted by ∼ 13 meV when the temperature is decreased

to 5 K, which has been previously reported for PEN and other small molecules and has been

explained by electron-phonon interactions [277, 281]. Third, the relative intensity of the

vibronic progression and the high-energy shoulder decreases in accordance with the literature

[277]. Finally, starting at a temperature of 100 K in the here presented spectra, new, low-
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energy peaks (P2 and P3) arise, which dominate the spectra at 25 K and 5 K. They are as

well blue-shifting with decreasing temperatures by ∼ 15 meV and are located at E(P2) =

(1.662 ± 0.005) eV and E(P3) = (1.508 ± 0.008) eV in the spectra at 5 K. The simultaneous

appearance and rise in intensity of these two peaks suggest a common origin. This is further

supported by their concomitant blue shift and their energy separation of ∼ 150 meV, which

is close to the energy spacing of the vibronic progression in the solution absorption spectrum

of PEN [110]. In this low-energy region at low temperatures, different spectral shapes and

features have been reported in the literature, measured from PEN thin Ąlms and single

crystals [171, 274Ű277]. Hence, also different assignments exist, which will be detailed in the

following discussion.

7.4 Discussion

Low temperature PL spectra of PEN single crystals have been already published in 2001 in

Ref. [274], which will serve as a starting point for the following discussion. In this report,

three different broad bands have been identiĄed that are located at 1.82 eV (L1), 1.66 eV (L2),

and 1.49 eV (L3), respectively, thus at similar energies as P1, P2, and P3 in the spectra shown

above. Additionally, they identiĄed a low-energy peak L4 at 1.35 eV, which, however, is not

reliably measurable in the setup used for this thesis and thus not further discussed. The Ąrst

emission peak (L1), visible in all their spectra in the measured temperature range (7-200 K),

has been assigned to the free exciton emission. The second peak (L2) has only been observed

below 100 K with increasing intensity for decreasing temperature. So far, this is consistent

with P1 and P2 in the here presented spectra. However, the two low-energy bands (L3 and

L4) have been observed over the entire measured temperature range, showing a maximum

intensity at 50 K [274]. This is in stark contrast to the spectra measured during this work,

in which P2 and P3 always develop together as described above. The bands L2 to L4 have

been assigned to shallow (L2) and deep self-trapped exciton luminescence, based on their

energy positions [274]. Later, also temperature dependent PL spectra of 20 nm thick PEN

Ąlms have been reported [277], which show a similar shape and temperature behavior as the

crystal spectra in Ref. [274]. Two of these thin Ąlm PL spectra are reprinted in Figure 7.4a

(green and purple), illustrating the differences to the PL data measured during this work,

which are reprinted in Figure 7.4b for comparison.

A possible explanation for the observed differences in the PL spectra can be found in an

article published in 2005, where the temperature dependent emission of PEN single crystals

with different degrees of purity has been reported [275]. The peaks at the energy positions

of L1 and L2 have been reproduced and similarly assigned as in Ref. [274]. However, by

comparing the PL spectra of crystals grown from further puriĄed material to the spectra of

crystals grown from the as-received material, the emission bands in the energy range of L3 and

L4 have been assigned to extrinsic emission from impurities, possibly from hydropentacene

[275, 282]. Only a weak emission band at 1.49 eV, thus at a similar energy as P3/L3, still
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b)

a)

Figure 7.4: Comparison of PEN PL data with literature data. a) Literature PL spectra of
a 20 nm thick PEN Ąlm (purple 4 K and green 100 K) [277], and of a PEN crystal, measured
time-resolved at 77 K (blue and brown) [171]. In black, a simulated Franck-Condon progression
is shown. Ref. 52 in the legend of a) corresponds to Ref. [277] in this work. Adapted with
permission from Ref. [171] and Ref. [277], AIP Publishing. b) Selected temperature dependent
PL spectra of a 20 nm thick PEN Ąlm measured during this work.

remained in the spectra of the puriĄed crystal. The PEN thin Ąlm PL spectra measured

during this work resemble the ones of the puriĄed crystal, indicating the high purity of these

Ąlms, probably achieved by the usage of triple sublimed PEN (99.995 %) as starting material.

In Ref. [277], the purity of the used PEN is given as 99.9 %, since a higher purity has probably

not been available at that time, increasing the likelihood of extrinsic emission in these Ąlms.

Finally, in a report from 2021, the emission properties of PEN have been revisited in the

context of the SF process [171]. Time-resolved PL spectra of PEN single crystals, measured

at 77 K, have been presented and compared to the thin Ąlm spectra shown in Ref. [277]. This

comparison is reprinted in Figure 7.4a. To allow for a direct comparison, the PL spectra

measured at similar temperatures during this work are reprinted in Figure 7.4b. In Ref.

[171], it has been argued that the peak at the energy of P2 is unlikely to result from self-

trapped excitons, since these should be unstable in PEN. This is consistent with the PL
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spectra of PEN monolayers, which have been shown in Ref. [276] to also feature an emission

peak at about 1.65 eV (compare with E(P2) = 1.66 eV), while it is argued therein that self-

trapped excitons may not occur in monolayers [276]. Eventually, also in a recent, detailed

investigation of the excitons in PEN single crystals, the existence of self-trapped excitons at

E(P2) has been questioned [283]. Instead, it has been suggested in Refs. [114, 171] that the

low-energy emission features can be assigned to emission from the 1(TT) state, similar to

other SF materials. Following this argumentation and due to their energy positions, P2 and

P3 in the PL spectra measured for this thesis are assigned to vibronic bands of the 1(TT)

emission.

The mechanism allowing this formally optically dark triplet pair state to exhibit PL re-

quires some further discussion. In Ref. [171], emission via Herzberg-Teller intensity borrowing

has been suggested. However, this conclusion has been based on the thin Ąlm PL spectra of

Ref. [277], which are probably inĆuenced by extrinsic emission as detailed above [275]. This

extrinsic emission leads to an seemingly suppressed 0-0 transition (at E(P2)) of the 1(TT)

state by artiĄcially increasing the intensity of the peaks assigned to the 0-1 (L3) and 0-2 (L4)

transitions (Figure 7.4a). Though, such a suppression of the 0-0 transition was not found

in the thin Ąlm spectra measured for this thesis (Figure 7.4b) or the spectra of the puriĄed

crystal in Ref. [275]. Further, also the PL spectrum of the crystal at 77 K directly after pho-

toexcitation from Ref. [171] (brown curve, labeled as 0 ns in Figure 7.4a) exhibits a relatively

strong peak at E(P2), while the spectral shape at lower energies has not been resolvable

[171]. By comparing this spectrum to the spectrum at 50 K of the thin Ąlm prepared during

this work (Figure 7.4b), a similar shape is noticed. This allows the conclusion that there is

no suppression of the 0-0 transition in the measurements of Ref. [171], either. Indeed, the

PL spectra measured at 5 K in this work nearly perfectly reproduce the Franck-Condon Ąt

shown in Figure 7.4a.

With these new insights at hand, the emission process of the electronically coupled triplet

pair state in PEN should be revisited. In the following, two possible explanations for the

strong P2 emission are described. P2 is approximately located at the energy at which the 0-0

transition of the 1(TT) state is expected [114]. Thus, the Ąrst possibility is that P2 actually

corresponds to the 0-0 transition of the 1(TT) state. This possibility can be rationalized by

theoretical calculations to the nature of the 1(TT) state [118]. These calculations lead to

the conclusion that the adiabatic 1(TT) state possesses a small contribution from a bright

(diabatic) state and thus a small oscillator strength [118]. This results in a not completely

dark 1(TT) state that can show weak emission, also of the 0-0 transition, which would be

consistent with the PL spectra presented in this thesis.

As the second possibility, the P2 emission could actually be the 0-1 transition of the 1(TT)

state which emits via a Herzberg-Teller mechanism. However, the involved vibrational mode

should then have a very low energy, since otherwise the 0-0 transition of the 1(TT) state

would lie higher in energy than 2 × E(T1), resulting in an unbound state. One important

mode with ∼ 33 meV has been identiĄed for PEN in Refs. [118, 284, 285], which could fulĄll
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this requirement. Since the exact energy of the 1(TT) state is challenging to determine due to

its multiexcitonic nature and the unknown binding energy between the two triplet excitons,

such a small energy shift is difficult to exclude. In this case, the visible vibronic progression

of the 1(TT) emission would result from different vibrations than the one which mediates the

Herzberg-Teller intensity borrowing. Further investigations and calculations are required to

clarify the exact emission mechanism from the electronically coupled 1(TT) state, which is

beyond the scope of this thesis.

Independent of the exact mechanism, the fact that the 1(TT) emission is only observable

at low temperatures can be explained by the fast loss of the electronic coupling of the 1(TT)

state at room temperature (τ ≈ 1.3 ps, compare Section 6.5). This electronic dephasing of

the 1(TT) state results from coupling to the phonon bath and spatial separation of the two

triplets via triplet hopping [16, 17]. Thus, the 1(TT) state should have an increased lifetime

at lower temperatures due to a decreased number of phonons and a decreased triplet hopping

rate. For PEN, it is assumed that the dissociation rate is determined by the binding energy

of the triplet pair state, which needs to be thermally overcome [17, 114]. From the PL spectra

presented above, this binding energy is estimated as

Eb ≤ 2 × E(T1) − E(P2) = 1.72 eV − 1.66 eV = 60 meV, (7.1)

depending on the exact emission mechanism and consistent with reported values of Eb ≈
30 meV for several SF materials [114]. Since these values are in the range of kBT ≈ 25 meV at

room temperature, a drastically increased lifetime of the coupled 1(TT) state can be expected

at low temperatures. In a more detailed treatment, additionally the temperature dependent

change in the entropy resulting from the splitting of the 1(TT) state should be considered

[16]. Especially at very low temperatures, also disorder plays a signiĄcant role in the 1(TT)

separation [17], and further non-radiative relaxation pathways of the triplet pair state might

become important. Nevertheless, overall the probability for a radiative decay of the 1(TT)

state increases with decreasing temperature due to the increasing lifetime of the 1(TT) state

[114].

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the temperature dependent PL of high purity, polycrystalline PEN thin Ąlms

was investigated. At all temperatures, the emission of the free singlet exciton was detected,

with increasing intensity at lower temperatures. Below 100 K, a new peak appeared around

1.66 eV, with a vibronic replica at 1.51 eV, which dominate the spectra below 50 K and are

assigned to 1(TT) emission. Importantly, the peak at 1.66 eV, assigned previously to the 0-0

transition, is not suppressed. This is in stark contrast to temperature dependent PL spectra

of PEN thin Ąlms that have been reported in the literature [277]. These reported spectra

have probably been inĆuenced by extrinsic emission features from impurities in the thin Ąlms

[275]. Thus, the emission process of the 1(TT) state in PEN should be revisited, since the
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conclusion of a Herzberg-Teller intensity borrowing mechanism has been mainly based on

these reported spectra for PEN [114, 171]. The exact emission mechanism of the 1(TT)

state cannot be identiĄed here without further theoretical considerations and complementary

experimental methods, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, further insights

into the emission process of PEN are obtained, which can help to improve the understanding

of the electronically coupled triplet pair state and the SF process.
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8. Strong light-matter coupling in

pentacene on plasmonic arrays

This chapter analyzes the light-matter interactions in polycrystalline PEN thin Ąlms on open,

thus easily accessible, plasmonic arrays of silver nanoparticles that support strong SLRs. In

these samples, strong light-matter coupling is realized, leading to the formation of polaritons.

This strong light-matter coupling represents another way to tune the properties of OSCs and

can serve as a measure to inĆuence the SF process. This chapter is based on Ref. [286],

and the investigations were conducted in collaboration with the research group of Prof. Dr.

Monika Fleischer. Details about the contributions can be found in Appendix F.

8.1 Introduction

In the previous three chapters, different types of electronic coupling and their inĆuence on the

electronic, optical and photophysical properties of OSCs were discussed. Blending different

OSC materials was shown to be a viable way to signiĄcantly tune these properties. Alterna-

tively, the effect of strong light-matter coupling can be exploited to inĆuence the properties

and photophysics of OSCs, as introduced in Chapter 1. Strong light-matter coupling in OSCs

leads to the formation of polaritons, thus quasi-particles that contain photonic and excitonic

contributions (cf. Section 2.4) [45]. As a consequence, the energy landscapes of the excited

states of the OSC are modiĄed, which can result in altered chemical reactivity and photo-

physics [25]. This type of coupling is investigated in this chapter at the model system of

polycrystalline PEN thin Ąlms on arrays of silver nanoparticles that support strong SLRs (cf.

Section 2.4.2). Open plasmonic arrays offer the advantages of a freely accessible surface and

an easy in- and out-coupling of light, in contrast to closed microcavities that are composed

of two mirrors (cf. Chapter 1). PEN was chosen as organic material for this investigation

because its structural, optical and photophysical properties were already analyzed in detail

in this work and because it exhibits ultrafast and exothermic SF. Recent theoretical reports

[57, 60] have predicted that the SF process can be signiĄcantly inĆuenced by strong light-

matter coupling. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 8.1 for the case of PEN. Without

a cavity, thus without strong light-matter coupling, the Ąrst step of the SF process occurs

from the S1 state to a vibrationally excited 1(TT) state (cf. Section 2.2.5) [118, 119]. Yet, in
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Figure 8.1: Schematic illustration of the energy levels of the SF process in PEN without
and with coupling to a cavity photon. Without strong light-matter coupling, the (adiabatic)
singlet state (S1, lower DC) and the electronically coupled triplet pair state, 1(TT), are shown
as relevant states. Strong light-matter coupling leads to the formation of a lower polariton (LP)
and an upper polariton (UP). kTT and kTT,cav denote the triplet pair formation rate without
and with strong light-matter coupling, respectively. Inspired by Ref. [57].

the presence of strong light-matter coupling, polaritons are formed with energies above and

below the S1 state. Consequently, the lower polariton can serve as the new initial state of the

SF process, which results in a modiĄed energy balance (∆ESF, cf. Section 2.2.5). Depending

on the coupling strength, the lower polariton might energetically be either in resonance with

the 1(TT) state dressed by another vibration, in resonance with the vibrationally relaxed
1(TT) state or even below the 1(TT) state. This should affect the triplet pair formation rate,

which could experimentally be veriĄed using the system presented in this chapter.

8.2 Sample description

In this work, different types of plasmonic arrays were produced to determine the inĆuence

of the particle size and shape and the particle arrangement on the appearance of SLRs and

the shape of the extinction spectra. Subsequently, these parameters were experimentally

optimized to achieve strong and sharp SLRs around the energy of the two DCs of the PEN

thin Ąlm. Additionally, reference samples were produced for comparison reasons.

a) b)

ay

s

ax

w

x

y

Figure 8.2: SEM images of exemplary ordered silver nanoparticle arrays on glass. a) Rect-
angular array of rods with length s = 200 nm and width w = 85 nm and lattice constants
ax = 415 nm and ay = 190 nm. b) Square array of discs with diameter d = 85 nm and lattice
constant a = 415 nm. See main text for standard deviations. The entire surface is covered by a
10 nm thick Al2O3 layer. The bright lines between the particles are measurement artifacts that
result from charging of the sample. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].
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Two different types of ordered arrays were produced in this work, namely rectangular

arrays of rods and square arrays of discs, see Figure 8.2 for exemplary SEM images of such

arrays. These two different array geometries were chosen because they both exhibit speciĄc

advantages that are discussed below. Overall, the goal was to obtain strong and sharp SLRs

at the energy of the DCs of PEN thin Ąlms, thus around 1.9 eV (650 nm) (cf. Section 3.2.1).

This was realized by tuning a diffraction edge of the array, which mainly deĄnes the position

of the SLR (cf. Section 2.4.2), to an energy slightly below 2 eV (above 620 nm). Additionally,

the LSPR of the single particles was tuned to be located at higher energies to allow for a

high quality SLR [152]. A Ąrst order diffraction edge was utilized in both array geometries.

Consequently, following from Equation 2.17 with the effective refractive index neff = 1.53

between the refractive indices of the Menzel coverslip and the covering organic layer, a lattice

constant of ∼ 415 nm was chosen. The effective refractive index was hereby experimentally

determined from the position of the diffraction edges of several plasmonic arrays with varying

lattice constants. The LSPR of the particles was tuned to be around 2.2-2.6 eV, resulting in

a suitable detuning between the diffraction edge and the LSPR.

The advantage of square arrays of discs is that the excitation polarization does not signif-

icantly affect the position and width of the SLR due to the high symmetry of the lattice and

the particles [161]. As a result, similar spectra are obtained under polarized and unpolarized

excitation, which might be of interest for future investigations and applications. Yet, for a

surrounding medium with the refractive index of PEN (n ≈ 1.6), the diameter of the discs

must be relatively small (d ≈ 90 nm) to obtain a LSPRs at sufficiently high energies, which

is required for high quality (large Q) SLRs. This small particle size and the overall small

fraction of the surface that is covered by silver (cf. Figure 8.2b) lead, however, to a decreased

LSPR and SLR strength. This issue can be solved by choosing rod-shaped silver particles

in rectangular lattices (Figure 8.2a), which bear the advantage that stronger and still sharp

SLRs can be realized as demonstrated below. The rods can be excited along their short axis

(w ≈ 90 nm) by light polarized in y-direction (Figure 8.2), giving rise to high-energy LSPRs.

The dominant coupling between the particles is along the perpendicular x-axis (cf. Section

2.4.2), implying that the diffraction edge can be tuned by the lattice constant ax, which is

therefore chosen as ax ≈ 415 nm. The larger length s ≈ 210 nm of the rods and the smaller

lattice constant ay ≈ 190 nm result in a larger proportion of the substrate being covered by

silver and, therefore, stronger signals. The standard deviation of the diameter d of the discs

and of the width w and length s of the rods within an array was determined from SEM

images of several samples of all sample types to be below 7 %, 10 %, and 3 %, respectively.

The standard deviation of the distance between individual nanoparticles within an array was

determined to be below 3 %. In the following and in the Ągure captions, only the average

values for the different arrays are given for better readability.

Additionally to the ordered arrays, samples with randomly distributed discs and rods were

produced for comparison, see Figure 8.3. Due to the absence of a regular lattice, no SLRs are

expected to be found for these samples, which allows to contrast the impact of the ordered
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a) b)

Figure 8.3: SEM images of exemplary samples with randomly distributed silver nanoparticles
on glass, a) discs (d = 110 nm) and b) rods (w = 85 nm, s = 225 nm). The entire surface is
covered by a 10 nm thick Al2O3 layer. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].

arrangement. The rods are all oriented along one direction, to allow an excitation of a speciĄc

axis by polarized light.

Finally, also samples with much larger discs (d ≈ 180 nm) were produced. This large

diameter was chosen to obtain low-energy LSPRs that are far out of resonance of the PEN

transitions. Hence, no coupling effects are expected to appear in these samples, allowing the

comparison of the undisturbed spectra of the PEN thin Ąlm on and beside the array. From

this comparison, information about the orientation of the PEN molecules on and beside the

arrays can be obtained, vide infra.

8.3 Extinction measurements of the uncoupled systems

By comparing the extinction spectra of the uncoupled systems, namely the PEN thin Ąlm

on glass and the plasmonic array covered by a PS reference Ąlm (cf. Section 3.4), with the

extinction spectra of the coupled system, consisting of a PEN thin Ąlm on a plasmonic array,

the change in the spectra and the formation of polaritons can be detected. Therefore, the

extinction spectra of the uncoupled systems are analyzed Ąrst in this section. The general

setup for the extinction measurements was described in Section 4.3. Here, only the measure-

ment geometry and the illumination conditions are brieĆy discussed, as they are of major

importance for the extinction spectra of the plasmonic arrays. In Figure 8.4, the general

sample structure of a rod array and the important orientations and angles are shown. All

spectra presented in this thesis were taken with light polarized along the y-direction, resulting

in a dominant dipole coupling along the x-direction and an electric Ąeld of the SLR along

the y-direction (cf. Section 2.4.2). Always the zero-order transmittance was recorded [164].

The illumination angle θ is deĄned as the angle between the surface normal (z-direction)

and the wave vector of the incoming light in the x-z-plane, resulting in a non-vanishing kx

component for θ ̸= 0 (kz ̸= 0, ky = 0 for all measurements). Thus, a TE illumination [63]

was realized which implies that the wavelength (or energy) position of the diffraction edges

can be calculated by Equation 2.17 (cf. Section 2.4.2).
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Figure 8.4: Schematic illustration of the sample structure of a rod array covered by PEN,
together with the illumination conditions in the extinction measurements. The blue arrows
indicate the TDMs of the two DCs of PEN for an exemplary crystallite. The reference mea-
surements of the arrays covered by PS and the samples with randomly distributed nanoparticles
were performed under the same conditions. See main text for details. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].

In Figure 8.5, the extinction spectrum (θ = 0) of a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm on an Al2O3

layer on glass is shown, referenced to the bare substrate. The energetically lower (D+)

and the energetically upper Davydov component (D−) are indicated, which exhibit different

oscillator strengths and are polarized perpendicular to each other [180, 287]. The oscillator

strength of a transition is connected to the magnitude of the TDM and the polarization of a

transition is reĆected by the direction of the TDM. These two properties are directly related

to the coupling strength (cf. Equation 2.21) between an excitonic transition and a cavity

Ąeld. As expected, the extinction spectrum in Figure 8.5 closely resembles the UV-vis-NIR

absorbance spectra of PEN thin Ąlms on glass discussed in Chapter 7. Similar spectra were

obtained under polarized and unpolarized excitation. This is a result of the polycrystallinity

of the PEN thin Ąlms and the relatively large probing spot size (5 × 5 µm2), which leads

D

D

Figure 8.5: Extinction spectrum of a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm on an Al2O3 layer on glass, with
the two DCs D+ and D− indicated. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].
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a) b)

Figure 8.6: Extinction spectra of samples with randomly distributed a) discs with d = 110 nm
and b) rods with w = 85 nm and s = 220 nm, covered by a PS layer. The spectra taken under
θ = 6◦ are vertically offset for clarity. The dashed black line shows the extinction spectrum of
a PEN thin Ąlm. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].

to an averaged measured signal from many crystallites with random in-plane orientations.

No signiĄcant changes in the extinction spectra were observed for illumination under small

angles (θ ≤ 6◦).

Next, the extinction spectra of the plasmonic arrays covered by a PS reference layer are

discussed. These spectra are referenced to the extinction of the PS layer beside the arrays.

First, in Figure 8.6, extinction spectra of exemplary samples with randomly oriented discs

and rods are shown. They show only broad extinction features, which can be attributed

to the LSPR of the single nanoparticles. As expected, due to the lack of long-range order,

there are no sharp features that would indicate SLRs. Consequently, the spectra taken under

normal illumination and under small θ closely resemble each other. The extinction spectra of

the sample with randomly distributed discs with diameter d = 110 nm (Figure 8.6a) exhibit

an extinction maximum at ∼ 1.75 eV, thus at smaller energies than the two DCs of PEN.

This illustrates that smaller discs are required to achieve a LSPR at suitable energies above

the energy of the DCs. Alternatively, nanorods can be used to meet this requirement. For

example, the spectra of the sample with randomly distributed rods with w = 85 nm and

s = 220 nm (Figure 8.6b) show an extinction maximum at ∼ 2.5 eV, thus in the desired

energy range.

In Figure 8.7, extinction spectra of exemplary square nanodisc and rectangular nanorod

arrays, covered by a PS layer, are presented. Similar extinction spectra of further arrays with

slightly different dimensions are shown in Figures D.1 and D.2 in the Appendix, illustrating

the reproducibility of the results. These ordered arrays of nanoparticles exhibit drastically

different spectra compared to the randomly distributed nanoparticles discussed above. The

spectra taken under normal incident illumination (θ = 0) exhibit one sharp extinction feature

at the energy of the DCs of PEN and a broader feature at higher energies. The sharp feature

represents a SLR of the array that appears, as expected, at slightly smaller energies than

the (±1,0) diffraction edge, which is also indicated in Figure 8.7 [156, 164]. The broader
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a) b)

Figure 8.7: Extinction spectra of plasmonic arrays covered by a PS reference layer. a) Square
array of discs with d = 85 nm and ax = ay = 415 nm. b) Rectangular array of rods with
w = 85 nm, s = 200 nm, ax = 415 nm, and ay = 190 nm. The spectra taken under θ = 3◦ and
θ = 6◦ are vertically offset for clarity. The dashed blue lines indicate the (-1,0) and (+1,0)
diffraction edges and the black dashed line is the extinction spectrum of a 50 nm thick PEN
Ąlm. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].

feature has mainly plasmonic character from the LSPR of the single particles and is therefore

referred to as LSPR in the following (cf. Section 2.4.2). By comparing the extinction spectra

of the arrays of discs (Figure 8.7a) and rods (Figure 8.7b), the greater strength of the SLR

and LSPR of the arrays of rods becomes apparent. Therefore, the focus is placed on these

nanorod arrays in the following. Due to the slightly different chosen rod dimensions in the

different arrays (cf. Appendix D), the SLRs exhibit different strengths (maximum extinction

between 0.6 and 0.8), quality factors (25 < Q < 40), and resonance energies (1.85 eV-1.89 eV),

which were determined by Lorentzian Ąts.

The spectra taken under θ = 3◦ and θ = 6◦ that are also included in Figure 8.7 nicely

demonstrate the different behavior of the LSPR and SLR for oblique illumination. While

the energy position of the LSPR is insensitive to such small rotations, consistent with the

results of the samples with randomly arranged nanoparticles, the SLR splits into two SLRs,

which follow the (-1,0) and (+1,0) diffraction edges. The SLR at lower energies, correlated to

the (-1,0) diffraction edge, exhibits a smaller width compared to the SLR at higher energies,

illustrating the importance of the energy detuning between the LSPR and the diffraction edge

for the quality factor of the SLR. The dip around 2.5 eV in the LSPR of the spectra of the

rod arrays taken under θ = 6◦ is most likely related to coupling to a higher order diffraction

edge under this angle. Since the DCs of PEN are at much lower energies, this effect is not

discussed further. In contrast, the ability to shift the SLRs out of resonance with respect to

the DCs of PEN by rotating the sample is a useful feature for the investigation of the coupled

systems.

The last system that is discussed in this section consists of a PEN thin Ąlm on a plasmonic

array composed of large discs (d = 180 nm). The extinction spectrum of this sample, refer-

enced to the bare substrate, is presented in Figure 8.8, together with the extinction spectrum
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Figure 8.8: Extinction spectra of a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm on an Al2O3 layer on glass, beside
(black) and on (red) a plasmonic array consisting of large discs (d = 180 nm). The strong,
broad peak around 1.48 eV is assigned to the LSPR of the discs. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].

of the PEN thin Ąlm beside the array. Due to the large diameter, the LSPR of these discs is

located at low energies (∼ 1.48 eV). Therefore, no signiĄcant inĆuence of the LSPR on the

extinction spectrum of the PEN thin Ąlm is observed. Indeed, above 1.8 eV, the two spectra

exhibit a very similar shape. The overall vertical offset of the red spectrum is due to light

being blocked by the large silver structures. From the similar shape and intensity of the PEN

absorption features on the array and beside the array, a similar molecular orientation can

be concluded for both cases, with nearly upright-standing molecules on weakly interacting

substrates, as introduced in Section 3.2.1. If the molecular orientation on the array would

be signiĄcantly different, a reduced extinction would be obtained, as the TDMs of the DCs

would not be almost perpendicular to the illumination direction anymore. This observation

allows to assume a nearly upright-standing molecular orientation for the coupled systems,

too, which are discussed in the next section.

8.4 Extinction measurements of the coupled systems

After this characterization of the uncoupled systems, the coupled systems of PEN thin Ąlms

on plasmonic arrays are analyzed next. To realize these systems, Ąrst the PS reference layer

was removed from the plasmonic arrays using toluene. Then, a 50 nm thick PEN layer was

deposited on top of the plasmonic structures via OMBD and the extinction under several

angles was measured. The extinction spectra of these coupled samples are referenced to the

extinction of the PEN layer beside the arrays. In Figure 8.9 and in Figure D.3 in the Ap-

pendix, extinction spectra of different, rectangular arrays of rods, covered by PEN, are shown.

As mentioned above, the focus is placed on these nanorod arrays due to their greater SLR

strength and quality factor, especially under non-normal illumination. Extinction spectra of

square arrays of discs and of plasmonic samples with randomly distributed nanoparticles, all

covered with PEN, are shown and discussed in Appendix D.
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Figure 8.9: Extinction spectra of a rectangular, plasmonic array of rods, covered by a 50 nm
thick PEN Ąlm (red) or a PS layer (blue) for reference. The lattice constants are ax = 415 nm
and ay = 190 nm and the rod dimensions are w = 85 nm and s = 200 nm. The spectra taken
under θ = 6◦ are vertically offset for clarity. The black dashed line is the extinction spectrum
of the 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm on Al2O3 on glass beside the array for peak position comparison.
ModiĄed from Ref. [286].

First, the extinction spectra under normal illumination (θ = 0◦) of the nanorod arrays

covered by PEN are analyzed and compared to the reference spectra of the uncoupled systems.

Clearly, the extinction spectra of the coupled systems cannot be described as a superposition

of the individual reference spectra. Instead, three new peaks, labeled by A, B, and C in

Figure 8.9, appear around the energy region of the DCs of PEN. These peaks are assigned

to three polariton bands that result from the coupling of the SLR of the array and the two

DCs of PEN, in accordance to the assignment in similar systems [63, 163, 288]. From the

splitting between A and B (B and C), the coupling strength between the SLR and D+ (D−)

can be approximated [288]. This is an approximation because there is always a small energy

detuning between at least one of the DCs and the SLR. Additionally, the other DC and the

Ąrst vibronic transition will also slightly inĆuence the peak positions [47]. Nevertheless, the

larger splitting between A and B compared to B and C indicates a larger coupling strength

between the SLR and D+ than between the SLR and D−, which is nicely consistent (cf.

Equation 2.21) with the larger TDM of D+ (µ = 5.76 D) compared to D− (µ = 3.53 D) [289].

The similar extinction spectra of further rod arrays covered by PEN, presented in Figure D.3

in the Appendix, underline the reproducibility of these results.

Next, the extinction spectra under an illumination angle of θ = 6◦ of the nanorod arrays

covered by PEN are considered. In these spectra, only two clear peaks are observable, which

are located at very similar energies as the SLR peaks of the arrays covered by PS. This

implies that, due to this illumination angle, the SLRs of the arrays are already far enough

out of resonance with the PEN transitions to suppress a signiĄcant inĆuence of the coupling

on the SLR energies. The slight shift of the energetically upper SLR, confer also Figure D.3,

is most likely related to inĆuences of the Ąrst vibronic transition. This ability to shift the SLR

out of resonance with the DCs, especially D+, is useful for the investigation of the inĆuence

of the polariton formation on the photophysics of these systems, as it allows to minimize the
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8. Strong light-matter coupling in pentacene on plasmonic arrays

effect by rotating the sample. Therefore, reference measurements can be conducted at the

exact same sample position. Thus, the same PEN Ąlm thickness and array properties are

guaranteed in the reference measurements. This could be used to determine the inĆuence

of the polariton formation on the SF rate via TA measurements under various illumination

angles. Finally, the extinction spectra under θ = 6◦ conĄrm the similarity of the refractive

indices of PS and PEN and the reliability of the background correction, as no PEN features

appear.

8.5 Discussion

In Section 2.4.3, the connection between the collective coupling strength ℏg and the Rabi

splitting ℏΩ at zero detuning between the energy of the SLR and the energy of the exciton

was introduced (Equation 2.20). Since there is a minimal energy detuning between the two

DCs and the SLR for the spectra under normal illumination, the energy splitting between A

and B (B and C) corresponds approximately to the Rabi splitting, allowing to approximate

the coupling strength between the SLR and D+ (D−). For the energy splitting between A

and B a value of 120 meV was extracted from the four different nanorod arrays covered by

PEN (Figures 8.9 and D.3), while for the energy spitting between B and C values of 80 meV

to 90 meV were found. Hence, the collective coupling strengths follow as ℏg(D+) ≈ 60 meV

and ℏg(D−) ≈ 40 meV, respectively. The ratio of ∼ 1.5 between these coupling strengths

meets the expectations based on the ratio of ∼ 1.6 [289] between the TDMs of D+ and D−

(cf. Section 8.4).

For the relative categorization of these coupling strengths, the linewidths of the uncoupled

oscillators are required. Hence, the linewidths (full width at half maximum) of D+ and D−

of the PEN thin Ąlm on glass (cf. Figure 8.5) were determined by Gaussian Ąts as γ(D+) =

120 meV and γ(D−) = 90 meV, respectively. The linewidths of the SLRs of the different

nanorod arrays covered by PS were obtained by Lorentzian Ąts as 55 meV ≤ γ(SLR) ≤
75 meV. These linewidths enter the criterion for strong coupling (cf. Section 2.4.3), which is

given as [165]

ℏΩ >
γ(D±) + γ(SLR)

2
. (8.1)

From Equation 8.1 follows that the light-matter coupling between the SLR and D+ can be

categorized as strong coupling, while the coupling between the SLR and D− is in the regime

between strong and weak coupling.

It should be noted that the above-obtained values for the collective coupling strengths

(ℏg(D+) ≈ 60 meV and ℏg(D−) ≈ 40 meV) are average values of the coupling strength in the

here investigated systems. The coupling strength depends on the relative orientation of the

TDM with respect to the cavity Ąeld, as introduced in Section 2.4.3. Here, polycrystalline

PEN thin Ąlms were investigated, which implies that there is no perfect alignment between
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Figure 8.10: Graphical illustration of two PEN crystallites with different orientation on a
plasmonic rod array. The gray arrows depict the TDMs of D+ and D−, the red lines the SLR
E-Ąeld and the size of the yellow hallows the coupling strength. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].

the TDM and the SLR Ąeld. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 8.4 by the blue arrows

for an exemplary crystallite and graphically depicted in Figure 8.10. As mentioned in Section

8.3, the two DCs of PEN are polarized perpendicular to each other, such that at most the

TDM of one DC can be aligned with the SLR Ąeld. In the extinction measurements, the

signal is always averaged over many different crystallites with different orientations due to

the relatively large probing spot size (5 × 5 µm2).

Under the assumption of a nearly upright-standing molecular orientation, as suggested by

the results presented in Section 8.3, the measured, average coupling strengths between D+ or

D− and the SLR correspond to ∼ 64 % of the maximal coupling strength at perfect alignment.

This value is obtained by integrating Equation 2.21 over all possible in-plane orientations of

the TDMs. Thus, the maximal coupling strength at perfect, parallel alignment of the TDM of

one DC and the SLR E-Ąeld would be ∼ 1.56 times larger than the averaged, measured value.

This indicates that strong coupling could be realized for both DCs of PEN. If one would

assume a completely random orientation of the molecules around the silver structures due to

the uneven substrates, the integration should be performed over all in-plane and out-of-plane

orientations, leading to the result that the maximal coupling strength at perfect alignment

could be even ∼ 2.44 times larger than the measured one.

Finally, also the theoretically achievable coupling strength for the here investigated systems

can be approximated by Equation 2.21, but with N denoting now the number of coupled unit

cells instead of molecules. This modiĄcation is required as the Davydov transitions are related

to both molecules in the unit cell. By assuming the entire mode volume to be Ąlled with PEN

molecules, the N
V term under the square root can be replaced by the unit cell density of the

PEN (thin Ąlm) crystal structure, which is taken from the literature as ρuc = 1.43×1027 m−3

[94]. Furthermore, ESLR = 1.86 eV is chosen, implying zero detuning between the energy of

the SLR and the energy of D+. Together with the TDM of D+ (µ = 5.76 D) [289], the maximal

theoretical coupling strength between the SLR and D+ is obtained as ℏg(D+) ≈ 590 meV.

As expected, this value is much larger than the experimentally determined coupling strength
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8. Strong light-matter coupling in pentacene on plasmonic arrays

due to the assumptions made. Namely, a perfect alignment of the SLR E-Ąeld and the TDM

was assumed, as well as the entire mode volume to be Ąlled by PEN. In the measurement,

different orientations are averaged due to the polycrystallinity of the thin Ąlm, as discussed

above. Additionally, not the entire mode volume can be Ąlled by PEN as it extends into

the glass substrate and the protective Al2O3 layer, which reduces the number of coupled

molecules and, therefore, the experimentally obtained collective coupling strength. Thus, the

coupling strength can most likely be further increased by optimizing the sample geometry,

which underlines the promising coupling capability of the PEN Davydov transitions.

8.6 Conclusion

In summary, in this chapter strong light-matter coupling was realized in polycrystalline PEN

thin Ąlms on arrays of silver nanoparticles that support SLRs. The coupling between the

SLR and D+ was shown to be strong while the coupling between the SLR and D− is in

the regime between strong and weak coupling. The strong coupling results in the formation

of a polariton band around 1.80 eV, thus ∼ 60 meV below the energy of the lower Davydov

transition of PEN without strong light-matter coupling. This lower polariton can serve as

the new initial state of the SF process [57]. The energy of the 1(TT) state, as intermediate

in the SF process, is most likely in the range of 1.66 eV to 1.72 eV, confer Chapter 7. As the

coupling of the 1(TT) state to the SLR should be negligible due to its small TDM [57, 60],

the magnitude of ∆ESF is expected to be signiĄcantly reduced, but the SF process remains

exothermic. Thus, SF should still be possible in the coupled system, but a modiĄcation of

the 1(TT) formation rate is expectable, since now probably another vibrational mode needs

to be involved in the process (cf. Figure 8.1). The 1(TT) formation rate could be measured

by TA spectroscopy on similar samples but with larger array sizes, which is beyond the scope

of this thesis. Overall, strong light-matter coupling was demonstrated in polycrystalline PEN

thin Ąlms on open nanoparticle arrays, which can serve as alternative measure to tune the

optical and photophysical properties of OSCs without chemical modiĄcations.
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9. CdSe quantum dots coupled with

aryleneethynylenes

This last results chapter discusses the investigations of the mixed organic-inorganic semi-

conductor samples consisting of AE derivatives and CdSe QDs. The focus is placed on the

short-range organization and the chemical binding in these systems, since these important

characteristics have been barely studied in coupled organic-inorganic nanostructures. Fur-

thermore, the optical and photophysical properties of the hybrid materials are analyzed, as

these can give insights into possible electronic coupling between the different components.

The presented investigations have been published in Ref. [290] and were conducted in col-

laboration with the groups of Prof. Dr. Marcus Scheele and Prof. Dr. Petra Tegeder, see

Appendix F for details about the contributions.

9.1 Introduction

In the previous result chapters, purely organic donor:acceptor systems and OSC thin Ąlms on

plasmonic arrays, exhibiting strong light-matter coupling, were discussed. As introduced in

Chapter 1, the combination of organic and inorganic semiconductors into one hybrid material

promises new, functional materials with properties that exceed the sum of the properties of

the pure components [24, 64, 65]. Therefore, such hybrid materials are the subject of this

chapter. There has been signiĄcant research progress in the last few years and promising

hybrid materials for various applications have been identiĄed [24, 77Ű79]. However, there

is still a lack of detailed understanding of the concrete organic-inorganic interface and its

electronic and chemical structure. Yet, this interface is of fundamental importance for such

hybrid systems [24], as explained in Chapter 1. Hence, it was studied during this work on the

exemplary systems of AE derivatives coupled with CdSe QDs by using PMIRRAS and FTIR

spectroscopy, as well as GIXD. Subsequently, the inĆuence of the found chemical binding on

the optical properties and the photophysics of the systems was investigated by means of UV-

vis-NIR absorbance, PL, and TA spectroscopy. Additionally, atomic force microscopy (AFM)

images and surface proĄles, which were taken to characterize the morphology and thickness

of the samples, respectively, are presented in Appendix E.1.
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9. CdSe quantum dots coupled with aryleneethynylenes

9.2 Vibrational spectroscopy

After the preparation of the hybrid organic-inorganic thin Ąlms from the solution phase with

consecutive washing steps (cf. Section 3.3.3), the presence of both components in the Ąnal Ąlm

was Ąrst veriĄed by FTIR spectroscopy. The presence of both components in the hybrid Ąlms

is also evident from the UV-vis absorbance spectra shown in Section 9.4. Infrared spectra

offer the advantage that also functional groups of the native organic ligands can be detected,

which additionally allows to monitor their presence in the produced samples. FTIR spectra

covering the Ąngerprint region of the AEs (1100-1800 cm−1) and the region of the charac-

teristic C H stretching vibrations above 2800 cm−1, mainly found in the native ligands, are

shown in Figure 9.1. In all spectra, narrow peaks between 1300 cm−1 and 2000 cm−1 are

visible that originate from water vapor in the measurement atmosphere. These peaks cannot

be perfectly subtracted with the reference measurement on a clean silicon substrate, probably

due to slightly differing water vapor concentrations between different measurements. Simi-

larly, around 2350 cm−1, some artifacts are left from the strong C O band from atmospheric

carbon dioxide.

Taking this into account, the only remaining signals in the CdSe/nat Ąlm spectrum are

the peaks above 2800 cm−1, which can be assigned to C H stretching vibrations in the native

ligands that all have long aliphatic tails. The absence of these peaks in the spectrum of the

CdSe/I− Ąlm indicates that the ligand exchange to inorganic iodide was successful and that

(most of) the organic ligands were removed.

In contrast, the spectra of the pure AE Ąlms exhibit several strong peaks between

1150 cm−1 and 1750 cm−1 which can be assigned to vibrations of the backbone and the

functional groups, as detailed below [101]. Additionally, at 2195 cm−1, a weak peak, assigned
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Figure 9.1: FTIR spectra of the hybrid organic-inorganic Ąlms and of the pure component
Ąlms for reference. ModiĄed from Ref. [290].
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to the characteristic C C stretching vibration of the alkyne moieties, can be observed. These

peaks of the AEs also dominate the spectra of the CdSe/I−/AE samples, proving the suc-

cessful incorporation of the organic molecules into the hybrid system. Additionally, some

modiĄcations of the spectra of the hybrid samples compared to the neat AE Ąlm spectra can

be recognized, namely in the peak positions and relative strengths, but these are hard to

quantify as they are obscured by the superimposed water vapor bands.

This problem of artiĄcial peaks arising from gases in the beam path can be minimized

by the use of PMIRRAS, as described in Section 4.2. This technique additionally beneĄts

from the electric Ąeld enhancement at the metal interface, which allows to detect small

amounts of material in the thin Ąlm with high sensitivity, yielding high quality infrared

spectra [235]. PMIRRAS spectra covering the spectral region of the characteristic vibrations

of the functional groups of the AEs are shown in Figure 9.2 together with the molecular

structures of the two AEs. The better signal-to-noise ratio compared to the FTIR spectra and

the disappearance of the artiĄcial peaks are clearly visible. Especially for the two CdSe QD

Ąlms peaks in this wavenumber region are now clearly visible, which were not distinguishable

in the FTIR spectra. For the CdSe/nat Ąlm, these peaks at 1421 cm−1, 1464 cm−1 and

1545 cm−1 are assigned to the native ligands trioctylphosphineoxide and oleate based on

Ref. [291]. The spectrum of the CdSe/I− Ąlm lacks these peaks which conĄrms once more

the successful removal of the native ligands during the ligand exchange to iodide stabilized

QDs. Instead, this spectrum exhibits new peaks at 1014 cm−1, 1600 cm−1, 1642 cm−1, and

1706 cm−1 that resemble the ones reported in Ref. [207] for iodide-capped CdSe QDs. They

are, however, relatively weak (the spectra in Figure 9.2 are normalized), which explains their

absence in the FTIR spectra. This implies that the peaks seen in the spectra of the mixed

Ąlms can be mainly attributed to the incorporated AEs, which is also evident from a direct

comparison. The high quality of the PMIRRAS spectra allows a detailed comparison of the

peak positions and intensities of the neat AE Ąlm spectra and the CdSe/I−/AE Ąlm spectra,

which is outlined in the following as the basis for the development of a binding scenario.

First, the neat AE 1 Ąlm spectrum is discussed because AE 1 is a highly symmetric molecule

and, thus, exhibits relatively few and pronounced peaks. They are located at 974 cm−1,

1182 cm−1, 1311 cm−1, 1398 cm−1, 1522 cm−1, and 1614 cm−1. The last mentioned peak is

clearly the strongest one and is located in a region where aromatic ring stretching and car-

boxylate vibrations are expected (see color code in Figure 9.2) [101, 292]. AE 1 contains

several aromatic rings and carboxylate groups, thus, the peak at 1614 cm−1 should be the

result of a superposition of peaks assignable to these groups. This also explains the asym-

metric appearance of this peak. Both mentioned groups generally show further peaks at

different wavenumbers, which are also found in the AE 1 Ąlm spectrum. Namely, the sharp

peak at 1522 cm−1 can be assigned to aromatic ring vibrations and the smaller peaks at

1311 cm−1 and 1398 cm−1 to carboxylate vibrations [101]. Thus, only the peaks at 974 cm−1

and 1182 cm−1 remain to be assigned. The former is weak but probably belongs to aromatic

C H bending vibrations, which are commonly found in this wavenumber region. The latter
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Figure 9.2: PMIRRAS spectra of the hybrid organic-inorganic thin Ąlms and the corre-
sponding reference Ąlms. On the right, the molecular structure of the two AEs is shown with
color-coded functional groups. Their expected peak regions are highlighted in the spectra [101].
For AE 2, additionally the C=C bond and its assigned stretching mode are marked by a black
diamond and the alkyl aryl ether C-O stretching mode by a green star. ModiĄed from Ref.
[290].

at 1182 cm−1 is more pronounced and perfectly matches the known position of the tertiary

amino C N stretching mode [101], completing the assignment of all distinct peaks in the

spectrum to groups found in the molecule.

Next, the spectrum of the CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlm is analyzed. It strongly resembles the spec-

trum of the neat AE 1 Ąlm. The peaks at smaller wavenumbers, namely here at 1184 cm−1,

1310 cm−1, 1394 cm−1, and 1520 cm−1, are barely shifted in position and are assigned to the

same vibrations, as summarized in Table 9.1. However, some changes are detected for the

main peak and the larger wavenumber region. The main peak is slightly shifted to 1607 cm−1

and exhibits a shoulder on the low-energy side. This can be an indication for some changes

in the intensities of the superimposed peaks of the aromatic ring stretching and carboxylate

vibrations and will be discussed in detail below. Additionally, at 1707 cm−1, a new peak is

present in the CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlm spectrum, while only a weak shoulder is observable in the

AE 1 Ąlm spectrum in this wavenumber region. This new peak is located at a position where

carbonyl vibrations are found and will also be discussed below.

Continuing with the AE 2 thin Ąlm spectrum, similarities but also differences to the AE 1

Ąlm spectrum appear. Overall, the shape of the spectrum is similar, again with the main peak

slightly above 1600 cm−1, this time at 1607 cm−1, assigned to a superposition of carboxylate

and aromatic ring stretching modes. The sharp peaks at 1513 cm−1 and 1175 cm−1 are again

assigned to aromatic ring and tertiary amino vibrations, respectively. Compared to the AE 1

Ąlm spectrum, the relative intensities of the peaks assigned the aromatic ring stretching

modes are increased with respect to the carboxylate and tertiary amino mode peaks. This
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9.2 Vibrational spectroscopy

Table 9.1: Summary of the main vibrational peaks of the samples containing AEs and their
assigned functional groups, compare Figure 9.2. The vibrational frequencies are given in cm−1.

AE 1 CdSe/I−/AE 1 AE 2 CdSe/I−/AE 2
carboxylate 1614, 1398, 1311 1607, 1394, 1310 1607, 1300-1400 1606
aromatic ring 1614, 1522 1607, 1520 1607, 1513 1606, 1513
tertiary amino 1182 1184 1175 1177
aromatic C-H < 1150 < 1150 < 1150 < 1150
alkene C=C - - 1670 1665
alkyl aryl ether - - 1252 1251
carbonyl - 1707 - 1714
ether C-O-Cd - - - 1130

can be rationalized by the fact that the number of carboxylate and tertiary amino groups

is halved in AE 2 compared to AE 1, while the number of aromatic rings is the same (cf.

Figure 9.2). The intensities of the peaks between 1300 cm−1 and 1400 cm−1, assigned to the

carboxylate groups, are also reduced. In contrast, the number and strength of the peaks

below 1150 cm−1, assigned to C H bending modes, is increased. Completely new peaks are

also visible in the spectrum of the AE 2 Ąlm compared to the spectrum of the AE 1 Ąlm due

to the distyrylbenzene segment and the alkyl aryl ether group. The peak at 1252 cm−1 can

be assigned to the stretching mode of the latter, marked by a green star in Figure 9.2, and

the new, broad peak around 1670 cm−1 can be assigned to the C C stretching mode, marked

by a black diamond [101].

Finally, the spectrum of the CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlm is analyzed, which shows pronounced

differences compared to the AE 2 Ąlm spectrum. First, the peak slightly above 1600 cm−1,

which was the dominant peak in the three last discussed spectra, is drastically less pro-

nounced in the CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlm spectrum. Additionally, the peaks between 1300 cm−1

and 1400 cm−1, assigned to carboxylate vibrations, are nearly absent in this spectrum, while

the peak at 1513 cm−1, assigned to aromatic ring vibrations, retains its high intensity. This

allows the conclusion that the carboxylate vibrations contributing to the superposition peak

at 1606 cm−1 declined. This indicates modiĄcations of the carboxylate groups in the hy-

brid Ąlm, which will be discussed in detail below. The sharp peaks assigned to the tertiary

amino stretching mode and the alkyl aryl ether stretching mode at 1177 cm−1 and 1251 cm−1,

respectively, are still present in the CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlm spectrum. Furthermore, two new

peaks compared to the neat AE 2 Ąlm spectrum arise, a very broad and strong one around

1130 cm−1, in a region where C O stretching vibrations are located, and a sharp one at

1714 cm−1, again in the region of carbonyl vibrations.

Taken together, the vibrational spectra conĄrm the successful ligand exchange from the

native ligands to iodide in the CdSe QD dispersions and allow to unambiguously prove the

incorporation of the organic materials into the hybrid thin Ąlms. The high quality PMIRRAS

spectra also reveal some changes in the vibrational peak positions (Table 9.1) and peak

intensities between the spectra of the purely organic and the hybrid thin Ąlms. These changes
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9. CdSe quantum dots coupled with aryleneethynylenes

provide valuable information about the possible binding scenario, which will be discussed in

Section 9.6.

9.3 X-ray diffraction

Further information about the incorporation of the AEs in between the QDs and the resulting

changes in the structural organization was derived from grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray

scattering (GISAXS) measurements. They were carried out on CdSe/nat, CdSe/I−, and

CdSe/I−/AE Ąlms on glass, silicon, and gold-coated substrates. These different substrates

were required for the other characterization methods and a possible inĆuence of the substrate

on the structure formation was investigated. Figure 9.3a shows an exemplary reciprocal space

map of a CdSe/I−/AE 1 hybrid Ąlm on silicon. It exhibits a strong signal around the specular

reĆection which decays toward larger absolute q values. At q ≈ 0.1 Å−1, a broad scattering

ring is observed and at q ≈ 0.2 Å−1, a second, weaker ring is detected. These rings are

the result of constructive interference between X-rays scattered from neighboring QDs. Yet,

sharp Bragg peaks, as found for less complex systems before, are missing [293, 294]. Thus,

some short-range ordering with an average center-to-center distance is found for the sample,

but a lack of long-range ordering can be concluded from the missing Bragg peaks.

The reciprocal space maps of the other Ąlms, namely the CdSe/nat, CdSe/I−, and

CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlms, have the same general shape, independent of the substrate. Figure

9.3b demonstrates the absence of an inĆuence of the substrate on the structure formation for

the CdSe/I− Ąlms. Normalized, horizontal cuts along qxy through the reciprocal space maps,

averaged for 0.02 Å−1< qz <0.03 Å−1, are shown for different CdSe/I− Ąlms on gold, silicon

and glass substrates, respectively. They all show a maximum at qxy = 0.12 Å−1 which indi-

cates similar characteristic distances in these samples. The peaks are differently pronounced
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Figure 9.3: GISAXS data for structure analysis. a) Reciprocal space map of a CdSe/I−/AE 1
hybrid Ąlm on silicon. b) Normalized averaged intensity for 0.02 Å−1< qz <0.03 Å−1 as function
of the in-plane scattering vector qxy for CdSe/I− Ąlms on different substrates. ModiĄed from
Ref. [290].
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9.3 X-ray diffraction

a) b)

Figure 9.4: GISAXS data for structure analysis. a) Line cuts with averaged intensity for
0.02 Å−1< qz <0.03 Å−1 as function of the in-plane scattering vector qxy for the different
samples. b) Extracted average distances between the centers of neighboring QDs. The error
bars are derived from measurements of several samples on different substrates. ModiĄed from
Ref. [290].

in the different samples. However, this is not characteristic for the substrates but depends

on the speciĄc sample, probably due to small differences in the preparation conditions and

different thicknesses. Thus, as expected due to the drop-casting method, an inĆuence of the

substrate on the structure formation was not found.

In contrast, signiĄcant differences in the scattering ring positions were found for the dif-

ferent thin Ąlms, as illustrated in Figure 9.4a by horizontal cuts through the reciprocal space

maps. The peak position for the CdSe/I− Ąlm is clearly at the largest qxy value and the

one of the CdSe/nat Ąlm is at the smallest qxy value, while the two hybrid Ąlms show peaks

in between. The high qxy side of these peaks was Ątted by a Gaussian to extract the peak

positions, which were then converted to an average center-to-center distance (Figure 9.4b) as

described in Section 4.1. The smallest average center-to-center distance of 5.3 nm was found

for the CdSe/I− Ąlm. This distance matches the diameter of the CdSe QD cores, determined

by UV-vis spectroscopy (cf. Section 3.3.2), markedly well, which implies that the QDs are in

direct contact in these Ąlms. For the CdSe/nat Ąlms, in contrast, an average center-to-center

distance of 6.7 nm was extracted, indicating that, on average, a gap of 1.4 nm in between two

neighboring QDs exists. Exactly the same gap size has been reported for oleic acid capped

PbS QDs Ąlms [295]. This gap between the cores results from the native ligand shell of the

QDs. The other ligands of the QDs investigated here, namely hexadecylamine, trioctylphos-

phineoxide, and trioctylphosphine have (slightly) shorter chain lengths than oleate and hence

do not increase the gap size.

The two hybrid Ąlms show similar average QD center-to-center distances of 6.1 nm and

6.2 nm for Ąlms with AE 1 and AE 2, respectively, which can be explained by the similar

structure of the two molecules. This results in an average gap of 0.8 nm to 0.9 nm between

neighboring QDs in these Ąlms, which Ąts the size of one AE molecule. Thus, the GISAXS
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data indicate that the AE molecules are incorporated in between the QDs and a connection

of neighboring QDs by the AEs seems likely due to the carboxylate groups on both sides of

the molecule.

9.4 Optical spectroscopy

The optical properties and photophysics of the hybrid organic-inorganic systems are of great

interest. They are the basis for many promising effects of hybrid materials and can give

insights into the electronic coupling between the components [24, 72, 296]. In Figure 9.5,

UV-vis absorbance spectra of the thin Ąlms on glass are presented. Again, Ąrst the spectra

of the single component Ąlms are analyzed, followed by the hybrid Ąlms. The CdSe/nat Ąlm

(Figure 9.5a) exhibits a typical absorbance spectrum for QDs, with a sharp Ąrst transition

at 2.01 eV, followed by several, partially resolved transitions at higher energies. The thin

Ąlm spectrum closely resembles the absorbance spectrum of the QDs dissolved in hexane

(see Section 3.3.2). The resolved transitions are labeled according to the literature as 1S(e)-

1S3/2(h) at 2.01 eV, 1S(e)-2S3/2(h) at 2.11 eV, 1P(e)-1P3/2(h) at 2.30 eV, and 1S(e)-2S1/2(h)

at 2.45 eV [142, 145, 216]. The CdSe/I− Ąlm displays a similar spectrum (Figure 9.5b) with

only slight modiĄcations resulting from the changed polarizability of the environment due to

the iodide capping instead of the organic ligands. The spectrum is slightly broadened and

red-shifted, with the 1S(e)-1S3/2(h) transition now appearing at 1.99 eV.

The absorbance spectra of the two neat AE Ąlms (Figure 9.5c,d) show only very broad

features above 2.5 eV without any clearly pronounced peaks, similar to the AE absorption in

solution (see Section 3.3.1). The broad appearance most likely results from the absorption of

different rotamers in the thin Ąlms, which all have slightly different energy landscapes and

hence different transition energies [297]. The spectra of the hybrid Ąlms (Figure 9.5e,f) can be

CdSe/nat

CdSe/I-

AE 1

AE 2 CdSe/I-/AE 2

CdSe/I-/AE 1
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Figure 9.5: Normalized absorbance spectra of the hybrid organic-inorganic semiconductor
Ąlms and the neat reference Ąlms.
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Figure 9.6: Normalized PL spectra of the hybrid organic-inorganic semiconductor Ąlms and
the neat reference Ąlms, excited with a wavelength of 532 nm (2.33 eV).

described as a superposition of the slightly shifted absorption spectra of the neat component

Ąlms. The Ąrst QD absorption peak is now found at 2.00 eV. This indicates that the organic

as well as the inorganic materials are present in the hybrid Ąlms and the slight shifts can be

again attributed to the changed environment. However, the absence of larger changes in the

absorbance spectra gives a Ąrst indication that strong electronic coupling between the CdSe

QDs and the AE molecules is unlikely.

Next, the PL spectra of the different Ąlms are analyzed, which are presented in Figure

9.6. They were recorded under continuous-wave laser excitation with a wavelength of 532 nm

(2.33 eV). In contrast to the UV-vis absorbance spectra, a strong difference between the

CdSe/nat Ąlm PL spectrum (Figure 9.6a) and the CdSe/I− Ąlm PL spectrum (Figure 9.6b) is

apparent. The former shows a characteristic, sharp, and strong QD emission around 1.97 eV,

thus, with a Stokes shift of 40 meV. The latter shows only weak and substantially broader

emission without a sharp maximum. This most likely results from a drastically increased

number of surface trap states in the CdSe/I− QDs compared to the CdSe/nat QDs, since

no organic ligands are present to saturate these surface states. This results in an increased

PL quenching in these samples [146, 298, 299]. The fact that the remaining PL is broad and

red-shifted is also consistent with surface trap states with energies within the band gap. The

electrons and holes trapped therein can also recombine radiatively, but generally with a small

quantum yield [146, 206]. The emission spectra of the two neat AE Ąlms (Figure 9.6c,d) are

also broad and unstructured as expected due to the different rotamers in the Ąlms [213, 297].

The PL spectra of the two hybrid Ąlms (Figure 9.6e,f) show several interesting features.

First, they are clearly not a superposition of the spectra of the CdSe/I− Ąlm and the respective

AE Ąlm, but instead show a sharper peak at 1.93 eV. Concluding from its position and

sharpness, this peak is assigned to QD emission from untrapped electrons and holes, resulting

in a Stokes shift of 70 meV for the QDs in these samples. The appearance of this sharp

QD photoluminescence in the hybrid Ąlms indicates that at least some of the QDs have well
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passivated surfaces. The surface trap state passivation in these samples is most likely realized

by the binding of AE molecules. Hence, the native, electronically isolating ligands can be

replaced by the shorter, semiconducting AE molecules without losing the QD emission. Yet,

the weaker overall emission indicates that the passivation of the CdSe QDs by the AEs is

less effective than by the native ligands. There is, additionally to the sharp peak, a broader

signal visible in the PL spectra of the hybrid Ąlms, which is centered at smaller energies. This

resembles the emission spectra of the neat AE Ąlms and the neat CdSe/I− Ąlm and could

stem from one or the other.

The PL spectrum of a CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlm has been reported before in Ref. [213]. The

spectrum shown there exhibits overall a similar shape and similar peak positions, but has

a stronger pronounced and sharper peak at smaller energies. One reason could be a larger

organic fraction in their Ąlms and a slightly different preparation method. For very speciĄc

points in their CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlms, they additionally reported periodic Ćuorescence varia-

tions which have been explained by energy transfer between the QDs and the AE 1 molecules

[213]. Such variations could not be found in the PL measurements presented here, probably

due to a larger spot size and since no speciĄc points were selected. Thus, the steady-state

optical spectra do not provide any indications for strong electronic coupling or charge or

energy transfer in the hybrid samples.

9.5 Transient absorption spectroscopy

The above-shown steady-state spectra provide the basis for the realization and interpretation

of the TA measurements presented in the following, which were performed to obtain time-

resolved information about possible transfer processes. From the absorbance maxima of

the thin Ąlms, the pump wavelengths for the TA measurements were chosen. First, the

samples were excited at 2.00 eV (λexc = 620 nm), hence at the 1S(e)-1S3/2(h) transition of

the QDs, to selectively excite the QDs. Consequently, further measurements were performed

with excitation at 3.54 eV (λexc = 350 nm), thus around the absorbance maximum of of the

AEs, where both components can be excited. For the measurements with λexc = 620 nm,

the excitation densities were kept below 0.37 electron-hole pairs per QD to avoid many-

particle interactions. Details about the excitation density calculation and the values for

the measurements with λexc = 350 nm are given in Appendix E.2. As for the steady-state

measurements, Ąrst the TA data of the neat reference Ąlms is analyzed below, followed by

the hybrid samples.

For the neat AE Ąlms, no TA signal was obtained under λexc = 620 nm excitation, since

these Ąlms do not exhibit signiĄcant absorption at this wavelength. In contrast, as expected,

strong TA signals were detected from the CdSe/nat and CdSe/I− samples. In Figure 9.7a,

an exemplary TA map of a CdSe/nat sample is shown, with long-lived negative and positive

features. A TA map of a CdSe/I− Ąlm with similar features can be found in Appendix E.3.

The features do not change their position with time but remain at the same wavelengths. This
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a) b) c)

Figure 9.7: TA data of the neat CdSe QD samples excited with λexc = 620 nm. a) TA
map of a CdSe/nat sample. b) TA spectra of a CdSe/nat and a CdSe/I− sample, averaged
from 0.5 ps to 1 ps (solid line), 5 ps to 10 ps, 50 ps to 100 ps, and 500 ps to 1000 ps (dashed
lines), demonstrating the consistency of the spectral shape. At long times, scattered pump
light disturbs the spectra around 620 nm. c) Timetraces along the negative feature around
515 nm and the positive feature around 565 nm, all averaged over 20 nm around the wavelength
position given in the legend. The overlapping timetraces of the two features indicate their
common origin.

can also be seen from the TA spectra presented in Figure 9.7b, which are obtained from the

maps by averaging horizontal cuts in a certain time interval. These TA spectra only decrease

in intensity with time but do not change their shape. This is an indication for only one

excited species that just decays back to the ground state. The shape of the TA spectra of the

CdSe/nat and CdSe/I− Ąlms is similar. They are only slightly shifted, corresponding to the

shifted steady-state absorption of the Ąlms. The TA spectra are dominated by a bleach around

620 nm, thus at the Ąrst absorption and emission maximum of the Ąlms. Toward smaller

wavelengths, a positive feature around 565 nm follows, again followed by a second negative

feature around 515 nm and a weak positive feature around 470 nm. Based on the spectral

positions and the literature, the bleaches around 620 nm and 515 nm can be attributed to

the Ąlling of the 1S(e) state by excited electrons (see Figure 3.5) and, for the former, also

to stimulated emission [142, 145, 300]. The positive features around 565 nm and 470 nm and

the negative shoulder at 530 nm are explained by biexciton and Stark effects, which produce

Ąrst and second derivative-like features of the steady-state absorption spectrum (cf. Section

4.5) [142, 243].

By averaging vertical cuts through the TA maps in a small wavelength region, timetraces

of the decay of certain features can be generated. They are presented in Figure 9.7c and

clearly demonstrate the different lifetimes in the two samples. Here, the absolute, normalized

value of the TA signal is shown to allow for an easy comparison of the different curves. By

this, the overlapping timetraces for different features in the TA data of one sample, e.g., the

bleach around 515 nm and the PIA around 565 nm, are evident, which indicates that they

have a common origin, consistent with the assignment above. In contrast, the features of

the CdSe/I− sample decay much faster than the features of the CdSe/nat sample, as already

visible from the spectra at different times in Figure 9.7b. This can be rationalized by the

different surface passivation in the two samples and consequently differing number of trap

states. These trap states can lead to a faster relaxation back to the ground state, which is
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a) b) c)

Figure 9.8: TA data of the hybrid samples excited with λexc = 620 nm. a) TA map of a
CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlm. b) TA spectra of a CdSe/I−/AE 1 and a CdSe/I−/AE 2 sample, averaged
from 0.5 ps to 1 ps (solid line), 5 ps to 10 ps, 50 ps to 100 ps, and 500 ps to 1000 ps (dashed
lines), demonstrating the consistency of the spectral shape. At long times, scattered pump
light disturbs the spectra around 620 nm. c) Timetraces along the negative feature around
515 nm and the positive feature around 565 nm, all averaged over 20 nm around the wavelength
position given in the legend. The mostly overlapping timetraces of the two features indicate
their common origin.

clearly the case for the CdSe/I− sample. Furthermore, the multi-exponential decay of the

features in both samples has previously been attributed to a differing number and type of

trap states on different QDs in each sample [145].

In Figure 9.8, TA data of the hybrid samples with λexc = 620 nm are presented. In Figure

9.8a, the TA map of a CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlm is shown which closely resembles the one in Figure

9.7a and the ones shown in Appendix E.3 for the other samples. The TA maps of the hybrid

samples are clearly dominated by signals assignable to the CdSe QDs and the spectra of the

two hybrid samples, shown in Figure 9.8b, are extremely similar to each other and the spectra

in Figure 9.7b. Again, no change in the spectral shape is observed, and the assignment of

the features is the same as for the neat QD samples. The timetraces in Figure 9.8c show

again similar, multi-exponential dynamics for the different features in the spectrum of one

sample, with only minor deviations on long timescales. The TA signal of the CdSe/I−/AE 2

Ąlm decays faster than the TA signal of the CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlm, and both signals decay faster

than the signal of the CdSe/nat sample, but slower than the signal of the CdSe/I− sample.

Following the argumentation above, this can be explained by fewer surface trap states in

the hybrid Ąlms than in the CdSe/I− Ąlm but more than in the CdSe/nat Ąlm, which is

consistent with the PL results. Hence, for 620 nm wavelength excitation, the TA data of the

hybrid Ąlms are dominated by the QD contributions without clear impact of the AEs besides

their surface passivation effect.

Consequently, further measurements with λexc = 350 nm were performed to directly excite

the AEs and to examine the inĆuence on the photophysics of the hybrid systems. Higher

pump Ćuences were required for these measurements as detailed in Appendix E.2. The TA

data of the neat AE Ąlms is displayed in Figure 9.9. Again, an exemplary TA map of an AE 1

Ąlm is shown in Figure 9.9a, exhibiting a bleach around the steady-state absorption maximum

at 350 nm and a broad ESA starting at ∼420 nm and reaching until the high wavelength end

of the measured spectral region. The TA map of an AE 2 Ąlm is presented in Appendix E.3
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a) b) c)

Figure 9.9: TA data of the neat AE Ąlms excited with λexc = 350 nm. a) TA map of an AE 1
sample. b) TA spectra of an AE 1 and an AE 2 sample, averaged from 0.5 ps to 1 ps (solid line),
5 ps to 10 ps, 50 ps to 100 ps, and 500 ps to 1000 ps (dashed lines), demonstrating the consistency
of the spectral shape. c) Timetraces along the negative feature around 360 nm and the positive
feature around 580 nm, all averaged over 30 nm around the wavelength position given in the
legend. The overlapping timetraces of the two features indicate their common origin.

and exhibits similar features. The negative feature is assigned as GSB due to the spectral

position and the broad, unstructured ESA can be explained by different, Ąxed rotamers in the

Ąlms that exhibit different energy landscapes and consequently different transition energies.

The TA spectra in Figure 9.9b show little evolution for both samples, indicating again a

common decay of all features back to the ground state. This is veriĄed by the timetraces of

the GSB and the ESA in Figure 9.9c that overlap in each sample. Overall, the signal of the

AE 1 Ąlm decays faster than the signal of the AE 2 Ąlm.

Resulting from the changed excitation wavelength, a modiĄed photophysics of the neat

QD samples is expected, since now also higher transitions can be excited. This expectation

is veriĄed by the TA data shown in Figure 9.10. The TA map of the CdSe/I− Ąlm in Figure

9.10a clearly shows some evolution on very short timescales. This evolution can be also

followed in the TA spectra in Figure 9.10b. Here, the solid lines depict the spectra at short

delay times, averaged from 0.1 ps to 0.5 ps, while the dashed lines are the spectra averaged

from 5 ps to 10 ps, which are almost identical to the spectra after 620 nm excitation (cf. Figure

9.7b). The spectra at short delay times exhibit new features, namely a PIA around 650 nm, a

shift of the PIA found before at ∼ 565 nm toward longer wavelengths, and negative features
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Figure 9.10: TA data of the CdSe QD samples excited with λexc = 350 nm. a) TA map
of a CdSe/I− sample. b) TA spectra of a CdSe/nat and a CdSe/I− sample, averaged from
0.1 ps to 0.5 ps (solid line) and from 5 ps to 10 ps (dashed lines), demonstrating the ultrafast
change of the spectral shape. At long times, the spectra are similar to the ones obtained with
λexc = 620 nm (cf. Figure 9.7). c) Electron relaxation scheme.
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around 540 nm and 450 nm. These new features are explainable by the fact that electrons

were excited to higher states, e.g., the 1P(e) state. As a result, transitions to this state are

bleached at short delay times, as indicated in Figure 9.10c for the 1P(e)-1P3/2(h) transition.

This transition is located at a wavelength of 540 nm (2.3 eV), thus explaining the bleach found

at this wavelength. The PIA at 650 nm is also related to electrons occupying the 1P(e) state

and results from the biexciton effect (cf. Section 4.5.2) [145]. The bleach around 450 nm is

probably a result of electrons that are excited to even higher states. The apparent shift of

the PIA around 565 nm at short delay times is most likely related to the new bleach on the

short wavelength side, accompanied by a decreased 1S(e) bleach on the long wavelength side,

as many electrons are still in higher states. The short lifetime of these features illustrates the

rapid relaxation of the electrons toward the 1S(e) state.

Finally, as for the measurements with λexc = 620 nm, the TA data of the hybrid thin

Ąlms with λexc = 350 nm is clearly dominated by the QD signals, see Appendix E.3 for the

TA maps. However, at short wavelengths and short delay times, small differences are visible

between the TA spectra of the hybrid Ąlms and the neat QD Ąlms around the bleach of the

AEs. These TA spectra are shown in Figure 9.11a and the bleach region of the AEs is indicated

by a black arrow. This change in the spectrum is clearly visible for the CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlm,

while it is only weakly observable for the Ąlm containing AE 1. Overall, the inĆuence of the

AEs on the spectral shape is too small to extract meaningful changes in the time constants by

GA. Nevertheless, to get an impression of the dynamics of the AE bleach feature, normalized

timetraces of the hybrid and reference Ąlms, averaged from 355 nm to 385 nm, are shown in

Figure 9.11b. The CdSe QD reference Ąlms show a weak positive signal in this wavelength

region that again decays slower for the CdSe/nat Ąlm than for the CdSe/I− Ąlm. The two

AE Ąlms exhibit a bleach in this wavelength region, as seen before. Finally, the signal and

the dynamics of the two hybrid Ąlms can be approximately described as a superposition of

a) b)

Figure 9.11: TA data of the hybrid and reference samples excited with λexc = 350 nm. a)
TA spectra averaged from 0.1 ps to 0.5 ps. The black arrow indicates the spectral region of the
AE bleach, where differences in the spectra appear. b) Timetraces averaged from 355 nm to
385 nm, thus around the bleach of the AEs. ModiĄed from Ref. [290].
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the signals of the neat reference Ąlms without clear deviations. Thus, no clear signs of charge

or energy transfer were found.

9.6 Discussion

Taking all the above described results from the different characterization methods together,

a scenario for the organization and interaction of the organic and inorganic components in

the hybrid Ąlms can be developed. Starting from the structural results obtained by the

GISAXS measurements, an idea of the organization can be obtained. The differences found

in the distance between adjacent QDs for the different Ąlms indicate modiĄed QD surfaces.

In the CdSe/nat Ąlms, the QD cores have a relatively large gap in between each other due

to the native ligands. For the CdSe/I− Ąlms, this gap completely vanishes, explainable by

the absence of organic ligands. In contrast, a gap of approximately 1 nm was found for the

CdSe/I−/AE 1 and CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlms, which indicates the structural similarity and an

incorporation of the AE molecules as ligands in between the QDs. The reappearance of the

sharp QD PL in the hybrid Ąlms, in contrast to the CdSe/I− Ąlms, further indicates an actual

binding of the AEs to the QDs. This sharp PL can be explained by a passivation of surface

trap states of the QDs, which quench the PL, by the binding of AE molecules.

A more detailed picture of the exact binding motive can be extracted from the above

presented PMIRRAS spectra (compare Section 9.2). The sharp peaks around 1520 cm−1

and 1180 cm−1, assigned to the aromatic ring stretching mode and the tertiary amino C N

stretching mode, respectively, are clearly present in all AE containing Ąlms and do not change

signiĄcantly when going from the neat AE Ąlms to the hybrid CdSe/I−/AE Ąlms. This

demonstrates that these groups are not directly involved in the binding event and that these

peaks can be used as internal references in the spectra. This is shown in Figure 9.12, where

all spectra are normalized at the aromatic ring stretching mode around 1520 cm−1. The

resulting nearly perfect overlap and intensity match of the tertiary amino peak at 1183 cm−1

in the AE 1 containing samples conĄrms the usability of these peaks as internal reference.

First, the remaining peaks of the AE 1 containing samples are analyzed. Most prominently,

the intensity of the peaks assigned to the carboxylate group vibrations (marked by blue

pentagons in Figure 9.12) is clearly decreased if the AE 1 molecules are incorporated in the

hybrid Ąlm compared to the neat AE 1 Ąlm. Additionally, as already mentioned above, an

increased intensity of the peak at 1707 cm−1 is found for the spectrum of the CdSe/I−/AE 1

Ąlm, which might be assigned to C O group vibrations. For this peak, however, also an

inĆuence of the iodide capped QDs cannot be excluded. Nevertheless, by considering these

two changes and under the assumption that the peaks of the free carboxylate groups disappear

if they are bound to CdSe QDs [292], the overall binding probability of the carboxylate groups

of the AE 1 molecules to the QDs can be estimated. The peak around 1395 cm−1 was chosen

to Ąt because it is clearly pronounced and does not have the background from aromatic ring

vibrations like the peak around 1600 cm−1. From a single Gaussian Ąt of this peak in the
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Figure 9.12: PMIRRAS spectra from Figure 9.2 of the AE containing Ąlms, normalized to
the peak of the aromatic ring stretching mode around 1520 cm−1. The spectra of the AE 2
containing Ąlms are vertically offset for clarity. The inset depicts the proposed binding model
and the colored symbols mark the peaks assigned to the vibrations of the involved groups.
ModiĄed from Ref. [290].

CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlm spectrum and the neat AE 1 Ąlm spectrum, an area and hence intensity

reduction of ∼ 30 % was obtained for the CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlm. With the fact that each AE 1

molecule contains eight carboxylate groups, this implies that, on average, more than two

carboxylate groups per molecule bind to a CdSe QD.

With the spectra of the AE 2 containing samples, the binding scenario can be reĄned, as

shown in the inset of Figure 9.12. Clearly pronounced differences between the spectra of

the neat AE 2 Ąlm and the hybrid CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlm are visible as detailed above. The

sharp peak at 1714 cm−1 that appears in the hybrid Ąlm can be assigned to a C O group

vibration, which suggests a monodentate binding. This is again supported by the decrease

in intensity of the peaks assigned to the free carboxylate group vibrations in the hybrid Ąlm.

Besides, the prominent, broad peak around 1130 cm−1 Ąts to this scenario as it is located in

a wavenumber region of ether C O stretching vibrations [101]. Thus, it might stem from the

monodentate binding of the AE molecules over one oxygen atom to a cadmium atom [205].

The remarkably broad appearance might be explained by different spatial conĄgurations of

different AE molecules with respect to the QDs, as well as different binding sites.

The quantiĄcation of the number of bound carboxylate groups per AE 2 molecule is more

challenging than for the AE 1 molecules, since the carboxylate peaks between 1300 cm−1 and

1400 cm−1 are less pronounced and not suitable to Ąt. Hence, the wavenumber region from

1550 cm−1 to 1750 cm−1, containing carboxylate and aromatic ring vibrations, was Ątted by

multiple Gaussians, see Figure 9.13. The black Gaussian with identical parameters was Ąxed

in the Ąts shown in the two subĄgures, as this peak is assigned to an aromatic ring stretching

vibration, which does not change upon binding. The broad peak around 1670 cm−1 is assigned

to a C C stretching mode and Ątted by a similar Gaussian for both spectra. As stated
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a) b)

Figure 9.13: Gaussian Ąts to the PMIRRAS spectra of a) a neat AE 2 Ąlm and b) a
CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlm in the wavenumber region from 1550 cm−1 to 1750 cm−1. Both spectra
are normalized to the aromatic ring stretching vibration peak at 1513 cm−1 (compare Figure
9.12). The red circles symbolize the measured data points, the blue curve is the overall Ąt that
consists of the Gaussians shown by the green dashed and black lines. The black Gaussian was
Ąxed in both Ąts. For details see text. ModiĄed from Ref. [290].

above, the Gaussian around 1714 cm−1 Ąts the peak of the C O vibration. The remaining

peaks are attributed to the carboxylate group vibrations and the area beneath these Ątted

Gaussians was used to estimate the intensity of these vibrations. With this method, an

intensity reduction of ∼ 50 % of the peaks assigned to the carboxylate vibrations in the

hybrid Ąlm compared to the neat AE 2 Ąlm is concluded. This implies that, on average, two

of the four carboxylate groups per AE 2 molecule bind to the QDs. This number might be

underestimated if there are other weak peaks within the Ąt range that should be assigned to

other vibrations. Considering the structure of the AE 2 molecule, a connection of neighboring

QDs by AE 2 molecules is most realized, which is consistent with the found gap of ∼ 1 nm

between neighboring QDs. The similar number of bound carboxylate groups, the similar

molecular structure and the similar found gap between the QDs in the CdSe/I−/AE 1 Ąlms

suggest a connection of neighboring QDs by AE 1 molecules, too.

The direct binding of the AE molecules to the CdSe QDs renders charge or energy transfer

processes between the two components likely. TA spectroscopy was used to analyze the

dynamics in the samples and Ąnd indications for these processes. After band-edge excitation

of the QDs in the different samples (λexc = 620 nm), differences in their relaxation dynamics

were found. The TA data from several samples of each kind and from measurements with

slightly varying excitation densities were globally Ątted with a parallel model with two species

(compare Section 4.5.3). The extracted average decay time constants are summarized in Table

9.2. The CdSe/I− Ąlms clearly exhibit the fastest time constants. The CdSe/nat Ąlms feature

the slowest decay time constants and the CdSe/I−/AE Ąlms slightly faster ones. The fraction

of the signal decaying with τ2 follows the same trend, being largest for the CdSe/nat Ąlms,

followed by the CdSe/I−/AE 1 and CdSe/I−/AE 2 Ąlms.
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Table 9.2: Time constants extracted from GA of the TA data of the QD containing samples
after 620 nm wavelength excitation.

CdSe/nat CdSe/I− CdSe/I−/AE 1 CdSe/I−/AE 2
τ1 250 ps 15 ps 250 ps 170 ps
τ2 10 ns 0.1 ns 7 ns 3 ns

These differences can, however, be explained simply by differences in the surface passiva-

tion of the QDs due to the different ligands without the need to involve transfer processes.

The QDs with the native ligands have the best passivated surfaces and, hence, the smallest

trap state density. This increases the lifetime of the electron-hole pair, which is also consis-

tent with the strong PL signal. The AE 1 molecules seem to passivate the surface better than

the AE 2 molecules. This can be rationalized by the higher number of carboxylate groups per

molecule and is consistent with the slightly higher number of bound groups per molecule for

AE 1 found above. The absence of organic ligands in the CdSe/I− Ąlms is clearly reĆected by

the very fast decay times of the TA signal and by the lack of strong PL due to the domination

of the decay via trap states.

Under 350 nm wavelength excitation, the TA spectra of the QD containing Ąlms exhibit an

initial, fast intraband relaxation of the excited electrons toward the 1S(e) state within 1.5 ps

[242]. There is no signiĄcant difference in this decay time found for the different samples.

No unique time constants for the decay on longer time scales could be extracted from the

TA data of the hybrid CdSe/I−/AE Ąlms, since too many different species are involved.

Additionally, both the signals of the QDs and the AEs decay non-exponentially and the AEs

show only relatively weak and broad signals compared to the QDs. However, the possibility

to approximately describe the TA signal of the hybrid Ąlms by a superposition of the TA

signals of the neat compound Ąlms, as shown above, questions the presence of charge or

energy transfer processes between the two compounds.

Taken together, the presented results provide no indications for an electronic coupling of

the AEs and the QDs. One possible explanation is that the TA signal of the AEs is simply

to weak to draw sound conclusions, but also the other employed methods do not hint toward

charge or energy transfer. Their absence could be explained by an unfavorable energy level

alignment between the QDs and the AEs. A type I alignment might be realized (compare

Section 2.3.3), which would result in conĄnement of excited electrons and holes in the QDs.

Additionally, energy transfer between different AE rotamers could out-compete charge or

energy transfer to the QDs, maybe due to an unfavorable orientation or a lack of frontier

orbital overlap. These suggestions are, however, difficult to verify, as a detailed and exact

calculation of the energy level alignment, the orientation, and the binding of the compounds

in a solid Ąlm is almost impossible. It would need to include different AE rotamers in a Ąxed

geometry, which would result in always different energy landscapes as deducible from the

absorption and emission properties of the neat AE Ąlms.
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9.7 Conclusion

In summary, in this chapter, the short-range organization and photophysical properties of

complex hybrid thin Ąlms composed of organic and inorganic semiconductors, namely AE

derivatives and CdSe QDs, were investigated. With the structural information obtained

from GISAXS measurements, the emission properties measured by PL spectroscopy and the

vibrational properties examined by PMIRRAS spectroscopy, the short-range organization

and the binding of the AEs to the QDs was demonstrated. By a detailed analysis of the

PMIRRAS spectra, a monodentate binding scenario and a connection of neighboring QDs

by AE molecules was derived. This information about the organic-inorganic interface is

crucial and frequently missing for such hybrid materials. Despite this chemical binding, no

indication for charge or energy transfer could be found by the performed TA measurements.

This might be due to an unfavorable energy level alignment. The changed QD decay dynamics

visible in the TA data are explainable by differences in the surface trap state passivation, in

agreement with the PL data. The good passivation and binding properties render the AEs

promising candidates for hybrid materials with other QDs. Finally, PMIRRAS was shown to

be a powerful technique to study binding events in complex hybrid thin Ąlms with possible

application in the investigation of other new and promising hybrid materials.
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This chapter summarizes the main Ąndings of this thesis and provides an outlook for further

research. Overall, several heterogeneous, coupled systems that contain OSCs were studied

in this work. The main objective of this thesis was to obtain a better understanding of the

fundamental properties of such systems, as they promise new and superior functionality. A

large part of this work focused on systems containing TET and PEN, two acene molecules

that serve as prototypical OSCs and SF materials. Different kinds of coupling were identiĄed

to be of fundamental importance for the investigated systems and effects. For OSC materials,

electronic coupling due to orbital overlap and Coulomb interaction inĆuences the photophys-

ical properties, including the SF process with the intermediate, coupled triplet pair state.

The SF process was investigated in blends of TET and PEN with the two strong acceptors

F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ, and additionally, the emission from the coupled triplet pair state

was studied in neat PEN thin Ąlms. Furthermore, the acenes TET and PEN functioned as

donors in these blends. Depending on the donor:acceptor combination and their electronic

coupling, different CT mechanisms were revealed in the mentioned blends. In PEN thin Ąlms

on plasmonic arrays, the possibility of strong light-matter coupling was studied as another

kind of coupling. In addition to these investigations of acene-containing systems, further in-

vestigations of hybrid organic-inorganic semiconductor samples that contain OSC molecules

with anchoring groups were conducted. In such hybrid organic-inorganic semiconductor sys-

tems, the mechanical coupling via chemical bonding is critical for a deĄned interface and can

lead to electronic coupling between the different components, which was analyzed in the last

results chapter of this thesis.

10.1 Conclusion

The conclusions of the individual projects were already presented at the end of each result

chapter. Here, only the main Ąndings are summarized and connected to each other. From

the purely organic donor:acceptor blends valuable insights into the different CT mechanisms

were obtained. As shown in Figure 10.1, remarkably different ground state CT mechanisms

were realized for the four different donor:acceptor combinations, ranging from exclusively

ion pairs (PEN:F6-TCNNQ) over a coexistence of ion pairs and CTCs (PEN:F4-TCNQ)

to exclusively CTCs (TET:F6-TCNNQ and TET:F4-TCNQ). Additionally, for the blends
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Figure 10.1: Summary of the different CT mechanisms observed in the investigated
donor:acceptor systems, see main text for details. In the upper left corner, the IP and EA
values of the donors and acceptors, respectively, are shown (cf. Figures 5.1 and 6.1 for details).
F4 and F6 abbreviate F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ, respectively.

with F4-TCNQ, a mixing ratio dependence of the ground state CT was observed. Overall,

several conclusions can be extracted from these results. First, in the blends of PEN with

F6-TCNNQ, exclusively ion pairs were found. This can be rationalized by the fact that the EA

of F6-TCNNQ is signiĄcantly larger than the IP of PEN (cf. Figure 10.1, upper left corner).

Thus, a relatively large amount of energy is gained by the transfer of an integer electron

from PEN to F6-TCNNQ. As a result, ion pair formation is the favored CT mechanism in

PEN:F6-TCNNQ blends, independent of the electronic coupling and the mixing ratio. For

all three other material combinations, which have a smaller energy offset between the IP

of the donor and the EA of the acceptor, CTCs with a band gap below 1 eV were found.

In the blends with TET, exclusively CTCs were detected, which implies strong electronic

coupling between the donor and acceptor molecules in these blends. Interestingly, for the

TET:F4-TCNQ blends, CTCs with different stoichiometry were found depending on the

mixing ratio. For equimolar blends and blends with an excess of acceptor molecules, 1:1

CTCs were formed, while in blends with an excess of donor molecules multi-donor CTC were

realized. This is in contrast to the TET:F6-TCNNQ blends in which only 1:1 CTCs and a

pronounced phase separation into neat TET domains and 1:1 mixed domains were found.

This illustrates the impact of the mixing ratio and mixing behavior on the composition of

the CTCs. Finally, in the PEN:F4-TCNQ blends, the coexistence of CTCs and ion pairs

was detected, with their relative amount depending on the mixing ratio. This is an excellent

example of the importance of the electronic coupling and the molecular arrangement for

the realization of different CT mechanisms. Moreover, this Ąnding clariĄes why different CT

mechanisms, namely CTC versus ion pair formation, have been proposed for this prototypical

PEN:F4-TCNQ system [35, 40, 41].
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The photophysics of the different organic donor:acceptor systems was studied with a par-

ticular focus on the SF process of TET and PEN. In the equimolar blends and blends with

an excess of acceptor molecules, no indication for SF was observed. However, for the blends

with an excess of donor molecules, SF occurred in neat PEN and TET domains. In the

TET blends, the SF process was found to compete with charge or energy transfer from TET

molecules to CTCs due to the relatively small SF rate. In contrast, in the blends with PEN,

only slight modiĄcations of the time constants of the SF process were found, as PEN exhibits

very fast, coherent SF. Overall, this demonstrates the robustness of the SF process to im-

purities, which is important for the utilization of SF in devices. For PEN, additionally the

temperature dependent photoluminescence of neat thin Ąlms was investigated to gain further

insight into the electronically coupled triplet pair state as an important part of the SF pro-

cess. At low temperatures, a strong emission from this multiexcitonic triplet pair state was

found around the predicted energy of the 0-0 transition. This Ąnding can provide the basis

for an in-depth investigation of the exact emission mechanism of this multiexcitonic state in

PEN by modern quantum chemical approaches and represents another interesting effect that

is enabled by electronic coupling.

Strong light-matter coupling represents another kind of coupling that offers the opportu-

nity of inĆuencing and further deciphering the SF process. In this thesis, strong light-matter

coupling was realized in polycrystalline PEN thin Ąlms on open plasmonic arrays. This was

achieved by producing silver nanoparticle arrays that support a strong and sharp SLR around

the energy of the DCs of the PEN thin Ąlm. Simultaneous coupling of both DCs was accom-

plished and the formation of three polariton bands was observed. From the energy splitting

between these polaritons, the coupling between the lower DCs and the SLR was categorized

as strong while the coupling between the upper DC and the SLR was found to be in the

regime between strong and weak coupling. These determined coupling strengths represented

averaged values due to the polycrystallinity of the thin Ąlm. The lower polariton was found

at an energy that is signiĄcantly below the energy of the lower DC of the PEN thin Ąlm in

absence of a plasmonic array. Consequently, an inĆuence of the strong light-matter coupling

on the SF process can be expected, which has been predicted by calculations [57, 59, 60].

Finally, the coupling between organic and inorganic semiconductors was investigated at

model systems of CdSe QDs and two different AE derivatives. For these systems, a chemical

coupling via a monodentate binding of the carboxylate groups of the AE molecules to the CdSe

QDs was revealed. Thus, the AE molecules can serve as connectors between neighboring QDs.

Consequently, the short-range organization of the organic-inorganic interface was revealed,

which is of critical importance for such hybrid systems. The binding of the AE molecules led

to a good passivation of the surface trap states of the QDs. Despite the chemical coupling,

no evidence of electronic coupling between the different components was observed in these

model systems, illustrating the complexity of such hybrid organic-inorganic systems. In

general, various materials could be combined in such hybrid organic-inorganic semiconductor

systems with potential use in a variety of investigations and applications. For example, a
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hybrid, coupled system composed of organic SF molecules and inorganic QDs with band gaps

that are tuned to the triplet energy of the molecules could be employed to effectively harvest

the formed triplets [301, 302].

In summary, fundamental structural, electronic, optical, and photophysical properties of

heterogeneous, coupled systems containing OSCs were analyzed in this work. It was shown

that different kinds of coupling in these systems lead to new properties that are beyond

the sum of the properties of the individual components. This thesis broadens the general

understanding of coupling effects in such promising hybrid materials and may contribute to

their successful application in advanced devices.

10.2 Outlook

As summarized above, this thesis covers a few exemplary coupled systems which exhibit

interesting and promising effects. Naturally, further questions arise from the presented

results. In addition, there is an almost inĄnite number of possible material combinations

and, thus, an even larger number of open questions and further possible investigations,

which are beyond the scope of this thesis. Below, only a few possible follow-up experiments

and ideas related to the different projects and chapters of this thesis are suggested.

Mixed OSCs and especially donor:acceptor systems received considerable scientiĄc at-

tention during the last decades. In this thesis, the CT mechanisms and photophysics of

blends of TET and PEN with F6-TCNNQ and F4-TCNQ were revealed. Nevertheless, still

open questions remain, and further research might focus on

• the veriĄcation of the F6-TCNNQ2− dianion formation in blends with PEN after pho-

toexcitation, which could probably be revealed by NIR spectroscopy under simultaneous

electronic excitation with visible light.

• the exact emission mechanism of the coupled triplet pair state in PEN, which might be

examined by calculations and time-resolved PL measurements.

• the CT mechanism and the SF process in blends of F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ with

hexacene as an even larger acene, for which simultaneous coherent and incoherent SF

has been demonstrated [117].

• the possibility to inĆuence the molecular arrangement and consequently the electronic

coupling by the preparation conditions, which would allow to control the ground state

CT mechanism and consequently the doping efficiency [36].

The successful demonstration of strong light-matter coupling in polycrystalline PEN thin

Ąlms on plasmonic arrays opens the possibility for future work which might include
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• angle-resolved extinction measurements with high angle resolution, which could be used

to determine the polariton dispersion [47].

• investigations of the molecular orientation close to the silver nanostructures, which

might be realized by AFM imaging of PEN (sub-) monolayers on the plasmonic arrays.

• TA measurements of PEN thin Ąlms on larger plasmonic arrays to experimentally ex-

amine the theoretically predicted modiĄcation of the 1(TT) formation rate due to the

strong light-matter coupling [57].

• investigations of strong light-matter coupling in other polycrystalline OSC thin Ąlms

which show interesting excited state dynamics.

For the organic-inorganic samples of CdSe QDs coupled with AE derivatives, the short-range

organization and the binding motive was revealed, which is critical information for such hybrid

systems. Especially PMIRRAS was shown to be a very useful technique to investigate these

properties. Yet, no electronic coupling was observed in the particular investigated samples.

Further insights could be gained by

• exchanging the here investigated AE derivatives by other AE derivatives, which might

result in electronically coupled systems. Especially interesting could be the investigation

of AEs with spatially separated frontier orbitals [203].

• employing different sizes of CdSe QDs to modify the energy level alignment, which

could render charge or energy transfer processes possible.

• conducting time-resolved PL measurements, which could help to unravel the PL signal

of the hybrid samples and to detect possible energy transfer processes between the

components [213].

• performing PMIRRAS and GIWAXS measurements on other coupled organic-inorganic

nanostructures that show electronic coupling [72, 73].

These and further investigations can contribute to a more detailed understanding of the cou-

pling effects between light and matter and between different components in hybrid materials,

which will pave the way for their successful implementation in new, advanced devices.
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A. Tetracene:acceptor blends

In this part of the Appendix, further details about the samples and measurements discussed in

Chapter 5 are presented, namely reciprocal space maps, the excitation density determination

for the TA measurements and additional details to the TA data.

A.1 Reciprocal space maps

Figure A.1 presents reciprocal space maps of a neat TET Ąlm, a TET:F6-TCNNQ blend,

and a TET:F4-TCNQ blend, both with an excess of TET. With the marked reference peak

positions of the thin Ąlm phase and the bulk phase of TET [178], it can be concluded that the

TET Ąlm consists mainly of the thin Ąlm polymorph with only a small fraction of the bulk

polymorph, consistent with the XRR data shown in Figure 5.2. The reciprocal space map

of the TET:F6-TCNNQ blend also exhibits clear TET features, while they are only weakly

expressed in the reciprocal space map of the TET:F4-TCNQ blend, again in consistency with

the XRR results. No peaks assignable to the TET:F4-TCNQ 1:1 crystal structure reported

in Ref. [42] are found in the reciprocal space map of the TET:F4 blend, indicating rather an

amorphous, mixed phase.
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a)

b) c)

Figure A.1: Reciprocal space maps of a) a TET thin Ąlm, b) a TET:F6-TCNNQ blend with
25 % F6-TCNNQ, and c) a TET:F4-TCNQ blend with 33 % F4-TCNQ, all with a thickness
of 20 nm. The white crosses indicate the expected TET thin Ąlm phase peak positions in all
maps and the circles in a) and b) indicate the TET bulk polymorph peak positions [178]. The
diamonds in c) display the peak positions of a TET:F4-TCNQ 1:1 crystal reported in Ref. [42].
ModiĄed from Ref. [129].
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Figure A.2: UV-vis-NIR absorbance spectra of a TET thin Ąlm, an equimolar
TET:F6-TCNNQ blend, and a blend with 25 % F6-TCNNQ (red). The black line shows the
1:1 superposition of the Ąrst two spectra which closely resembles the red spectrum.
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A.2 Details to the TA data of neat TET

As mentioned in the main text, the time constants extracted for TET by GA of the TA

measurements depend on the used excitation density. These excitation densities were cal-

culated from the energy of a single pump laser pulse, the area of the pump laser spot on

the sample (∼ 7 × 10−4 cm2), the Ąlm thickness, and the TET absorbance at the pump

laser wavelength. The energy of a single pulse was adjusted by different gray Ąlters in the

optical path of the pump beam. The sample thickness was 80 nm, resulting in a pumped

volume of ∼ 6 × 10−9 cm3. From the steady-state spectrum of the TET Ąlm, an absorbance

(decadic absorbance) of A = 0.29 at 520 nm was extracted, indicating that 49 % of the pho-

tons of each pulse are absorbed. Thus, per 1 nJ of pump pulse energy with λexc = 520 nm,

1.28 × 109 photons are absorbed, resulting in an excitation density of 2.1 × 1017 cm−3. The

used pump pulse energies were in the range of 18 nJ to 115 nJ, resulting in the excitation

densities given in Table A.1. The corresponding pump Ćuences, given by the pulse energy

per area, were 25 µJ/cm2 to 165 µJ/cm2. For the TA measurements of the neat acceptor Ąlms

and the blends, pump Ćuences between 25 µJ/cm2 and 100 µJ/cm2 were used.

For the GA, a sequential model with three species with exponential decays was Ątted to

the data (EAS in Figure A.3). The obtained time constants can only give a rough idea of the

real time constants, since singlet-singlet annihilation leads to a non-exponential decay due to

the second order rate equation. Nevertheless, the dependence of the extracted time constants

(Table A.1) on the excitation density is conĄrmed. The decrease of τ1 for increasing excita-

tion densities demonstrates the increasing inĆuence of the rapid singlet-singlet annihilation

process. The second decay constant, τ2 is rather robust and in the range of the reported SF

time constants (see main text). Finally, τ3 also decreases for increasing excitation densities,

which can be rationalized by an increase of triplet fusion (T1+T1 → S1) and annihilation

(T1+T1 → Tn) processes [303].

Figure A.3: EAS and their decay constants obtained from a GA of the TA data of a neat TET
Ąlm. The measurement was performed with λexc = 520 nm and a pump Ćuence of 100 µJ/cm2.
In the GA, a sequential model with three species was Ątted to the data. ModiĄed from Ref.
[129].
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Table A.1: Time constants obtained from a GA of TA measurements on neat TET at different
excitation densities.

Excitation density (cm−3) τ1 (ps) τ2 (ps) τ3 (ns)

3.8 · 1018 13.2 91 13.5
7.4 · 1018 8.7 76 8.2
1.5 · 1019 5.1 68 7.2
2.4 · 1019 4.4 71 6.1

A.3 Details to the TA data of the neat acceptors

In the TA data of the neat F4-TCNQ Ąlm, a weak negative feature over the entire measured

wavelength region is observed (Figure 5.10 in the main text). Possible explanations for this

feature can be deduced from the absorption and emission spectra, which are shown in Figure

A.4 as a function of the wavelength for easier comparison with the TA data. The absorbance

spectrum shows a long tail below the energetically lowest absorption peak. This might be due

to the existence of trap states with lower energy in the amorphous Ąlm. If these are populated

directly by excitation from the pump pulse or indirectly via energy transfer from surrounding

molecules, a bleach feature would appear in the TA data. Another possible explanation for

the long absorbance tail is scattering from the rough surface of the thin Ąlm (inferred from

the lack of Kiessig fringes in the XRR data in Figure 5.2b). A changed scattering of the

thin Ąlm after excitation, due to a changed permittivity of the Ąlm, could also contribute

to the negative TA signal. Finally, the weak but broad photoluminescence of the F4-TCNQ

Ąlm makes also SE in a broad wavelength region possible, which would lead to a negative

feature in the TA spectra, too. Superimposed with the overall negative feature in the TA

spectrum, signs of F4-TCNQ2− dianion absorption peaks above 500 nm on longer time scales

are observable, which have been reported in Ref. [196].

Figure A.4: Normalized absorbance and emission spectrum of a neat F4-TCNQ thin Ąlm.
The excitation wavelength was 470 nm. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].
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a)

F4-TCNQ

F6-TCNNQ

b)

F6-TCNNQ

Figure A.5: Evolution/species associated spectra and their decay constants. a) EAS from a
GA of the TA data of an F4-TCNQ Ąlm, excited with λexc = 400 nm. A sequential model with
two species was chosen. b) Species associated spectra from a target analysis of the TA data of
an F6-TCNNQ Ąlm with λexc = 520 nm. A model with two species was chosen, where species
2 decays with two different time constants. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

A.4 Details to the TA data of the blends

50% F4-TCNQ 50% F4-TCNQ

a) b)

Figure A.6: TA data of the equimolar TET:F4-TCNQ blend, measured with a) λexc = 400 nm
and b) λexc = 520 nm. They exhibit very similar signals and dynamics. ModiĄed from Ref.
[129].
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a) b)

Figure A.7: EAS and their decay constants from a GA with a sequential model with three
species. a) Equimolar TET:F4-TCNQ blend with λexc = 400 nm. b) Equimolar TET:F4-TCNQ
blend with λexc = 520 nm. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

a) b)

Figure A.8: Linear combination of TA maps, demonstrating the possibility to construct the
TA signal of the 75 % acceptor blend by a superposition of the TA signals of the neat acceptor
blend and the equimolar blend. a) (75 % F4-TCNQ blend signal) - (equimolar TET:F4-TCNQ
blend signal), λexc = 400 nm, reproducing the neat F4-TCNQ Ąlm signal (cf. Figure 5.10). b)
Similar as in a) but for F6-TCNNQ, λexc = 520 nm (cf. Figure 5.11). ModiĄed from Ref. [129].

50% F4-TCNQ 75% F4-TCNQ

a) b)

Figure A.9: TA data of a) the equimolar TET:F4-TCNQ blend and b) the TET:F4-TCNQ
blend with 75 % F4-TCNQ, both with λexc = 520 nm. They exhibit very similar signals and
dynamics because only the CTCs are excited. ModiĄed from Ref. [129].
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In this part of the Appendix, additional information and Ągures supporting the results dis-

cussed in Chapter 6 are presented, including further UV-vis-NIR spectra, TA data, and results

from GA of the blends with an excess of PEN.

a) b)

Figure B.1: Full UV-vis-NIR spectra of the a) PEN:F6-TCNNQ and b) PEN:F4-TCNQ
blends. In the legend the acceptor fraction is given. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].
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d)c)

a) b)

Figure B.2: TA data of the blend with 30 % F6-TCNNQ, excited with λexc = 620 nm. a,c)
Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 140 µJ/cm2. b,d)
Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 700 µJ/cm2. The TA
spectra in c) and d) are averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 6.7).
ModiĄed from Ref. [261].

d)c)

a) b)

Figure B.3: TA data of the blend with 28 % F4-TCNQ, excited with λexc = 620 nm. a,c)
Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 280 µJ/cm2. b,d)
Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence of 700 µJ/cm2. The TA
spectra in c) and d) are averaged around the delay times given in the legend (cf. Figure 6.7).
ModiĄed from Ref. [261].
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c) d)

Figure B.4: GA results of a TA measurement of the blend with 14 % F6-TCNNQ excited
with λexc = 620 nm. a,b) Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump
Ćuence of 140 µJ/cm2. c,d) Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence
of 700 µJ/cm2. a,c) EAS, with the corresponding time constants given in the legend. b,d)
Selected timetraces at PEN features and the corresponding Ąts by the GA, shown as black
lines. The time-axis changes from linear to logarithmic scale at 1 ps. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure B.5: GA results of a TA measurement of the blend with 30 % F6-TCNNQ excited
with λexc = 620 nm. a,b) Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump
Ćuence of 280 µJ/cm2. c,d) Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence
of 700 µJ/cm2. a,c) EAS, with the corresponding time constants given in the legend. b,d)
Selected timetraces at PEN features and the corresponding Ąts by the GA, shown as black
lines. The time-axis changes from linear to logarithmic scale at 1 ps. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].
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c) d)

Figure B.6: GA results of a TA measurement of the blend with 28 % F4-TCNQ excited
with λexc = 620 nm. a,b) Probed in the visible spectral region and excited with a pump
Ćuence of 280 µJ/cm2. c,d) Probed in the NIR spectral region and excited with a pump Ćuence
of 700 µJ/cm2. a,c) EAS (not normalized for better visibility), with the corresponding time
constants given in the legend. b,d) Selected timetraces at PEN features and the corresponding
Ąts by the GA, shown as black lines. The time-axis changes from linear to logarithmic scale at
1 ps. ModiĄed from Ref. [261].
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Figure B.7: Timetraces of the PEN triplet ESA extracted from the TA measurements with
λexc = 620 nm and probed in the visible spectral region. For PEN (pump Ćuence ∼ 100 µJ/cm2),
the 28 % F4-TCNQ (∼ 280 µJ/cm2), and the 14 % F6-TCNNQ blend (∼ 140 µJ/cm2), the time-
traces are averaged from 725 nm to 775 nm and for the 10 % F4-TCNQ blend (∼ 140 µJ/cm2)
from 715 nm to 765 nm due to noise at higher wavelengths. For the 30 % F6-TCNNQ blend
(∼ 280 µJ/cm2), the PEN triplet signal at these wavelengths was to weak to extract a time-
trace, thus the triplet ESA from 490 nm to 520 nm is averaged for this blend. ModiĄed from
Ref. [261].
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C. Pentacene triplet pair state emis-

sion

In this part of the Appendix, additional data to the results presented in Chapter 7 is given,

namely absorbance spectra and temperature dependent PL spectra of further PEN thin Ąlms

that were prepared under slightly different conditions. SpeciĄcally, spectra of a 20 nm thick

Ąlm grown at ∼ 275 K and of a 50 nm thick Ąlm grown in two steps by Ąrst depositing a

15 nm thick layer of PEN, and after a few days another 35 nm thick layer of PEN, are shown.

These reference Ąlms were grown to examine a possible inĆuence of the substrate temperature

during the growth and of overall changed growth conditions, respectively. Yet, the absorbance

(Figure C.1) as well as the PL spectra (Figure C.2) are very similar to the ones shown in the

main text, illustrating the high reproducibility of the measurements, independent of slightly

different sample preparation conditions.
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Figure C.1: Normalized absorbance spectra of the two PEN thin Ąlms described above. In
the legend the substrate temperatures during the growth and the thicknesses of the Ąlms are
given.
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C. Pentacene triplet pair state emission

a) b)

Figure C.2: Temperature dependent PL spectra of a) a 20 nm thick PEN Ąlm, deposited at
∼ 275 K and measured during warm up, and b) a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm deposited in two steps
at ∼ 305 K, measured during cool down. The excitation wavelength was 532 nm (2.33 eV). The
sharp peaks at high energies result from Raman scattering by PEN and the substrate.
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D. Pentacene on plasmonic arrays

In this part of the Appendix, additional data and details to Chapter 8 are presented. Specif-

ically, further extinction spectra of plasmonic arrays with slightly different dimensions and

covered with PS or PEN are provided and discussed.

Figures D.1 and D.2 show additional extinction spectra of square arrays of discs and

rectangular arrays of rods, all covered by a PS reference layer. These spectra are similar

to the ones presented in Figure 8.7 in the main text, illustrating the reproducibility of the

results.

a) b)

Figure D.1: Extinction spectra of plasmonic arrays covered by a PS layer. a) Square array of
discs with d = 100 nm and ax = ay = 410 nm. b) Rectangular array of rods with w = 95 nm,
s = 215 nm, ax = 415 nm, and ay = 190 nm. The spectra taken under θ = 3◦ and θ = 6◦ are
vertically offset for clarity. The black dashed line is the extinction spectrum of a 50 nm thick
PEN Ąlm for peak position comparison. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].
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D. Pentacene on plasmonic arrays

a) b)

Figure D.2: Extinction spectra of plasmonic rod arrays covered by a PS layer. The lattice
constants are ax = 415 nm and ay = 190 nm for both arrays and the rod dimensions are a)
w = 90 nm and s = 220 nm and b) w = 95 nm and s = 220 nm. The spectra taken under θ = 3◦

and θ = 6◦ are vertically offset for clarity. The black dashed line is the extinction spectrum of
a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm for peak position comparison. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].

Further extinction spectra of coupled systems composed of a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm on

top of the nanorod or nanodisc arrays are presented in Figures D.3 and D.4, respectively.

The spectra in Figure D.3 of the nanorod arrays covered by PEN closely resemble the ones

presented in Figure 8.9 in the main text, demonstrating the reproducible appearance of strong

light-matter coupling in these systems. Only the relative intensities of the polariton peaks

vary between the different samples as a result of the slightly different SLR energies.

The extinction spectra under normal illumination (θ = 0◦) of the nanodisc arrays covered

by PEN (Figure D.4) demonstrate that light-matter coupling occurs in these systems, too.

Yet, the polariton features are less nicely pronounced, most likely due to the smaller strength

and quality factor of the SLR of the nanodisc arrays compared to the nanorod arrays. Fur-

thermore, the spectra under θ = 6◦ are more difficult to interpret, which is beyond the scope

of this thesis.
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Figure D.3: Extinction spectra of rectangular, plasmonic arrays of rods, covered by a 50 nm
thick PEN Ąlm (red) or a PS layer (blue) for reference. The lattice constants are ax = 415 nm
and ay = 190 nm for all arrays and the rod dimensions are a) w = 95 nm and s = 220 nm, b)
w = 90 nm and s = 220 nm, and c) w = 95 nm and s = 215 nm. The spectra taken under θ = 6◦

are vertically offset for clarity. The black dashed line is the extinction spectrum of a 50 nm
thick PEN Ąlm on Al2O3 on glass for peak position comparison. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].
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a) b)

Figure D.4: Extinction spectra of square arrays of discs, covered by a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm
(red) or a PS layer (blue) for reference. The lattice and discs dimensions are a) ax = ay =
410 nm and d = 100 nm, and b) ax = ay = 415 nm and d = 85 nm. The spectra taken under
θ = 6◦ are vertically offset for clarity. The black dashed line is the extinction spectrum of a
50 nm thick PEN Ąlm on Al2O3 on glass for peak position comparison. ModiĄed from Ref.
[286].

Finally, Figure D.5 shows extinction spectra of the plasmonic samples with randomly

distributed discs or rods covered by PEN. Also for these systems, some spectral changes

appear compared to the spectra of the same plasmonic samples but covered by a PS layer. For

the sample with randomly distributed discs, the extinction maximum is shifted to ∼ 1.67 eV

and additionally a second peak appears around the energy of D+. This second peak can be

explained by neat PEN absorption that was not completely subtracted by the background

correction. This can occur as always several background spectra of the PEN thin Ąlm beside

the arrays were recorded. These spectra slightly differ in absolute intensity due to minor

Ćuctuation in the local Ąlm thickness. Always the background spectrum with the lowest

intensity was chosen to calculate the Ąnal extinction spectrum using Equation 4.8. This

conservative choice was taken for all spectra presented in this thesis to avoid the possibility

of subtracting too much intensity, which could result in an overestimation of the coupling

strength. Thus, this peak can be considered as a background feature. In contrast, the shift of

the main peak in these spectra indicates some near-Ąeld coupling between the LSPR of the

plasmonic particles and the PEN molecules in the direct vicinity. Yet, since this coupling is

short-ranged and thus limited to a very small fraction of the PEN molecules, no signiĄcant

inĆuence on the signal in the energy region of the PEN absorption is observed. Lastly, the

extinction spectra of the rods are overall less modiĄed by the replacement of the PS layer by

a PEN Ąlm, as the LSPR is located at higher energies and, therefore, further out of resonance

of the DCs of PEN.
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D. Pentacene on plasmonic arrays

a) b)

Figure D.5: Extinction spectra of a sample with randomly distributed a) discs with d = 110 nm
and b) rods with w = 85 nm and s = 220 nm, covered by a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm (red) or a PS
layer (blue) for reference. The spectra taken under θ = 6◦ are vertically offset for clarity. The
black dashed line is the extinction spectrum of a 50 nm thick PEN Ąlm on Al2O3 on glass for
peak position comparison. ModiĄed from Ref. [286].
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E. Organic-inorganic thin Ąlms

In this part of the Appendix, additional details to the samples and results presented in Chap-

ter 9 are given. The thickness and morphology measurements on the samples are described

here, as well as the excitation density determination for the TA measurements. Additionally,

further TA data is provided.

E.1 Thickness and morphology

The morphology and thickness of the organic-inorganic thin Ąlms and the corresponding

reference Ąlms were characterized by AFM and proĄlometer measurements. Both techniques

have in common that the surface of a sample is scanned by a sharp tip, giving real space

information of the topography. A DektakXT stylus proĄlometer (Bruker) was used in this

work to approximately determine the thickness of the thin Ąlms prepared by drop casting.

During the proĄlometer measurement, a diamond-tipped stylus is moved over the sample

surface with a deĄned force, and the lateral deĆection is electromechanically read out and

converted into a height proĄle [304]. Since only the surface proĄle can be measured, several

scratches through the thin Ąlms were made and several proĄles were taken orthogonal to

these scratches. Exemplary proĄles are shown in Figure E.1 and the obtained thicknesses for

the different samples are given in Section 3.3.3. It should be mentioned that the measured

scratch depths might sometimes not directly reĆect the Ąlm thickness, since it can be difficult

to conĄrm that the entire thin Ąlm material is removed while the substrate is kept intact.

However, for most of the proĄles, the bottom of the scratch is Ćat (see Figure E.1), indicating

that the glass substrate is hard enough to not get damaged while the entire thin Ąlm material

on top was removed. The purely organic Ąlms were relatively thin and difficult to scratch off.

The QD-containing Ąlms were thicker and easier to remove.

In Figure E.2, exemplary AFM images of the organic-inorganic semiconductor samples are

shown. They were taken with a JPK Nanowizard instrument in tapping mode. All samples

exhibit relatively smooth and uniform surfaces without larger features. Only in Figure E.2c,

larger cracks are visible which most likely result from the annealing process, but next to these

cracks the surface is also rather smooth.
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E. Organic-inorganic thin Ąlms

AE 1 AE 2

CdSe/nat CdSe/I-

CdSe/I-/AE 1 CdSe/I-/AE 2

a)

c) d)

b)

e) f)

Figure E.1: Exemplary proĄlometer measurements of scratches through the thin Ąlms pre-
pared by drop casting (described in Section 3.3.3). The respective sample compositions are
given in the images. The high peaks around the scratches are from material that was removed
during scratching and deposited beside the scratch. ModiĄed from Ref. [290].

AE 1
a)

CdSe/I-

CdSe/I-/AE 1 CdSe/I-/AE 2

b)

c) d)

Figure E.2: AFM images of a) a purely organic, b) a purely inorganic and c,d) two hybrid
Ąlms. The respective sample compositions are indicated in each image separately. ModiĄed
from Ref. [290].
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E.2 TA excitation density

E.2 TA excitation density

The excitation density during TA measurements plays an important role for the observed

photophysics, since high excitation densities can lead to many-particle interactions, e.g.,

annihilation. These can appear when excitons encounter in the sample, which is more likely

for high excitation densities. Since many-particle interactions complicate the interpretation

of the results, the excitation density is kept as low as possible but high enough to still obtain

a sufficient signal. The excitation density can be adjusted by the pump Ćuence, which is

controlled by gray Ąlters in the pump beam path. By comparing the photophysics of a sample

under different pump Ćuences, conclusions about the presence or absence of many-particle

interactions can be drawn.

The excitation density Neh, given here as the average number of electron-hole pairs per QD,

was calculated from the pump pulse power, which was measured before the TA measurement

at the position of the sample. The measured, time-averaged power was converted into the

energy per pulse with the known repetition frequency, taking into account that every second

pulse is blocked. With the known photon energy (2.00 eV or 3.54 eV), the number of photons

per pulse was then calculated and, together with the illuminated area (∼ 7 × 10−4 cm2),

the pump Ćuence jp in photons per area was received. With jp and the absorption cross

section σ of the QDs at 2.00 eV (620 nm) or 3.54 eV (350 nm), taken from the literature as

σ2.00 ≈ 1.7 × 10−15 cm2 and σ3.54 ≈ 1 × 10−14 cm2 [136, 305], respectively, the excitation

density was calculated by Neh = σjp.

For all measurements with 2.00 eV (620 nm) excitation, Neh < 0.37 was satisĄed. To check

for any remaining Ćuence dependence, additional measurements with Neh < 0.1 were per-

formed, which, however, showed similar dynamics, indicating a negligible Ćuence dependence

in this range. The measurements at 3.54 eV (350 nm) excitation energy yielded a TA signal

for all samples, including the neat AE Ąlms due to the excitation at the AE absorption max-

imum. Since the absorption cross section for molecules is generally smaller than for QDs,

higher pump Ćuences were required for the neat AE Ąlms to receive sufficient signal. To

ensure direct comparability between all measurements at 3.54 eV (350 nm) excitation, they

were all carried out with one common pump Ćuence. This Ćuence resulted in Neh ≈ 1.2

for the QD-containing samples. Again, reference measurements for the neat QD Ąlms were

performed with 1/10 of this Ćuence, which resulted in slower decay dynamics, indicating

probably exciton annihilation for the high Ćuence measurements. Nevertheless, the changes

in the relative dynamics between the different samples can still be compared based on the

high Ćuence measurements.
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E. Organic-inorganic thin Ąlms

E.3 Further TA data

a) b)

CdSe/I- CdSe/I-/AE 2

Figure E.3: TA maps of a a) CdSe/I− and b) CdSe/I−/AE 2 sample. The excitation wave-
length was λexc =620 nm. At long delay times, artifacts due to scattered pump laser light are
visible at λexc. ModiĄed from Ref. [290].

AE 2

a) b)

c) d)

CdSe/nat

CdSe/I-/AE 1 CdSe/I-/AE 2

Figure E.4: TA maps of a a) CdSe/nat, b) AE 2, c) CdSe/I−/AE 1, and d) CdSe/I−/AE 2
sample with λexc =350 nm. ModiĄed from Ref. [290].
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F. Contributions

Several collaborators contributed to the different projects presented in this thesis. They are

listed below, organized according to project/chapter. For contributions from cooperation

partners the head of the group is given in parentheses. The contributions by the author of

this thesis are abbreviated by C.T.

Chapter 5, CTCs of TET with strong acceptors

TET:F4-TCNQ

Sample preparation: C.T., J. Hausch

Theoretical calculations: Dr. A. M. Valencia (Prof. Dr. C. Cocchi)

Steady-state measurem.: C.T., J. Hausch, Dr. C. Zeiser

Steady-state analysis: C.T., J. Hausch

TA measurements: C.T., J. Hausch, Dr. C. Zeiser, Dr. V. Sivanesan

(Prof. Dr. P. Tegeder)

TA analysis: C.T., J. Hausch

TET:F6-TCNNQ

Sample preparation: C.T.

Theoretical calculations: Dr. A. M. Valencia (Prof. Dr. C. Cocchi)

Steady-state measurem.: C.T., Dr. C. Zeiser

Steady-state analysis: C.T.

TA measurements: C.T., J. Hausch, Dr. C. Zeiser, Dr. V. Sivanesan

(Prof. Dr. P. Tegeder)

TA analysis: C.T.
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Chapter 6, PEN with strong acceptors

Sample preparation: C.T.

Steady-state measurem.: C.T.

Steady-state analysis: C.T.

TA measurements: C.T., M. Richter (Prof. Dr. P. Tegeder), Dr. D. Rana

TA analysis: C.T.

Chapter 7, PEN triplet pair state emission

Sample preparation: C.T., F. Unger

PL measurements: C.T.

PL analysis: C.T.

Chapter 8, PEN on plasmonic arrays

Sample preparation: C.T.

Extinction measurem.: C.T., Dr. F. Laible (Prof. Dr. M. Fleischer)

Extinction analysis: C.T.

Chapter 9, CdSe QDs coupled with AEs

AE synthesis: Dr. M. Bender (Prof. Dr. U. Bunz)

CdSe QD synthesis: P. Michel, Dr. K. Kumar (both Prof. Dr. M. Scheele)

Sample preparation: C.T., A. Weber

Steady-state measurem.: C.T., A. Weber

Steady-state analysis: C.T.

TA measurements: C.T., M. Richter (Prof. Dr. P. Tegeder), Dr. D. Rana

TA analysis: C.T.
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G. List of abbreviations

AE aryleneethynylene

AE 1 sodium 2, 2′, 2′′, 2′′′, 2′′′′, 2′′′′′, 2′′′′′′, 2′′′′′′′-(((benzene-1,2,4,5-tetrayltetrakis-

(ethyne-2,1-diyl)) tetrakis(benzene-4,1-diyl))tetrakis(azanetriyl))octaacetate

AE 2 sodium 2, 2′, 2′′, 2′′′-((((2,5-bis((E)-4-methoxystyryl)-1,4-phenylene)bis-

(ethyne-2,1-diyl))-bis(4,1-phenylene))bis(azanetriyl))tetraacetate

AFM atomic force microscopy

CdSe/I− iodide stabilized cadmium selenide quantum dots

CdSe/I−/AE mixed Ąlms of iodide stabilized cadmium selenide quantum dots and

aryleneethynylene derivatives

CdSe/nat cadmium selenide quantum dots with the native ligands

CT charge transfer

CTC charge transfer complex

DC Davydov component

D+ energetically lower Davydov component

D− energetically upper Davydov component

δCT degree of charge transfer

EA electron affinity

EAS evolution associated spectra

ESA excited state absorption

F4-TCNQ 2,3,5,6-tetraĆuoro-7,7,8,8,-tetracyanoquinodimethane

F6-TCNNQ 2,2′-(perĆuoronaphthalene-2,6-diylidene)dimalononitrile

FRET Förster resonance energy transfer
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G. List of abbreviations

FTIR Fourier-transform infrared

GA global analysis

GISAXS grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering

GIWAXS grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering

GIXD grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction

GSB ground state bleach

HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital

IP ionization potential

LSPR localized surface plasmon resonance

LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

NIR near-infrared

NMF N-methylformamide

OLED organic light-emitting diode

OMBD organic molecular beam deposition

OSC organic semiconductor

PEM photoelastic modulator

PEN pentacene

PIA photoinduced absorption

PL photoluminescence

PMIRRAS polarization-modulation infrared reĆection-absorption spectroscopy

PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)

PS polystyrene

QCM quartz crystal microbalance

QD quantum dot

SE stimulated emission

SEM scanning electron microscope
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SF singlet Ąssion

SLR surface lattice resonance

TA transient absorption

TDM transition dipole moment

TE transverse electric

TET tetracene

UV ultraviolet

vis visible

XRR X-ray reĆectivity
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